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1General Introduction
1. General Introduction
It can be assumed that missing values exist since we started to collect data. The
need to find ways to deal with them emerged as the amount of data that was
collected grew, but the willingness to provide information to the parties collecting
it (often the government for the purpose of the census) abated. The inefficiency
due to the loss of information resulting from only using the complete cases for
analysis was no longer considered acceptable (Scheuren 2005).
The methods that were used to handle missing values in the 50s and 60s replaced
the missing values by a single value, such as “hot-deck” imputation, where a
missing value is replaced by an observed value of a case that is similar to the case
with the missing value with regards to other, observed characteristics (Andridge
and Little 2010; Behrmann 1954; Nordbotten 1963; Gorinson 1969). The idea of
replacing a missing datum with multiple values (and arguably the beginning of the
development of more sophisticated missing data methods) traces back to Donald
B. Rubin, who first described his idea in 1977 (Rubin 2004). He states that
“[…] of course (1) imputing one value for missing datum can’t be correct
in general, and (2) in order to insert sensible values for a missing datum
we must rely more or less on some model relating unobserved values
to observed values.”
The Bayesian framework naturally lends itself to missing data settings, treating
missing values as unobserved random variables that have a distribution which de-
pends on the observed data (Rubin 1978a; Rubin 1978b). Nevertheless, initially it
was not used in these settings since calculations can quickly become very involved
when parts of the data are unobserved, and the computational procedures nowa-
days used to overcome these difficulties were not yet available. In this thesis, we
focus on inference on missing data under the Bayesian paradigm but compare it
to other, commonly used approaches.
1.1 Mechanisms and Patterns of Missing Data
1.1.1 Missing Data Mechanism
In the context of missing data, strictly speaking, the term “data” does not only
refer to the values of those variables that were intended to be measured, but also
includes the missing data indicator, a binary variable, that describes if a value was
observed or not.
Using this missingness indicator, a model for the missing data mechanism can be
postulated. This model describes how the probability of a value being missing is
4
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related to other characteristics of the same unit. It can be written as
p(R | Xobs,Xmis,ψ),
where R is the missing data indicator matrix and Xobs and Xmis denote the part
of the data that is completely observed and the part of the data that has missing
values for some subjects, respectively.
In general, the model for the missing data mechanism must be taken into account
when analysing incomplete data, however, under certain conditions, it may be
ignored. Conditions for ignorability were introduced by Rubin (1976) and are
closely connected to the well-established classification of missing data mechanisms
described below (Little and Rubin 2002).
Missing Completely at Random
The data is said to be missing completely at random (MCAR) when the prob-
ability of a value being missing does not depend on any data, that is, when
p(R | Xobs,Xmis,ψ) = p(R | ψ). This type of missingness may occur when
samples are lost, participants miss a visit or do not fill in a question in a ques-
tionnaire, because of reasons that are unrelated with the study for which the data
was supposed to be collected.
Missing at Random
In settings in which the probability of a value being missing does depend on factors
associated with the study, but those factors have been observed, i.e., are part of
Xobs, the missing data mechanism is called missing at random (MAR) and can
be formally described as p(R | Xobs,Xmis,ψ) = p(R | Xobs,ψ). Missing values
of this type may occur for instance when in a survey about the consumption of
sweets overweight participants are less likely to respond to the question how much
chocolate they eat, and the weight of all participants is known. Another example is
a longitudinal study where subjects are excluded from future measurements once
a critical value is exceeded. MAR includes MCAR as a special case.
Missing Not at Random
When the assumption of MAR does not hold, and the probability of a value being
missing does depend on unobserved data, which may either be the missing value it-
self, unobserved values of other variables, or variables that have not been recorded
at all, the missing data mechanism is called missing not at random (MNAR)
and can be written as p(R | Xobs,Xmis,ψ) ̸= p(R | Xobs,ψ). Examples for data
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missing not at random would be if, in the above survey, participants who are over-
weight are more likely not to report their weight, or, if in the longitudinal study
the value that exceeded the threshold would not be recorded. Since Xmis is not
observed, it is not possible to test whether the assumption of MAR holds. Good
knowledge of how the data was obtained and why values are missing is necessary
to make appropriate assumptions about the missing data mechanism.
Ignorability
In settings where the missing data mechanism is MAR and the parameters of the
missingness model, ψ, are a priori independent / distinct of the parameters of the
data model, θ, i.e., p(ψ,θ) = p(ψ) p(θ), the missingness process does not need to
be explicitly modelled when Bayesian or likelihood inference for θ is performed.
Then, the missingness is called ignorable. Throughout this thesis, we assume that
this is the case.
1.1.2 Missing Data Pattern
When values are missing in multiple variables, different patterns of missingness
can arise. If variables can be ordered such that if a value is missing, the values of
all variables following in the sequence are also always missing, the missing data
pattern is called monotone (left panel of Figure 1.1). If such an order does not
exist, the missing data pattern is non-monotone (right panel of Figure 1.1).
Monotone missing data patterns typically arise in longitudinal studies with drop-
out, where once a patient has left the study, no further measurements are available.
In studies where multiple variables measuring different aspects are obtained, either
at the same time point or over time, non-monotone missing data patterns occur
more frequently, since study participants do not return a particular questionnaire
or miss a single visit to the research centre. In this thesis, we consider general,
non-monotone missing data patterns.
1.2 Multiple Imputed Datasets
When the concept of multiple imputation was developed in the 1970s, a require-
ment for a practical way to deal with missing data was that it allowed many
researchers to analyse the incomplete data. Moreover, it was essential that these
analyses could be done using only standard techniques and software tools, which
required complete, balanced data, and without the need of in-depth knowledge
of missing data methods (Scheuren 2005). Especially the second part of this re-
quirement is still relevant today since analyses are often performed by researchers
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monotone non-monotone
observed missing
Figure 1.1: Visualization of a monotone and a non-monotone missing data pat-
tern. Each column represents a variable, while rows represent different patterns
of missing values.
without expert knowledge in statistics, who are usually only familiar with standard
complete data methods and are not versed in Bayesian methodology.
Rubin’s solution to this practicality issue was to perform imputation once and to
distribute the imputed data to various researchers. In this imputation procedure,
multiply imputed, i.e., completed, versions of the original data were produced,
which differed only in the values that had been filled in for the missing obser-
vations. This allowed retaining some information on the uncertainty about the
missing values, while each of the datasets could be analysed using standard meth-
ods. Since the imputed datasets are not identical, the estimates obtained from the
analysis of each dataset will vary. This variation in the obtained estimates allows
assessing the additional uncertainty in the effect estimates that is caused by the
missing values (Rubin 2004).
In the following, we first give an overview of some popular (Bayesian and non-
Bayesian) methods that have been proposed for creating imputed values and then
describe the most commonly used procedure to pool the results from the analyses
of multiple imputed datasets.
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1.2.1 Methods for Imputation
The task to create the imputed values requires to sample from the (posterior)
predictive distribution of the unobserved data, given the observed data. Especially
in larger datasets, with missing values in multiple variables, possibly of different
measurement levels, and a non-monotone missing data pattern, this distribution
is multivariate and not of any standard form.
Joint Model Imputation
Rubin’s suggestion in his initial paper on multiple imputation from 1977 (Rubin
2004) was to approximate the posterior predictive distribution with a multivariate
normal distribution if variables are continuous, or with a multinomial distribution
if data is categorical. Since sampling from either of these distributions is fast
and readily available in software, this approach, especially using the multivariate
normal distribution, is still used today (Carpenter and Kenward 2013). To allow
for covariates of mixed type, the assumption is made that categorical variables
have an underlying normal distribution and that different categories are observed
depending on the value of that latent distribution. Due to its ability to impute
incomplete baseline as well as time-varying covariates in multi-levels settings, we
apply and investigate this approach in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Expectation Maximization
A general approach that allows performing likelihood inference when parts of the
data are unobserved, is the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, introduced
by Dempster et al. (1977). The algorithm alternates between the expectation (E)
step, in which the expected value of missing data, conditional on observed data
and current estimates of the parameters, is obtained, and the maximisation (M)
step, in which parameter values are estimated by maximizing the likelihood of
the parameters given the current values of the missing data. Even though the
approach was not specifically developed to create multiple imputations, it could
be applied in this way, if, once the algorithm has converged, not the expectation
of missing values is determined, but instead multiple values are drawn from the
estimated distribution. In settings where incomplete variables have non-linear
associations with other variables, however, the distribution in the M-step may not
have a closed form and updating the parameters becomes difficult.
Data Augmentation
Data augmentation, an approach similar to the EM algorithm, was proposed by
Tanner and Wong (1987). It can be thought of as a Bayesian version of the EM
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algorithm since it has the same two-step structure, but the E step is replaced
by imputation of missing values and the M step by estimation of the posterior
distribution instead of maximization of the likelihood. The motivation behind
augmenting the data is that sampling from p(θ | X) is often easier than sam-
pling from p(θ | Xobs) and works well if sampling of p(Xmis | Xobs,θ) is possible.
Nonetheless, even when Monte Carlo integration is used, sampling from distribu-
tions that are not members of the exponential family may be difficult, diminishing
the attractiveness of the approach. While Tanner and Wong (1987) aimed to es-
timate the posterior distribution, Li (1988) focused on imputing values but used
essentially the same algorithm.
The approach for analysis of incomplete data and imputation of missing values
followed throughout this thesis uses data augmentation in conjunction with the
Gibbs sampler. The joint distribution of all data, observed and unobserved, as
well as the parameters, is specified in a sequence of univariate distributions. Us-
ing Gibbs sampling, missing values are imputed by draws from the full conditional
distributions arising from this joint distribution. Once the observed data is aug-
mented by the imputed values, posterior inference for the parameters of interest
can be obtained as if the data had been complete. The approach is described in
detail in Chapter 2.
Multiple Imputation using Chained Equations
The nowadays most popular approach for creating multiple imputations, intro-
duced by Van Buuren, Boshuizen, et al. (1999), also uses the idea of the Gibbs
sampler but is a (mostly) frequentist approach. In multiple imputation using
chained equations (MICE), also called multiple imputation using a fully conditional
specification (FCS), a full conditional distribution is specified for each incomplete
variable and imputed values are sampled from these distributions. If a multivari-
ate distribution exists that has the specified distributions as its full conditionals,
the algorithm is a Gibbs sampler.
Specifying the full conditional distributions directly has the advantage that it
allows for a flexible algorithm, in which distributions can be tailored to the mea-
surement level of each variable, and sampling is performed on a variable by variable
basis using samplers that are easy to implement. The MICE algorithm (Van Bu-
uren 2012) starts by randomly drawing starting values from the set of observed
values. Then, in each iteration t = 1, . . . , T , it cycles once through all incomplete
variables xj , j = 1, . . . , p. For each incomplete variable j, the currently completed
data except xj is defined as X˙t−j =
(
x˙t1, . . . , x˙tj−1, x˙t−1j+1, . . . , x˙t−1p
)
. The parame-
ters of the model for xj , θ˙
t
j , are sampled from their distribution conditional on
9
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the observed part of xj and the currently completed data of the other variables
from subjects that have xj observed:
p(θtj | xobsj , X˙−j ,R).
Imputed values x˙tj are drawn from the predictive distribution of the missing values
xmisj given the other variables and parameters θ˙
t
j ,
p(xmisj | Xt−j ,R,θtj).
By filling in the imputed values of the last iteration, i.e.,
(
x˙⊤1 , . . . , x˙⊤p
)
into the
original, incomplete, data, one imputed dataset is created. The algorithm is run
multiple times with different starting values to create a set of multiply imputed
datasets.
A drawback of the MICE algorithm is that there is no guarantee that a joint distri-
bution exists that has the specified conditional distributions as its full conditionals.
If no such distribution exists, the algorithm may not converge to the correct dis-
tribution. Despite this theoretical limitation, it has been shown to work well in
practice as long as the conditional distributions fit the data well enough (Zhu and
Raghunathan 2015). In settings where incomplete covariates are involved in non-
linear functional forms or interactions, or with complex outcomes, such as survival
or longitudinal outcomes, specification of correct imputation models is often not
feasible (Bartlett et al. 2015; Carpenter and Kenward 2013). Even specification
of models that adequately include all information necessary to obtain valid impu-
tations is not straightforward, and, in practice, often not even attempted when
imputation is performed by researchers who are unaware that naive use of impu-
tation software will lead to violation of important assumptions and thereby faulty
imputations and biased inference. The performance of MICE when used naively
for imputation of covariates in longitudinal data is the topic of Chapter 2 of this
thesis.
1.2.2 Pooling Results from Multiple Imputed Datasets
Irrespective of the method used for producing imputations, the results from the
analyses of the multiple imputed datasets need to be combined in a manner that
takes into account the added uncertainty due to the missing values. The formulas
for pooling of such results proposed by Rubin and Schenker (1986) (see also Rubin
(1987)), usually referred to as Rubin’s Rules, have gained wide acceptance and are
outlined in the following.
For a parameter vector Q the overall estimate, pooled over the analyses of m
imputed datasets, can be calculated as the mean over the estimates from these
10
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analyses,
Q = 1
m
m∑
ℓ=1
Q̂ℓ,
where Q̂ℓ denotes the estimate obtained from the ℓ-th imputed set. The overall
variance of Q consists of the within imputation variances W, which can be cal-
culated by averaging over the estimated variances of the Qℓ from each imputed
dataset, Ŵℓ,
W = 1
m
m∑
ℓ=1
Ŵℓ,
and the between imputation variance, B, calculated as
B = 1
m− 1
m∑
ℓ=1
(
Q̂ℓ −Q
)(
Q̂ℓ −Q
)⊤
.
Following Rubin and Schenker (1986), the total variance, T is the sum of within
and between imputation variance, plus an additional term B/m, correcting for the
finite number of imputations, i.e., T =W+B+B/m. The relative increase in vari-
ance that is due to the missing values can be estimated as rm = (B+B/m) /W.
The (1 − α) 100% confidence interval for scalar Q can be calculated as
Q ± tν(α/2)
√
T , where tν is the α/2 quantile of the t-distribution with
ν = (m− 1) (1 + r−1m )2 degrees of freedom.
The corresponding p-value is the probability Pr{F1,ν >
(
Q0 −Q
)2
/T}, where
F1,ν is a random variable that has an F distribution with 1 and ν degrees of
freedom, and Q0 is the null hypothesis value (typically zero).
In the above calculation, the degrees of freedom ν are derived under the assumption
that there are infinite degrees of freedom in the complete data, denoted νcom
(Barnard and Rubin 1999). Since this is not a reasonable assumption for small
datasets, Barnard and Rubin (1999) proposed a different calculation of the degrees
of freedom for the t-distribution
ν˜ =
(
1
ν
+ 1
νˆobs
)−1
= νm
(
1 + ν
νˆobs
)−1
= νcom
[
{λ(νcom)(1− γˆm)}−1 + νcom
ν
]
where the observed-data degrees of freedom, νobs, are estimated as νˆobs =
λ(νcom)νcom(1 − γˆm), γˆm = rm/(1 + rm) and λ(ν) = (ν + 1)(ν + 3). This
small-sample version of Rubin’s Rules is implemented in the R package mice and
used in this thesis.
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1.3 The Bayesian Framework
Since the focus of this thesis is on inference for missing data under the Bayesian
paradigm, in this section we will briefly introduce the Bayesian framework and
some relevant concepts.
The idea behind the Bayesian paradigm is that inference about an unknown pa-
rameter can be obtained by updating an initial guess or prior belief about that
parameter with data (Bayes et al. 1763; Laplace 1774).
1.3.1 Bayes Theorem
The posterior distribution, i.e., the distribution of a parameter θ conditional on
the data X, can be expressed as
p(θ | X) = p(X | θ) p(θ)∫∞
−∞ p(X | θ) p(θ) dθ
.
In the above equations, p(θ) denotes the prior distribution of θ, i.e., the distribu-
tion of θ that is assumed without taking into account the collected data, p(X | θ)
is the likelihood of the data given the parameter, and the denominator constitutes
the marginal distribution of the data, i.e., the distribution of data under all possi-
ble values of θ, and is often called the normalizing constant. Since this normalizing
constant does not depend on θ, Bayes theorem is often simplified to
p(θ | X) ∝ p(X | θ) p(θ),
i.e., the posterior distribution is proportional to the product of the likelihood and
the prior distribution.
In the Bayesian framework, the distribution relating unobserved values, Xmis, to
observed values, Xobs, referred to by Rubin in his statement given above, is called
the posterior predictive distribution of the missing data given the observed data,
p(Xmis | Xobs) =
∫
p(Xmis | Xobs,θ) p(θ | Xobs) dθ.
In practice, an analytic calculation of the posterior distribution is often not feasi-
ble. In that case, it has to be approximated or determined numerically. A numeric
method that is frequently used and works in complex settings is the Monte Carlo
method.
12
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1.3.2 Monte Carlo Methods
Instead of determining the posterior distribution analytically, the Monte Carlo
method (Metropolis and Ulam 1949) draws random samples from it and uses
these samples to calculate summary measures of the distribution, to approximate
the corresponding measures of the posterior distribution.
Using the central limit theorem, the precision of this approximation to the sample
mean, θ¯, can be determined as
θ¯′ ± 1.96 sd(θ′)/
√
K,
where K is the number of independently sampled values θ′, and sd(θ′)/
√
K is
called the Monte Carlo error.
In high-dimensional settings, however, even “just” sampling from the posterior
distribution may not be feasible, since no sampler is available for direct sampling
from a multivariate distribution of unknown form, and factorization of the distri-
bution would require solving multiple integrals (Lesaffre and Lawson 2012). The
development of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (Metropolis, Rosenbluth, et
al. 1953; Hastings 1970) was crucial in overcoming this difficulty.
1.3.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
The idea behind Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling is to construct
a Markov chain that has the distribution to be sampled from as its stationary
distribution. It is an iterative procedure in which a sequence of random variables
is created by repeatedly drawing values from a distribution that depends on the
previously drawn value. MCMC methods, hence, perform dependent sampling.
By creating a Markov chain that has the posterior distribution as its stationary
distribution, samples from that stationary distribution can, thus, be regarded as
a sample from the posterior distribution.
1.3.4 Gibbs Sampler
The Gibbs sampler, introduced by Geman and Geman (1984), facilitates sam-
pling from high-dimensional distributions by splitting a multivariate problem into
a set of univariate problems. It uses the property that a joint distribution is fully
specified by its corresponding set of full conditional distributions. Iteratively sam-
pling from these, often univariate, distributions is usually relatively easy. Using
Gibbs sampling to obtain draws in an MCMC chain, hence, allows sampling from
high-dimensional posterior distributions.
13
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1.3.5 Convergence, Mixing and Thinning
As previously mentioned, samples from an MCMC chain are only samples from
the posterior distribution once the chain has converged, i.e., when the distribution
of the values remains stable throughout further iterations. In order to obtain valid
inferences, convergence of the chains must be checked, and, if necessary, samples
from before the chain has converged need to be discarded. The iterations before
the chain has converged are called burn-in period.
Convergence may be checked visually, by plotting the drawn values against the it-
eration number in a so-called traceplot, which should show a horizontal band with
no apparent trends or patterns. In this thesis, we additionally evaluated conver-
gence using a statistical criterion developed by Gelman and Rubin (1992). It uses
multiple, independent chains for the same parameter, and compares within and
between chain variances. When this criterion, which we refer to as the Gelman-
Rubin criterion in the rest of this thesis, is close enough to one, say, no more than
1.2, the MCMC chains can be assumed to have converged.
Another potential issue when working with MCMC methods is that they perform
dependent sampling. When this dependence is strong it can take many iterations
before the MCMC chain converges and, moreover, many iterations until the chain
has sufficiently explored the whole range of the posterior distribution. In order
to provide enough information about the posterior distribution, a chain with high
auto-correlation may have to be continued for more iterations than can practically
be handled. To reduce the number of samples that have to be stored, a chain may
be thinned out so that only a reduced number of samples is saved.
1.4 Motivating Datasets
The research presented in this thesis is motivated by several large cohort studies.
Such studies are especially prone to missing values since typically a large number
of variables are measured, and many variables are self-reported (i.e., by question-
naire) or participants have to visit a research centre for measurements to be taken.
Moreover, participants are from the general population and may not always see a
direct personal benefit in complying with the study protocol.
Two datasets that were used in this thesis for demonstration of the statistical
methods under investigation, as well as the real world application of the proposed
approach, are briefly introduced in the following sections.
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The Generation R Study
The Generation R Study (Kooijman et al. 2016) is an ongoing longitudinal
population-based prospective cohort study from fetal life until young adult-
hood, investigating growth development and health of children, conducted in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Approximately 10000 pregnant women from the
Rotterdam area with an expected delivery date between 2002 and 2006 were
included and are followed up, together with their children, until the offspring is
18 years of age. Data is collected at scheduled visits to the research centre as well
as by questionnaire, phone interviews or home visits, and augmented by registry
information. Among other things, information on maternal diet and lifestyle,
health and complications during pregnancy, child growth and health outcomes
(e.g., asthma or infectious diseases), behaviour and cognition, body composition
and obesity, and eye and tooth development, is collected at different time points.
The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), conducted
by the National Center for Health Statistics in the United States, is a large cohort
of children and adults and investigates a broad range of health and nutrition
related issues (National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) 2011). Since 1999, a
new cohort of approximately 5000 participants, chosen representatively of the US
population, is included every year. Data on demographic, socioeconomic, dietary
and health-related topics is obtained by interviews and physiological, dental and
medical examinations, and laboratory tests are performed. The study is designed
to, among other things, investigate risk factors for and prevalence of diseases, get
insights into how nutrition (advice) may be used for disease prevention and to
inform public health policies.
1.5 Outline of this Thesis
This section provides a brief overview of the content of the subsequent chapters.
In Chapter 2 a fully Bayesian approach to analysis and imputation of data with
incomplete covariate information is described in detail for the setting with a con-
tinuous longitudinal outcome and incomplete baseline covariates.
Moreover, different approaches to the handling of a longitudinal outcome in mul-
tiple imputation using MICE are investigated, both the naive but commonly used,
and other, more sophisticated techniques. MICE and the fully Bayesian approach
are compared using a simulation study and a real data example from the Gener-
ation R Study, in which the association between maternal diet during pregnancy
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and gestational weight throughout pregnancy is analysed. This application is mo-
tivated by the study conducted in Chapter 3.
Chapters 3 and 4 contain applications of the presented Bayesian approach us-
ing data from the Generation R Study. In Chapter 3 the association between
guideline-based (a priori) and data-driven (a posteriori) dietary patterns with
gestational weight gain and trajectories of gestational weight are investigated. Us-
ing the approach presented in Chapter 2, simultaneous analysis of the trajectories
of gestational weight and imputation of incomplete baseline covariates is per-
formed. The imputed data is then used in the secondary analysis to investigate
the association of diet with weight gain.
Chapter 4 examines the effect of sugar containing beverage consumption by preg-
nant women on body composition of their offspring. Measures of body composition
are the body mass index (BMI), which was measured repeatedly, and the fat mass
index and fat-free mass index, both measured when children where approximately
six years of age. All three outcomes are modelled jointly, and imputation of in-
complete baseline covariates is performed using the Bayesian approach presented
in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 5, the approach of Chapter 2 is extended to time-varying covariates.
Additional issues that arise with such covariates, specifically the potential endo-
geneity and non-linear shape of the association with the outcome are considered.
Advantages and disadvantages as well as the performance of the proposed ap-
proach are compared to multiple imputation using a multivariate normal model
in a simulation study and two research questions from the Generation R Study:
the association between blood pressure and weight of mothers during pregnancy,
and the association of maternal gestational weight and child BMI from birth until
five years of age.
The implementation of our fully Bayesian approach to jointly analyse and impute
incomplete data into the R package JointAI is described in Chapter 6. Func-
tionality of the package to analyse incomplete data using generalized linear mixed
models or generalized linear regression models, which may include non-linear forms
or interaction terms, is demonstrated in detail. Data from the NHANES study as
well as data simulated to mimic data from a longitudinal cohort study, such as
the Generation R Study, is used to illustrate this functionality.
The thesis concludes in Chapter 7 with a general discussion of limitations of the
proposed approach which arise from the model assumptions, and propositions as to
how the approach and its implementation in software should be further improved
and extended to facilitate valid inference with incomplete data in a wider range
of applications and settings.
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2. Dealing with Missing Covariates in Epidemiologic Studies
Abstract
Incomplete data are generally a challenge to the analysis of most large studies.
The current gold standard to account for missing data is multiple imputation
(MI), and more specifically multiple imputation with chained equations (MICE).
Numerous studies have been conducted to illustrate the performance of MICE for
missing covariate data. The results show that the method works well in various
situations. However, less is known about its performance in more complex models,
specifically when the outcome is multivariate as in longitudinal studies. In current
practice, the multivariate nature of the longitudinal outcome is often neglected in
the imputation procedure or only the baseline outcome is used to impute missing
covariates. In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of MICE using differ-
ent strategies to include a longitudinal outcome into the imputation models and
compare it with a fully Bayesian approach that jointly imputes missing values
and estimates the parameters of the longitudinal model. Results from simulation
and a real data example show that MICE requires the analyst to correctly specify
which components of the longitudinal process need to be included in the imputa-
tion models in order to obtain unbiased results. The fully Bayesian approach, on
the other hand, does not require the analyst to explicitly specify how the longi-
tudinal outcome enters the imputation models. It performed well under different
scenarios.
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2.1 Introduction
Missing values are a common complication in the analysis of cohort studies. Since
epidemiologic studies are often adjusted for a large number of possible confounders,
the treatment of missing covariate values is of special interest and our focus in this
chapter. There have been numerous publications that show that naive ways to
handle missing data, like complete case analysis, often lead to biased estimates
and considerable loss of power (Molenberghs and Kenward 2007; Donders et al.
2006; Janssen et al. 2010; Knol et al. 2010; Sterne et al. 2009; Van Buuren 2012).
One standard approach to tackle this problem is to perform multiple imputation
(MI) (Rubin 1987). Among the different flavours of MI, the Multiple Imputation
with Chained Equations (MICE) (Van Buuren 2012) approach has gained the
widest acceptance due to its good performance and ease of use. MI, and hence
also MICE, works in three steps: First, a small number (often 5 or 10) of datasets
are created by imputing each missing value multiple times. Each of the completed
datasets can then be analysed using standard complete data methods. To obtain
the overall result and to take additional uncertainty created by the missing values
into account, the derived estimates are being pooled in the last step.
As a consequence of the separation of imputation and analysis steps, the relations
between the outcome and the covariates, which are modelled in the analysis step,
must be included explicitly in these imputation models. This means that the
imputation models should not only contain other covariates in the predictor but
also the outcome (Moons et al. 2006). When the outcome is univariate (and the
model does not contain non-linear effects or interactions that involve incomplete
covariates) this can be easily done because the outcome is just one of the variables
in the dataset. However, when the outcome has a multivariate nature, such as the
longitudinal outcome in our motivating study, it is not directly evident how this
can be achieved, since longitudinal outcomes are often unbalanced with different
subjects providing a different number of measurements at different time points.
To overcome this problem one could consider simple or complex summaries of the
long trajectories, such as including only a single value (e.g., baseline or the last
available one) or the area under the trajectory. However, it is not clear which
of these representations is the most adequate one for a specific analysis model
and moreover, except in very simple situations, these summaries discard relevant
information. As will be shown later, inclusion of inadequate summary measures
of the subjects’ trajectories can lead to bias.
To prevent the problem of having to specify the appropriate summary measure
in the MICE approach we propose here a fully Bayesian approach which com-
bines the analysis model with the imputation models. The essential difference to
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MICE is that by combining the imputation and analysis in one estimation pro-
cedure, the Bayesian approach obtains inferences on the posterior distribution of
the parameters and missing covariates directly and jointly. Thereby, the whole
trajectory of the longitudinal outcome is implicitly taken into account in the im-
putation of missing covariate values and no summary representation is necessary.
A common approach to specify the joint distribution is to assume (latent) normal
distributions for all variables and model it as multivariate normal (Carpenter and
Kenward 2013; Goldstein et al. 2009). In the present work, we chose a different
approach and follow Ibrahim et al. (2002), who propose a decomposition of the
likelihood into a series of univariate conditional distributions. This produces the
sequential fully Bayesian (SFB) approach which is a flexible and easy to implement
alternative to MICE. Furthermore, since missing values are continuously imputed
in each iteration of the estimation procedure, the uncertainty about the missing
values is automatically taken into account and no pooling is necessary.
Besides approaches using multiple imputation or the fully Bayesian framework,
other methods that can handle missing covariates in longitudinal settings have
been investigated in the literature. Stubbendick and Ibrahim (2003), for instance,
approach the missing data problem using a likelihood-based approach that factor-
ized the joint likelihood into a sequence of conditional distributions, analogue the
SFB approach. Other authors (Chen, Grace, et al. 2010; Chen and Zhou 2011)
have shown how to apply weighted estimating equations for inference in settings
with incomplete data.
In the present study, we describe different strategies to include a longitudinal
outcome in MICE and compare them with the SFB approach. Both methods
were evaluated using simulation and a motivating real data example that required
the analysis of a large dataset with missing values in several variables of different
types. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 briefly describes
the data motivating this study. In Section 2.3 we introduce the problem of missing
data, and describe and compare the two methods of interest, MICE and the SFB
approach. Both methods are applied to a real data example in Section 2.4 and
evaluated in a simulation study, which is described in Section 2.5. Section 2.6
concludes the chapter with a discussion.
2.2 Generation R Data
We have taken a subset of variables measured within the Generation R Study, a
population-based prospective cohort study from early fetal life onwards in Rot-
terdam, the Netherlands (Jaddoe et al. 2012), to illustrate both approaches. It
was extracted with the aim to analyse the effect of diet, represented by three
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principal components, on gestational weight gain and contains a number of in-
complete covariates of mixed type. The relationship between diet and weight gain
during pregnancy is of special interest to epidemiologists because diet may influ-
ence the amount of weight gained during pregnancy and subsequently affect the
risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes. Furthermore, the Body Mass Index (BMI)
before pregnancy is an important related factor on which general guidelines and
recommendations for gestational weight gain are based.
variable
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1: gender
2: dpa
3: dpb
4: dpc
5: age
6: height
7: parity
8: educ
9: smoke
10: alc
11: income
12: gsi
13: bmi
Figure 2.1: Missing data pattern of the Generation R data.
In the present study, data of 3374 pregnant women for whom dietary information
was available, were analysed. Each woman was asked for her pre-pregnancy weight
(baseline) and had up to three weight measurements during pregnancy, one in each
trimester. There were 2297 women for whom all four weight measurements were
recorded, 917 for whom three weight measurements were observed, 146 women
had two measurements, and 14 women had only one measurement of weight. The
gestational age at each measurement was recorded and the time point of the base-
line measurement was set to be zero for all women. Table 2.1 in Appendix 2.A
gives an overview of the available data. All covariates are cross-sectional. The
variable bmi was calculated from baseline weight (weight0) and height. Except
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for gender, age and the dietary pattern variables, all variables had missing values,
in proportions ranging between 0.03% and 14.17%. Reasons for missing covariate
values in this study are usually (item) non-response in the questionnaires used.
Missing baseline weight or weight measurement in the first trimester occurs when
women are included in the study at a later gestational age. The missing pattern
of the covariates is visualized in Figure 2.1. Variables 2 – 6, 12 and 13 are con-
tinuous, variables 1, 7 and 11 are binary and variables 8 – 10 are categorical with
three categories each. 2236 individuals had complete covariate data.
2.3 Dealing with Missing Data
A standard modelling framework for studying the relationship between a longitu-
dinal outcome y and predictor variables X is a linear mixed model:
yij = x⊤ijβ + z⊤ijbi + εij ,
where yij is the j-th observation of individual i, measured at time tij , β denotes
the vector of regression coefficients of the design matrix of the fixed effects Xi,
where xij is a column vector that contains the j-th row of that matrix, and,
analogously, zij denotes a row of the design matrix Zi of the random effects bi
and contains a subset of the variables in xij . Furthermore, the vector bi follows
a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix D, and
εij is an error term that is normally distributed with mean zero and variance σ2y.
In a complete data setting, the probability density function of interest is p(yij |
xij , zij ,θY |X), where θY |X denotes the vector of parameters of the model. When
some of the covariates are incomplete, X consists of two parts, the completely
observed variables Xobs and those variables that containing missing values, Xmis.
The measurement model p(yij | xij,obs,xij,mis, zij ,θY |X) then depends on unob-
served data and standard complete data methods cannot be used any more.
In this chapter, we restrict our attention to the imputation of cross-sectional co-
variates. The missing data mechanism of the outcome is assumed to be ignorable,
i.e., Missing At Random (MAR) or Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) (Lit-
tle and Rubin 2002; Seaman, Galati, et al. 2013), and hence the missing outcome
values do not require special treatment when using mixed effects models.
2.3.1 Multiple Imputation using Chained Equations
The underlying principle of MI is to divide the analysis of incomplete data into
three steps: imputation, analysis and pooling. MICE is a popular implementation
of the imputation step since it allows for multivariate missing data and does not
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require a specific missingness pattern. The idea behind MICE is that, under
certain regularity conditions, the multivariate distribution
p(xi,mis | yi,xi,obs,θX), (2.1)
with xi,mis = (xi,mis1 , . . . , xi,misp)⊤ and xi,obs = (xi,obs1 , . . . , xi,obsq )⊤, can be
uniquely determined by its full conditional distributions and hence Gibbs sampling
of the conditional distributions can be used to produce a sample from (2.1) (Van
Buuren 2012). However, the MICE procedure does not actually start from a
specification of (2.1), but it directly defines a series of conditional, predictive
models of the form
p(xi,misℓ | xi,mis−ℓ ,xi,obs,yi,θXℓ), (2.2)
that link each incomplete predictor variable xi,misℓ , ℓ = 1, . . . , p, with other in-
complete and complete predictors, xi,mis−ℓ and xi,obs, respectively, and impor-
tantly with the outcome. These predictive distributions are typically members
of the extended exponential family (extended with models for ordinal data) with
linear predictor
gℓ
{
E
(
xi,misℓ | xi,obs, xi,mis−ℓ ,yi,γℓ, ξℓ,αℓ
)}
= γ⊤ℓ xi,obs+ξ⊤ℓ xi,mis−ℓ +α⊤ℓ f(yi),
where gℓ(·) is the one-to-one monotonic link function for the ℓ-th covariate and γℓ,
ξℓ and αℓ are vectors of parameters relating the complete and missing covariates
and the outcome to xi,misℓ .
The function f(·) specifies how the outcome enters the linear predictor. In the uni-
variate case, the default choice for f(yi) is simply the identity function. However,
when we have a multivariate yi, such as a longitudinal outcome, we cannot always
simply specify α⊤ℓ yi because yi may have different length than yk for i ̸= k, and
the time points tij and tkj of the observations yij and ykj may be very different.
Hence, it is not meaningful to use the same regression coefficient αℓj to connect
outcomes of different individuals with xi,misℓ and a representation needs to be
found that summarizes yi and that has the same number of elements which also
have the same interpretation for all individuals.
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Some examples for f(yi) could be
f(yi) = 0, (2.3)
f(yi) = yij , (2.4)
f(yi) =
1
ni
ni∑
j=1
yij , (2.5)
f(yi) =
ni−1∑
j=1
(tij+1 − tij)yij + yij+12 , (2.6)
f(yi) = bˆi = D̂Z˜⊤i
(
Z˜iD̂Z˜⊤i + Σ̂i
)−1 (
yi − X˜iβˆ
)
, (2.7)
f(yi) =
∫
X˜i(t)βˆ + Z˜i(t)bˆi dt. (2.8)
Here, f(yi) from (2.3) results in omitting the outcome completely from the im-
putation procedure. Equations (2.4) – (2.6) are examples of representations that
directly use the observed outcome, where (2.4) uses only one observation, e.g.,
the first/baseline outcome if j = 1, (2.5) uses the mean of the observed outcome
and (2.6) uses the area under the observed trajectory to summarize yi. Func-
tions (2.7) and (2.8) are examples of representations that are based on the fit of
a preliminary model. Such a preliminary model could, for instance, include the
time variable and possibly completely observed covariates. In (2.7) we use as a
summary of the trajectory the empirical Bayes estimates of the random effects, bˆi,
where X˜ and Z˜ are the design matrices of the preliminary model and subsets of X
and Z, respectively, Σ̂i is the estimated covariance matrix of the error terms and
βˆ are the restricted maximum likelihood estimates of the regression coefficients
from that model. Equation (2.8) describes the area under the estimated individual
trajectory from (2.7).
Naturally, this list of possible summary functions is not exhaustive. In addition,
combinations of these could be considered as well. Only in very simple settings is it
possible to determine which function of yi is appropriate. Carpenter and Kenward
(2013) show that under a random intercept model for yi, (2.5) is the appropriate
summary function in the imputation model for a normal cross-sectional covariate.
For more complex analysis models or discrete covariates it is not straightforward
to derive the appropriate summary functions.
In settings where the outcome is balanced or close to balanced and does not
have a large number of repeated measurements, another approach could be to
impute missing outcome values so that all individuals have the same number of
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measurements at approximately the same time points, and to include all outcome
variables as separate variables in the linear predictor of the imputation models.
Two important requirements that are necessary to obtain valid imputations using
the MICE procedure as described above are that the imputation models need to be
specified correctly and that the missing data mechanism needs to be ignorable, i.e.,
Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) or Missing At Random (MAR) (Little
and Rubin 2002; Seaman, Galati, et al. 2013). In this case, the missing data
mechanism does not need to be modelled specifically. A common assumption is
that the missing values are MAR given all the observed values. This implies that
also the values of the time variable of a mixed model should be included in the
imputation models. Since the time variable is not constant over time, a summary
representation has to be specified for this variable as well.
2.3.2 Fully Bayesian Imputation
The choice of a summary representation of a multivariate outcome can be avoided
by using a fully Bayesian approach. In the Bayesian setting, the complete data
likelihood is combined with prior information to compute the complete data pos-
terior, which can be written as
p(θY |X ,θX ,xi,mis | yij ,xi,obs) ∝ p(yij | xi,obs,xi,mis,θY |X)
p(xi,mis | xi,obs,θX)pi(θY |X)pi(θX),
where θX is a vector containing parameters that are associated with the likeli-
hood of the partially observed covariates Xmis and pi(θY |X) and pi(θX) are prior
distributions.
A convenient way to specify the joint likelihood of the missing covariates
p(xi,mis | xi,obs,θX) is to use a sequence of conditional univariate distributions
(Ibrahim et al. 2002)
p(xi,mis1 , . . . , xi,misp | xi,obs,θX) =
p(xi,mis1 | xi,obs,θX1)
p∏
ℓ=2
p(xi,misℓ | xi,obs, xi,mis1 , . . . , xi,misℓ−1 ,θXℓ), (2.9)
with θX = (θX1 , . . . ,θXp)⊤. Each of these distributions is again chosen from
the extended exponential family, according to the type of the respective variable.
Writing the joint distribution of the covariates in such a sequence provides a
straightforward way to specify the joint distribution even when the covariates are
of mixed type.
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After specifying the prior distributions pi(θY |X) and pi(θX), Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods, such as Gibbs sampling, can be used to draw samples
from the joint posterior distribution of all parameters and missing values. Since all
missing values are imputed in each iteration of the Gibbs sampler, the additional
uncertainty created by the missing values is automatically taken into account and
no pooling is necessary.
The advantage of working with the full likelihood instead of the series of predic-
tive models (2.2) is that we can choose how to factorize this full likelihood. More
specifically, by factorizing the joint distribution p(yij ,xi,mis,xi,obs | θY |X ,θX)
into the conditional distribution p(yij | xi,obs,xi,mis,θY |X) and the marginal dis-
tribution p(xi,mis | xi,obs,θX), the joint posterior distribution can be specified
without having to include the outcome into any predictor and no summary repre-
sentation f(yi) is needed. This becomes clear when writing out the full conditional
distribution of the incomplete covariates, used by the Gibbs sampler:
p(xi,misℓ | yi,xi,obs,xi,mis−ℓ ,bi,θ) ∝

ni∏
j=1
p
(
yij | xi,obs,xi,mis,bi,θY |X
)
p(xi,mis | xi,obs,θX)pi(bi)pi(θY |X)pi(θX)
∝

ni∏
j=1
p
(
yij | xi,obs,xi,mis,bi,θY |X
)
p(xi,misℓ | xi,obs,xi,mis<ℓ ,θXℓ){
p∏
k=ℓ+1
p(xi,misk | xi,obs,xi,mis<k ,θXk)
}
pi(bi)pi(θY |X)pi(θXℓ)
p∏
k=ℓ+1
pi(θXk),
where ni is the number of repeated measurements of individual i, θ⊤Y |X = (γ⊤y , ξ⊤y ),
θ⊤Xℓ = (γ
⊤
ℓ , ξ
⊤
ℓ ) and θ⊤Xk = (γ⊤k , ξ⊤k ), and xi,mis<ℓ = (xi,mis1 , . . . , xi,misℓ−1)⊤ and
xi,mis<k = (xi,mis1 , . . . , xi,misk−1)⊤ denote the subset of variables in the sequence
before xi,misℓ and xi,misk , respectively.
The densities p(yij | xi,obs,xi,mis,bi,θY |X), p(xi,misℓ | xi,obs,xi,mis<ℓ ,θXℓ) and
p(xi,misk | xi,obs,xi,mis<k ,θXk) are members of the extended exponential family
with linear predictors
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E
(
yij | xi,obs,xi,mis,bi,θY |X
)
= γ⊤y xi,obs + ξ⊤y xi,mis + z⊤ijbi, (2.10)
gℓ
{
E
(
xi,misℓ | xi,obs,xi,mis<ℓ ,θXℓ
)}
= γ⊤ℓ xi,obs +
ℓ−1∑
s=1
ξℓsxi,miss , (2.11)
gk
{
E
(
xi,misk | xi,obs,xi,mis<k ,θXk
)}
= γ⊤k xi,obs +
k−1∑
s=1
ξksxi,miss , (2.12)
k = ℓ+ 1, . . . , p.
Equation (2.10) represents the predictor of the linear mixed model, Equation (2.11)
the predictor of the imputation model of xmisℓ with link function gℓ from the ex-
tended exponential family, and Equation (2.12) represents the predictors of the
covariates that have xmisℓ as a predictive variable, with gk(·) being the corre-
sponding link function. As can easily be seen, none of the Equations (2.10) –
(2.12) contains the outcome on its right-hand side, whereby the SFB approach
avoids the need for a summary representation.
It has been mentioned before that it is not obvious how the imputation models in
the sequence should be ordered (Bartlett et al. 2015) and, from a theoretical point
of view, different orderings may result in different joint distributions, leading to
different results. Chen and Ibrahim (2001) suggest to condition the categorical
imputation models on the continuous covariates. In the context of MI it has
been suggested to impute variables in a sequence so that the missing pattern is
close to monotone (Van Buuren 2012; Schafer 1997; Bartlett et al. 2015). Our
convention is to order the imputation models in (2.9) according to the number
of missing values, starting with the variable with the least missing values. It
has been shown, however, that sequential specifications, as used in the Bayesian
approach, are quite robust against changes in the ordering (Chen and Ibrahim
2001; Zhu and Raghunathan 2015) and results may be unbiased even when the
order of the sequence is misspecified as long as the imputation models fit the data
well enough. Preliminary results of our own work (not shown here) indicated that
our convention may lead to shorter computational times.
Like MICE, the SFB approach, in the form described above, is valid only under
ignorable missing data mechanisms and when the analysis model, as well as the
conditional distributions of the covariates, are correctly specified.
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2.4 Data Analysis
2.4.1 Design
The data described in Section 2.2 was imputed and analysed using MICE and a
frequentist linear mixed model as well as with the SFB approach.
The analysis model of interest was the linear mixed model
weightij =β0 + β1genderi + β2dpai + β3dpbi + β4dpci + β5agei+
β6parityi + β7educ2i + β8educ3i + β9smoke2i+
β10smoke3i + β11alc2i + β12alc3i + β13incomei+
β14gsii + β15bmii + β16timeij + β17timeij × dpai+
β18timeij × dpbi + β19timeij × dpci + β20time2ij+
bi0 + bi1timeij + εij ,
where time is a centred version of the gestational age (in weeks) and bi0 and bi1 are
correlated random effects. Interaction terms between the dietary pattern variables
and time were included in the model to allow the slope of the weight trajectories
to be associated with diet. The variable names used here are explained in Table
2.1 in Appendix 2.A.
For the imputation with MICE, we chose five different strategies to represent yi,
three simple and commonly used strategies and two more sophisticated strategies:
• S1: exclude the outcome from the imputation models, i.e., f(yi) as in (2.3),
• S2: include only the baseline outcome, weight0, i.e., f(yi) as in (2.4) with
j = 1,
• S3: include the mean of the observed weight measurements, i.e., f(yi) as in
(2.5),
• S4: obtain empirical Bayes estimates of the random effects bˆi from a prelim-
inary analysis model with time as only explanatory variable and a simplified
random effects structure that only contained a random intercept, and include
those estimates in the imputation, i.e., f(yi) from (2.7) with bˆi = (bˆi,0),
• S5: fit a preliminary model with time as only explanatory variable, using
the random effects structure used in the analysis model, and include the
empirical Bayes estimates from that model in the imputation step, i.e. f(yi)
from (2.7) with bˆi = (bˆi,0, bˆi,1).
For each of the five strategies, we calculated f(weighti) and f(timei), using the
same function f(·), and appended both as two or more new variables to the dataset.
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Since in our data the baseline value of time is zero for all individuals it does not
help the imputation in S2 and was hence not included in that strategy. Note that
strategy S3 is implemented in the current version (2.22) of the R-package mice
(Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011) for the imputation of continuous
cross-sectional covariates in a 2-level model but not for variables of other type. It
is also important to note that strategies S1 and S2 may generally not lead to valid
imputations since they do not include the entire outcome. They are included here
to demonstrate the bias that may be introduced by a naive use of MICE.
Ten datasets were created for each strategy by taking the imputed values of the
20th iteration from the MICE algorithm using the R-package mice. Covariates
were imputed according to their measurement level using (Bayesian) normal re-
gression, logistic regression and a proportional odds model for ordered factors. For
details on these models see Van Buuren (2012) and Van Buuren and Groothuis-
Oudshoorn (2011). Since the variable gsi is restricted to positive values, we
imputed the square root of gsi, but used gsi on the original scale as predictor in
the other imputation models. For the analysis, categorical variables were re-coded
into dummy variables. The analysis model described above was then fitted for
each of the completed datasets using lmer() from the R-package lme4 (Bates
et al. 2015). Finally, the results were pooled using Rubin’s rules (Rubin 1987), as
implemented in mice.
The SFB approach was implemented in R (R Core Team 2013) and JAGS (Plum-
mer 2003) using a normal hierarchical model
weightij ∼ N(µij , σ2weight)
µij = β0 + β1genderi + . . .+ β15bmii + β16timeij +
β17timeij × dpai + β18timeij × dpbi + β19timeij × dpci +
β20time2ij + bi0 + bi1timeij
(bi,0, bi,1)⊤ ∼ N(0,D)
D ∼ inv-Wishart(R, 2)
R = diag(r1, r2)
r1, r2
iid∼ Ga(0.1, 0.01)
σ2weight ∼ inv-Ga(0.001, 0.001),
where µij has the same structure as the frequentist mixed model described above.
The conditional distributions for the missing covariates from Equation (2.9) were
specified as linear, logistic and cumulative logistic regression models. Uninforma-
tive priors were used for all parameters. Following the advice of Garrett and Zeger
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(2000), we assumed independent normal distributions with mean zero and variance
9/4 for the regression coefficients in categorical models (logistic and cumulative
logistic), since that choice leads to priors that are approximately uniform on the
probability scale obtained from the “expit” transformation. The first 100 iterations
of the MCMC sample were discarded as burn-in. Three chains with 5000 iterations
each were used to compute the posterior summary measures. Convergence of the
MCMC chains was checked using the Gelman-Rubin criterion (Gelman, Meng, et
al. 1996). The posterior estimates were considered precise enough if the MCMC
error was less than five per cent of the parameter’s standard deviation (Lesaffre
and Lawson 2012).
2.4.2 Results
Figure 2.2 shows parameter estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CIs; 2.5%
and 97.5% quantiles for the SFB approach) for the regression coefficients from the
Generation R example.
Several coefficients demonstrate substantial differences in the estimates and CIs
between different imputation strategies. Overall, MICE strategies S1 and S2 re-
sulted in similar estimates and CIs, which however differed considerably from the
estimates and/or CIs of the other three MICE strategies and the SFB approach,
for most parameters. The naive MICE approaches S1 and S2 estimated non-
significant effects for dpa, dpc and educ, whereas the other approaches estimated
effects that were significantly different from zero. The largest difference between
the strategies was observed for the parameter of bmi. The posterior mean and CIs
for all regression coefficients are displayed in Table 2.2 in Appendix 2.B. These re-
sults indicate that, in the present example, a considerable amount of information is
lost when the outcome is not represented by a summary of all its observations but
only the first measurement or excluded completely from the imputation models in
MICE.
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dpb t´ime (b18) dpc t´ime (b19) time2 (b20)
bmi (b15) time (b16) dpa t´ime (b17)
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Figure 2.2: Parameter estimates and 95% CIs for the regression coefficients from
the Generation R example for the five MICE strategies (S1 – S5) and the sequential
fully Bayesian approach (SFB). The displayed CIs for SFB are the 2.5% and 97.5%
quantiles of the MCMC sample.
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2.5 Simulation Study
2.5.1 Design
To compare the performance of MICE and the SFB approach under different
scenarios of missing data mechanisms, we performed a simulation study in which
the missingness of the covariates depended on the outcome in different ways.
We simulated data for 500 subjects from a linear mixed-effects model
yij =β0 + β1timeij + β2time2ij + β3Bi + β4Ci + β5Ci × timeij+
bi0 + timeijbi1 + time2ijbi2 + εij ,
with j = 1, . . . , 6, a time variable that was uniformly distributed between 0 and
3.5, a binary cross-sectional covariate Bi, creating two groups of equal size, a
continuous cross-sectional covariate Ci that follows a standard normal distribution
and is independent from Bi, and error terms εij from a normal distribution with
mean zero and variance σ2y = 0.25. The random effects were assumed to be
multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix D. The values of β and
D that were used in each of the scenarios can be found in Appendix 2.C. To create
an unbalanced design, repeated measurements were removed with probability 0.2
and under the restriction that each individual had to have at least three repeated
measurements. The remaining time points were sorted for each subject.
In order to create missingness that depends on the longitudinal structure of the
outcome, in Scenario 1 we obtained ordinary least squares estimates λˆi of the
regression coefficients from preliminary linear models
yij = λ0i + λ1itimeij + λ2itime2ij + ε˜ij , ε˜ij ∼ N(0, σ2ε),
for each individual i and Ci was put to missing with probability
logit(pi) = γ0 + γ1λˆ0i + γ2λˆ1i + γ3λˆ2i,
where logit(x) = log {x/(1− x)}. The values of γ used for the simulation can be
found in Table 2.4 in Appendix 2.C.
In Scenario 2, missing values were created in Bi as well as Ci, depending on the
area under the curve (AUC) described by the observed outcome yij . The AUC
for individual i was computed as
AUCi =
ni−1∑
j=1
(timeij+1 − timeij)
yij + yij+1
2 ,
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where ni is the number of repeated measurements of individual i, and scaled to
be centred around zero and have standard deviation equal to 1, for computational
reasons.
The probability p1i of the continuous variable Ci to be missing was then computed
as
logit(p1i) = γ10 + γ11AUCi + γ12AUC2i .
Observations in the binary variable Bi were deleted depending on the AUC and
the missingness of Ci with probability p2i:
logit(p2i) = γ20 + γ211(Ci = NA) + γ22AUCi,
where 1 is the indicator function which is 1 if Ci is missing and 0 otherwise.
In both scenarios, we performed the analysis based on the complete data as well
as datasets with 20% and 50% missings. In Scenario 2, 60% of that desired
missing percentage was missing in Ci, the remaining 40% in Bi. The coefficients
γ1, γ2, γ3, γ11, γ12, γ21 and γ22 were specified a priori and the intercepts γ0, γ10 and
γ20 chosen so that (approximately) the desired proportion of data was missing.
All parameter values used for the simulation can be found in Appendix 2.C.
Under both scenarios, the simulated data were again imputed and fitted, using
the correct analysis model, with the five strategies using MICE described in Sec-
tion 2.4, as well as the SFB approach. Here, timei1 was included in strategy S2,
strategy S4 used empirical Bayes estimates of the random intercept and slope and
strategy S5 used estimates of the random intercept and the random effects for
time and time2. We created 10 imputed datasets with each MICE strategy. In
the SFB approach, we simulated three chains. The number of iterations was de-
termined based on two criteria: the Gelman-Rubin criterion (Gelman, Meng, et al.
1996) for convergence had to be smaller than 1.2 and the MCMC error less than
five per cent of the parameter’s standard deviation (Lesaffre and Lawson 2012).
An example of the JAGS syntax used for Scenario 2 can be found in Appendix
2.E.
It is important to note that S1 and S2 are not correct models under the MAR
assumption in neither of the two scenarios since not all available information of
yi and timei is included.
2.5.2 Results
Under Scenario 1, the most severely biased estimates were observed for β1 (related
to time) and β5 (related to the interaction between time and C). Figures 2.3 and
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2.4 compare the relative bias (estimated βˆ divided by true β) and coverage rate
of the 95% CIs, respectively, for all imputation strategies and missing percentages
in Scenario 1.
Table 2.6 in Appendix 2.D summarizes the results from both simulation studies.
For each covariate, the first line gives the average relative bias of the estimated
parameter over all 500 simulations, the second line gives the mean squared error
(MSE) of the estimates multiplied by ten and the third line gives the proportion
of simulations in which the estimated 95% CI, or the 95% credible interval for the
Bayesian analysis, covered the true β.
MICE models S1 and S2 performed the worst, with a relative bias of 0.10 and
0.25 under 20% missing values, and a relative bias of -0.39 and -0.61 under 50%
missing values. The coverage rate of the 95% CIs for both models was 20% and
30% respectively, under 20% missing values, and 5% and 0%, respectively, when
only half of the individuals had C observed.
Summarizing yi by its mean (S3) resulted in less biased results (relative bias 0.82,
92% coverage under 20% missing values). For 50% missing values the relative bias
worsened to 0.39 and the coverage rate dropped to 54%. S4 gave slightly biased
estimates for the effect of time and the continuous covariate C and the CI of the
parameter for C covered the true parameter only in 85.8% of the simulations un-
der 50% missing values. S5 and the SFB approach were unbiased for all missing
percentages and had only minor deviations from the desired coverage rate of 95%.
The same difference between the imputation strategies was observed for the in-
teraction between time and C, the intercept and the parameter of the continuous
variable C, although less severe in the latter case. Again, S1 and S2 led to the
most biased parameters and had (very) poor coverage rate, S3 was less biased and
had insufficient coverage rate for the parameter of the interaction term. Also for
these parameters, the SFB approach provided unbiased estimates with the desired
coverage rate. The SFB approach had slightly smaller MSE than S4 and S5 for
most parameters.
In Scenario 2, S1 and S2 gave biased estimates and produced CIs with insufficient
coverage rate for most parameters (see Figures 2.5 and 2.6 in Appendix 2.D).
Estimates from S1 were more biased than those from S2 except for the parameter
of the continuous covariate and time2. S3 performed better than S1 and S2 for
most parameters but still gave biased estimates and had coverage rate below 85%
under 50% missing for the intercept and the effects for B and the interaction
between B and time. The two more sophisticated MICE strategies S4 and S5, as
well as the SFB approach, provided unbiased estimates and CIs with the desired
coverage rate for all parameters.
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Figure 2.3: Relative bias in simulation Scenario 1, for the five imputation strategies
using MICE (S1–S5) and the sequential fully Bayesian approach (SFB).
The average computation time per simulation for the complete data was less than
one second for lmer() and 15 seconds for the Bayesian model. For incomplete
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Figure 2.4: Coverage rate in simulation Scenario 1, for the five imputation strate-
gies using MICE (S1–S5) and the sequential fully Bayesian approach (SFB).
data, the computational time increased to 7 – 10 seconds for imputation with
mice and subsequent analysis with lmer() and to 16 – 38 seconds for the SFB
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approach. The exact numbers can be found in Table 2.5 in Appendix 2.D.
2.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have studied the statistical analysis of longitudinal outcomes
with incomplete covariates. We have contrasted the popular MICE approach with
a full specification of the joint distribution of the outcome and the covariates using
the SFB approach. Our theoretical and simulation results suggest that the key in
obtaining unbiased estimates is to sample the missing covariates from conditional
distributions which are compatible with the other imputation models and with
the analysis model of interest.
In MICE the full conditionals are specified directly and the outcome has to be
included explicitly in the imputation models. When the outcome is multivariate
and the covariates are of mixed type it is not straightforward to derive a functional
form of the outcome to include in the corresponding linear predictors that would
lead to compatible imputation models.
One way to ensure compatibility is to specify the joint distribution of all variables
and derive the full conditionals from there. Bartlett et al. (2015) use a similar idea
to extend MICE by proposing imputation using a “substantive model compatible
full conditional specification”. Another approach (Carpenter and Kenward 2013;
Goldstein et al. 2009) is to specify the joint distribution as (latent) multivariate
normal and to draw multiple imputations from the resulting conditional distribu-
tions. The SFB approach uses a sequence of univariate conditional distributions
to specify the joint distribution. This has the advantage that, since the analysis
model is part of the conditional distributions, the parameters of interest are esti-
mated simultaneously with the imputation of the missing values and no additional
analysis (and pooling) is necessary. Furthermore, the specification of the univari-
ate conditional imputation models allows for a straightforward and very flexible
implementation.
The separation of the imputation and analysis step in MI is often considered an
advantage because the set of completed datasets can be used for several analyses.
The same is possible when data are imputed with the SFB approach: random
draws from the posterior samples of the imputed values may be used to form
multiple imputed datasets. However, the compatibility of the imputation models
with the new analysis models cannot be guaranteed. If the analysis model changes
considerably, the imputation has to be re-done. When using the SFB approach
this may be time-consuming.
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The possibility to include auxiliary variables, which are not part of the analysis
model but are used to aid the imputation, is another attractive feature of MI. The
SFB approach can be extended to include such auxiliary variables by including
them in predictors of the imputation models but omitting them from the predictor
of the analysis model or fixing the corresponding regression coefficients in the
analysis model to zero. The implied assumption is therefore that the outcome is
conditionally independent of the auxiliary variables.
A major reason why MICE is widely used is its availability in many software pack-
ages (Sterne et al. 2009; White et al. 2011; Yucel 2011). There are several packages
in R that make use of the Bayesian framework for imputation (Quartagno and Car-
penter 2015; Zhao and Schafer 2015; Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011;
Bartlett 2015) but to our knowledge, none of them can currently handle missing
baseline covariates of mixed types in a longitudinal setting. With the use of pro-
grams like WinBUGS (D. J. Lunn et al. 2000) or JAGS (Plummer 2003) however,
the implementation and estimation of the SFB approach is straightforward (see
example syntax in Appendix 2.E).
Even though it has been shown that MICE performs well in most standard situa-
tions and that the issue of incompatible imputation models is mainly a theoretical
issue (Zhu and Raghunathan 2015), our results demonstrate the advantage of
working with the full likelihood in more complex situations. This may as well be
relevant when using other multivariate models, such as for instance latent mix-
ture models, where imputation with MICE without taking into account the actual
structure of the measurement model may lead to poorly imputed values which will
distort the analysis. The SFB approach we presented in this chapter can be ex-
tended to such other multivariate outcomes in a straightforward and natural way
and even allows for settings with multiple outcomes of possibly different types.
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Appendix
2.A Variable Description
Table 2.1: Description of the covariates in the Generation R data.
name description level missings (%)
weight0 maternal pre-pregnancy weight in kg continuous 478 (14.2 %)
weight1 maternal weight in first trimester in kg continuous 550 (16.3 %)
weight2 maternal weight in second trimester in kg continuous 124 (3.7 %)
weight3 maternal weight in third trimester in kg continuous 99 (2.9 %)
dpa, dpb, dietary patterns continuous –
dpc (first three components from PCA)
gender gender of the child (boys, girls) binary –
age mother’s age at intake in years continuous –
height mother’s height at intake in cm continuous 1 (<0.1 %)
parity previous births (none vs one or more) binary 8 (0.2 %)
educ educational level of the mother categorical 45 (1.3 %)
(low and midlow, midhigh, high)
smoke maternal smoking during pregnancy categorical 250 (7.4 %)
(never, until pregnancy was known, con-
tinued during pregnancy)
alc maternal alcohol intake during pregnancy categorical 272 (8.1 %)
(never, until pregnancy was known, con-
tinued during pregnancy)
income monthly net household income binary 347 (10.28 %)
(≤ 2200 €, > 2200 €)
gsi Global Severity Index (stress measure) continuous 406 (12.0 %)
bmi maternal BMI at intake continuous 478 (14.2 %)(
computed as weight0(height/100)2
)
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2.B Results from the Generation R Data
Table 2.2: Pooled parameter estimates and 95% CIs or posterior means and 2.5%
and 97.5% quantiles (SFB) of the analysis of the Generation R data. (S1: no
outcome, S2: baseline outcome, S3: mean outcome, S4: simple random effects,
S5: full random effects, SFB: sequential fully Bayesian; continued on page 45)
S1 S2 S3
intercept 10.39 [ 7.16, 13.61] 10.21 [ 6.98, 13.45] 2.51 [ 0.49, 4.53]
gender 0.08 [-0.47, 0.62] 0.03 [-0.50, 0.56] 0.07 [-0.33, 0.47]
dpa 0.20 [-0.13, 0.53] 0.18 [-0.13, 0.50] 0.38 [ 0.15, 0.61]
dpb -0.24 [-0.57, 0.10] -0.22 [-0.54, 0.10] 0.02 [-0.21, 0.25]
dpc 0.26 [-0.07, 0.58] 0.29 [-0.04, 0.63] 0.40 [ 0.18, 0.61]
time 0.37 [ 0.37, 0.38] 0.37 [ 0.37, 0.38] 0.37 [ 0.37, 0.38]
time2 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01] 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01] 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01]
age 0.06 [-0.02, 0.14] 0.06 [-0.02, 0.14] 0.03 [-0.02, 0.08]
educ2 0.36 [-0.77, 1.50] 0.34 [-0.64, 1.31] 0.90 [ 0.25, 1.54]
educ3 0.19 [-1.13, 1.50] 0.13 [-0.97, 1.24] 0.77 [ 0.01, 1.54]
parity 0.28 [-0.35, 0.90] 0.31 [-0.35, 0.98] 0.25 [-0.21, 0.72]
BMI 2.52 [ 2.42, 2.63] 2.53 [ 2.43, 2.63] 2.86 [ 2.81, 2.91]
smoke2 -0.17 [-1.22, 0.88] -0.08 [-1.04, 0.88] 0.07 [-0.60, 0.75]
smoke3 -0.60 [-1.46, 0.26] -0.65 [-1.63, 0.34] -0.49 [-1.10, 0.12]
alc2 -0.63 [-1.51, 0.25] -0.61 [-1.52, 0.29] -0.21 [-0.84, 0.42]
alc3 -0.26 [-0.97, 0.45] -0.25 [-1.00, 0.50] 0.06 [-0.43, 0.56]
gsi 1.22 [-0.06, 2.50] 1.34 [ 0.00, 2.68] 0.51 [-0.44, 1.45]
income 0.55 [-0.30, 1.40] 0.61 [-0.30, 1.52] 0.71 [ 0.14, 1.27]
dpa×time 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.01 [ 0.00, 0.01]
dpb×time -0.00 [-0.01, 0.00] -0.00 [-0.01, 0.00] -0.00 [-0.01, 0.00]
dpc×time 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01]
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Table 2.2: (Continued from page 44) Posterior means and 95% CIs or 2.5% and
97.5% quantiles (SFB) of the analysis of the Generation R data. (S1: no outcome,
S2: baseline outcome, S3: mean outcome, S4: simple random effects, S5: full
random effects, SFB: sequential fully Bayesian)
S4 S5 SFB
intercept 2.42 [ 0.41, 4.44] 1.71 [-0.20, 3.61] 1.96 [ 4.17, -0.26]
gender 0.05 [-0.34, 0.43] 0.06 [-0.32, 0.43] 0.07 [-0.30, 0.45]
dpa 0.34 [ 0.13, 0.56] 0.30 [ 0.08, 0.52] 0.32 [ 0.10, 0.55]
dpb 0.03 [-0.20, 0.26] 0.02 [-0.20, 0.24] 0.03 [-0.20, 0.26]
dpc 0.38 [ 0.17, 0.60] 0.41 [ 0.19, 0.63] 0.39 [ 0.18, 0.61]
time 0.37 [ 0.37, 0.38] 0.37 [ 0.37, 0.38] 0.37 [ 0.37, 0.38]
time2 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01] 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01] 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01]
age 0.03 [-0.02, 0.08] 0.03 [-0.02, 0.08] 0.03 [-0.02, 0.08]
educ2 0.88 [ 0.26, 1.50] 0.94 [ 0.29, 1.59] 0.92 [ 0.30, 1.55]
educ3 0.79 [ 0.07, 1.50] 0.89 [ 0.14, 1.64] 0.85 [ 0.12, 1.61]
parity 0.28 [-0.14, 0.71] 0.34 [-0.09, 0.76] 0.32 [-0.10, 0.75]
BMI 2.87 [ 2.82, 2.92] 2.90 [ 2.85, 2.95] 2.89 [ 2.84, 2.94]
smoke2 0.01 [-0.71, 0.73] -0.02 [-0.66, 0.62] -0.01 [-0.70, 0.70]
smoke3 -0.40 [-0.97, 0.18] -0.57 [-1.13, -0.01] -0.52 [-1.09, 0.07]
alc2 -0.18 [-0.79, 0.43] -0.20 [-0.80, 0.40] -0.22 [-0.81, 0.36]
alc3 0.10 [-0.38, 0.59] 0.15 [-0.33, 0.62] 0.13 [-0.35, 0.61]
gsi 0.47 [-0.42, 1.37] 0.56 [-0.28, 1.40] 0.55 [-0.36, 1.47]
income 0.63 [ 0.11, 1.16] 0.64 [ 0.16, 1.12] 0.71 [ 0.20, 1.23]
dpa×time 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01]
dpb×time -0.00 [-0.01, 0.00] -0.00 [-0.01, 0.00] -0.00 [-0.01, 0.00]
dpc×time 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.00, 0.01]
2.C Simulation Settings
Table 2.3: Parameters β used for simulation.
Intercept time B C time×C time2
Scenario 1 0.97 0.36 1.4 0.25 2.46 0.01
Scenario 2 0.97 0.36 1.4 0.25 2.46 0.35
D =
 2.300 −0.750 −0.060−0.750 1.550 0.004
−0.060 0.004 0.058

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Table 2.4: Parameters γ used for simulation.
20% NA 50% NA 20% NA & 50% NA
γ0 ≈ -13.2 γ0 ≈ -6.9 γ1 = 1.0 γ2 = -3.5 γ3 = 2.5
γ10 ≈ -2.8 γ10 ≈ -1.2 γ11 = 2.5 γ12 = -0.5
γ20 ≈ -3.0 γ20 ≈ -2.1 γ21 = 1.5 γ22 = 0.5
2.D Simulation Results
Table 2.5: Computational times in seconds for simulation in both scenarios.
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
0% NA 20% NA 50% NA 0% NA 20% NA 50% NA
S1 0.59 7.77 8.14 0.59 8.67 9.50
S2 0.59 6.89 7.44 0.59 8.62 8.85
S3 0.59 7.70 7.87 0.59 9.58 9.64
S4 0.59 6.82 6.87 0.59 8.72 8.72
S5 0.59 7.29 7.31 0.59 9.30 9.27
SFB 14.99 16.01 23.03 14.71 26.58 37.66
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Table 2.6: Simulation results from both scenarios: relative bias, 10 times the mean squared error (MSE) and coverage
rate of the 95% CI (S1: no outcome, S2: baseline outcome, S3: mean outcome, S4: simple random effects, S5: full
random effects, SFB: sequential fully Bayesian; continued on page 48)
full data 20% missing values 50% missing values
lmer() SFB S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 SFB S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 SFB
Scenario 1
rel. bias 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.73 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.28 0.86 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13Intercept
coverage 95% 95% 91% 90% 95% 95% 95% 95% 86% 40% 94% 95% 95% 94%
rel. bias 0.99 0.99 0.10 0.25 0.82 0.91 0.99 0.99 -0.39 -0.61 0.39 0.70 0.96 1.01
10 · MSE 0.07 0.07 1.14 0.81 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.07 2.65 3.49 0.61 0.24 0.15 0.13time
coverage 94% 95% 20% 30% 93% 95% 94% 94% 5% 0% 54% 86% 93% 92%
rel. bias 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.16 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.22 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.20B
coverage 96% 96% 96% 95% 96% 96% 96% 96% 96% 94% 96% 96% 95% 96%
rel. bias 0.99 0.99 1.31 1.74 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.99 1.04 2.59 1.22 1.14 1.01 0.97
10 · MSE 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.41 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.04 1.65 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08C
coverage 93% 93% 91% 43% 96% 94% 94% 94% 100% 2% 94% 93% 95% 96%
rel. bias 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.85 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.67 0.97 1.01 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.04 0.04 3.92 1.37 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 19.06 6.84 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.08time×C
coverage 95% 95% 0% 6% 93% 95% 95% 94% 0% 0% 89% 93% 95% 94%
rel. bias 1.04 1.04 1.01 0.84 1.10 1.03 1.04 1.04 0.97 0.02 1.12 1.02 1.02 1.02
10 · MSE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00time2
coverage 95% 94% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 93% 95% 96% 95% 95%47
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Table 2.6: (Continued from page 47) Simulation results from both scenarios: relative bias, 10 times the mean squared
error (MSE) and coverage rate of the 95% CI (S1: no outcome, S2: baseline outcome, S3: mean outcome, S4: simple
random effects, S5: full random effects, SFB: sequential fully Bayesian)
full data 20% missing values 50% missing values
lmer() SFB S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 SFB S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 SFB
Scenario 2
rel. bias 1.00 1.00 1.11 1.04 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.28 1.12 1.14 1.01 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.11 0.11 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.85 0.28 0.31 0.14 0.14 0.14Intercept
coverage 95% 94% 87% 94% 94% 96% 95% 95% 42% 84% 82% 95% 94% 95%
rel. bias 0.99 0.99 1.33 1.17 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.72 1.41 1.01 0.98 0.99 0.99
10 · MSE 0.07 0.07 0.22 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.77 0.30 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07time
coverage 94% 94% 82% 91% 95% 94% 95% 94% 35% 75% 95% 94% 94% 94%
rel. bias 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.96 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69 0.89 0.81 0.98 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.16 0.16 0.46 0.21 0.27 0.18 0.18 0.18 2.05 0.47 0.91 0.25 0.25 0.23B
coverage 96% 96% 87% 95% 93% 96% 95% 96% 32% 88% 69% 95% 94% 96%
rel. bias 0.99 0.99 0.92 1.16 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.80 1.41 1.05 1.03 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.18 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07C
coverage 93% 93% 97% 92% 96% 93% 95% 94% 95% 82% 96% 94% 94% 94%
rel. bias 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.78 0.87 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.04 0.04 0.53 0.19 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 2.93 1.00 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05time×C
coverage 95% 95% 45% 78% 94% 95% 95% 95% 0% 13% 90% 95% 95% 95%
rel. bias 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10 · MSE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00time2
coverage 95% 95% 96% 96% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 94%
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Figure 2.5: Relative bias in simulation Scenario 2, for the five imputation strategies
using MICE (S1–S5) and the sequential fully Bayesian approach (SFB).
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Figure 2.6: Coverage rate in simulation Scenario 2, for the five imputation strate-
gies using MICE (S1–S5) and the sequential fully Bayesian approach (SFB).
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2.E JAGS Syntax for Simulation Scenario 2
It is convenient to implement the SFB approach using hierarchical centring. This
means that the fixed effects enter the linear predictor through the random effects,
i.e., the random effects are not centred around zero but around the fixed effects.
Data / Notation:
• TN: number of observations in the dataset
• N: number of individuals
• priorR: 3 × 3 diagonal matrix of NA’s
model {
for(j in 1:TN){
# Linear mixed effects model for y
y[j] ~ dnorm(mu.y[j], tau.y)
mu.y[j] <- inprod(b[subj[j], ], Z[j, ]) # lin. predictor with
# hierarchic. centring
# specification
}
for(i in 1:N){
b[i, 1:3] ~ dmnorm(mu.b[i, ], inv.D[ , ])
mu.b[i, 1] <- beta[1] + beta[2] * B[i] + beta[3] * C[i]
mu.b[i, 2] <- beta[4] + beta[5] * C[i]
mu.b[i, 3] <- beta[6]
}
# Priors for analysis model: fixed effects
for(k in 1:6){
beta[k] ~ dnorm(0, 0.1)
}
tau.y ~ dgamma(0.001, 0.001)
sigma.y <- sqrt(1/tau.y)
# Priors for analysis model: random effects
for(k in 1:3){
priorR.invD[k,k] ~ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
}
inv.D[1:3, 1:3] ~ dwish(priorR[, ], 3)
D[1:3, 1:3] <- inverse(inv.D[, ])
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# imputation models
for(i in 1:N){
# normal regression for C
C[i] ~ dnorm(mu.C[i], tau.C)
mu.C[i] <- alpha[1]
# binary regression for B
B[i] ~ dbern(p.B[i])
logit(p.B[i]) <- alpha[2] + alpha[3] * C[i]
}
# Priors for imputation of C
for(k in 1:1){
alpha[k] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001)
}
tau.C ~ dgamma(0.01, 0.01)
# Priors for imputation of B
for(k in 2:3){
alpha[k] ~ dnorm(0, 4/9)
}
}
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3. Dietary Patterns and Gestational Weight Gain
Abstract
Abnormal gestational weight gain (GWG) is associated with adverse pregnancy
outcomes. We examined whether dietary patterns are associated with GWG in
3374 pregnant women participating in a population-based cohort study in the
Netherlands. Dietary intake during pregnancy was assessed with food-frequency
questionnaires. Three a posteriori-derived dietary patterns were identified using
factor analysis: a “Vegetable, oil and fish”, a “Nuts, high-fibre cereals and soy”,
and a “Margarine, sugar and snacks” pattern. An a priori-defined dietary pattern
was based on national dietary recommendations. Weight was repeatedly measured
around 13, 20 and 30 weeks of pregnancy; pre-pregnancy and maximum weight
were self-reported. Normal-weight women with 1 SDS higher score on the “Nuts,
high-fibre cereals and soy” pattern gained weight slightly slower, while normal-
weight women with higher adherence to the “Margarine, sugar and snacks” pattern
had higher weight (0.3kg; 95% CI [0.07, 0.52]) throughout pregnancy. Normal-
weight women with higher adherence to the “Vegetable, oil and fish” pattern had
16 g/week (95% CI [6.5, 25.6]) higher early-pregnancy GWG. The a priori-defined
pattern was not associated with GWG. In conclusion, specific dietary patterns may
play a role in early pregnancy but were not consistently associated with GWG in
our data.
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3.1 Introduction
Abnormal maternal weight gain during pregnancy (i.e., too little or too much)
has been associated with unfavourable pregnancy outcomes in both mother and
child. Insufficient gestational weight gain (GWG) is associated with both preterm
birth and low birthweight (Han et al. 2011), and excessive GWG increases the
risk of giving birth to large-for-gestational-age infants (Kim et al. 2014). Exces-
sive GWG is also associated with maternal pregnancy complications, including
hypertensive disorders (Johnson et al. 2013; Gaillard et al. 2013) and gestational
diabetes (Hedderson et al. 2010), which can increase the risk of the mother devel-
oping cardiometabolic diseases after pregnancy (Brown et al. 2013; Bellamy et al.
2009).
Energy intake during pregnancy is associated with GWG (Gaillard et al. 2013;
Streuling et al. 2011), but literature is scarce on whether GWG could be influenced
by dietary composition. Some studies have examined the influence of food groups
on GWG (Stuebe et al. 2009; Olafsdottir et al. 2006; Martins and Benicio 2011).
These studies found no association of fruit or vegetable intake with GWG (Stuebe
et al. 2009; Martins and Benicio 2011) but unhealthier foods (e.g., sweets and
processed foods) were associated with higher prevalence of excessive GWG (Stuebe
et al. 2009; Olafsdottir et al. 2006; Martins and Benicio 2011). Weight gain during
pregnancy involves both maternal components (e.g., blood volume increase, fat
accretion) and fetal components (e.g., weight of the fetus, amniotic fluid) (Pitkin
1976). Therefore, the effect of diet on weight gain may differ between pregnant
and non-pregnant women.
Assessing overall diet in relation to GWG has several advantages over studying
individual foods or nutrients. First, the intakes of different nutrients are often
highly correlated, which complicates the assessment of individual nutrients (Hu
2002). Second, possible associations between nutrient intake and GWG might be
affected by biological interactions between nutrients (Hu 2002). For these reasons,
evaluating diet using a dietary pattern approach may improve our understanding
of which patterns of diet are most beneficial during pregnancy. Moreover, this
approach can facilitate future food-based dietary guidelines (World Health Orga-
nization and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 1998).
Only a few studies have focused on the relationship between dietary patterns and
GWG (Uusitalo et al. 2009; Shin et al. 2014; Rifas-Shiman et al. 2009; Hille-
sund et al. 2014). However, no study evaluated dietary patterns and longitudinal
development of weight during pregnancy. We hypothesized that specific dietary
patterns may influence the development of maternal weight during pregnancy. In
addition, dietary patterns are likely to differ between countries and populations
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(Hu 2002), hence, it is important to identify country-specific dietary patterns that
may be associated with GWG.
Therefore, the purpose of our study was to determine whether a priori-defined
and a posteriori-derived dietary patterns are associated with weight development
during pregnancy and GWG during different phases in pregnancy in Dutch women
participating in a population-based cohort.
3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Study Design
This study was embedded in the Generation R Study, a population-based prospec-
tive cohort from fetal life onwards in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Details of this
study have been described previously (Kruithof et al. 2014). Briefly, pregnant
women with an expected delivery date between April 2002 and January 2006,
living in the urban area around Rotterdam, were approached to participate. All
participants provided written informed consent. The study was conducted accord-
ing to the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by
the Medical Ethics Committee, Erasmus Medical Center Rotterdam (the Nether-
lands, MEC 198.782.2001.31).
3.2.2 Population of Analysis
For the current analysis, women of Dutch ancestry who entered the Generation R
Study during pregnancy (n = 4097) were included. Women of non-Dutch ancestry
were excluded from the analysis since the dietary assessment method that was
used was designed to evaluate a Dutch diet. Furthermore, women with missing
dietary information (n = 538) were excluded and only women with singleton live
births (n = 3479) were considered. For five women weight during pregnancy was
not measured and women who were underweight before pregnancy (body mass
index (BMI) < 18.5 kg/m2; n = 100) were excluded, leaving 3374 women for the
current analysis (Figure 3.1).
3.2.3 Dietary Assessment
Dietary intake in early pregnancy was assessed at enrolment (median: 13.4 weeks
of gestation, Q3 – Q1: 12.2 – 15.5) using a 293-item semi-quantitative food-
frequency questionnaire (FFQ) that covered dietary intake over the preceding
three months. The FFQ contained questions regarding foods that are frequently
consumed in a traditional Dutch diet, their consumption frequency, portion size
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Women of Dutch ancestry
enrolled during pregnancy
(n = 4097)
Women with available
FFQ data (n = 3559)
Women with singleton
live births (n = 3479)*
Women with at least one
measured weight during
pregnancy (n = 3474)
Population of analysis
(n = 3374)
n = 538 women excluded who did not
receive FFQ, did not return FFQ or
provided implausible dietary
information
n = 80 women excluded due to multiple
pregnancy (n = 53), induced abortion
(n = 8), intrauterine foetal death (n = 16),
loss-to-follow up (n = 3)
n = 5 women excluded without any
measured weight during pregnancy
n = 100 underweight women excluded
(BMI < 18.5 kg m2)
Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the study population: the Generation R Study (2002–
2006). * Population in which the a posteriori-derived dietary patterns were deter-
mined. (BMI: body mass index; FFQ: food-frequency questionnaire)
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(Donders-Engelen and Heijden 2003), preparation methods, and additions to
foods. The average daily intake of energy and nutrients was calculated using the
Dutch food-composition table (Netherlands Nutrition Center 2006). The FFQ
was designed for and validated in an elderly population (Klipstein-Grobusch et al.
1998), and has additionally been validated against three 24-h dietary recalls in 71
Dutch pregnant women who visited a midwifery in Rotterdam. The intra-class
correlation coefficients for energy-adjusted macronutrients ranged between 0.48
and 0.68.
A Posteriori-Derived Dietary Patterns
We used three a posteriori-derived dietary patterns, which had been identified
previously by factor analysis using the principal component method and Varimax
rotation (Hu 2002; Kaiser 1958), and are described in detail elsewhere (Van den
Broek et al. 2015). Briefly, the 293 individual food items from the FFQ were
aggregated into 23 food groups. Subsequently, factors that had an eigenvalue of
≥ 1.5 were extracted and are regarded as dietary patterns (Jolliffe 2011). The
factor loadings, which describe the contribution of each food group to each of
the patterns, are presented in Table 3.1. Finally, factor scores (i.e., adherence
scores) for each participant and each pattern were determined by calculating the
individual sum of the intake of the food groups, weighting them with their factor
loadings and standardizing those weighted sums to have mean zero and standard
deviation one (standard deviation score). A higher factor score indicates that a
woman’s diet was closer to that dietary pattern.
Three a posteriori-derived dietary patterns were thereby identified, namely a “Veg-
etable, oil and fish” pattern, a “Nuts, high-fibre cereals and soy” pattern and a
“Margarine, sugar and snacks” pattern, together explaining 25.8% of the variance
in maternal dietary intake.
A Priori-Defined Dietary Pattern
The a priori-defined dietary pattern was based on the Dutch Healthy Diet Index
(Van Lee et al. 2012). This index was developed to measure adherence to the
Dutch guidelines for a healthy diet (Health Council of the Netherlands 2006) and
consisted of ten components: physical activity, vegetable, fruit, dietary fibre, fish,
saturated fatty acids, trans-fatty acids, consumption of acidic drinks and foods,
sodium, and alcohol. We omitted the components physical activity, trans-fatty
acids, and the consumption of acidic drinks and foods because this information
had not been collected. Furthermore, we did not include the alcohol component
as alcohol abstinence is recommended during pregnancy. The score of each com-
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ponent ranged between 0 and 10 points, resulting in a total score ranging from 0
to 60 points. A higher score on the Dutch Healthy Diet Index corresponds with
a higher adherence to the 2006 Dutch healthy diet guidelines and thus reflects
a healthier diet. Finally, to facilitate comparison between all dietary patterns,
we standardized the “Dutch Healthy Diet Index” pattern to a standard deviation
score.
3.2.4 Maternal Weight Gain
Information on pre-pregnancy weight was collected at enrolment using a question-
naire and was used to calculate pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m2). Women visited our
research centre three times at median gestational ages of 12.9 (Q3 – Q1: 12.1 –
14.4) weeks (first visit), 20.4 (Q3 – Q1: 19.9 — 21.1) weeks (second visit), and 30.2
(Q3 – Q1: 29.9 – 30.8) weeks (third visit). During each visit, maternal height and
weight were measured without shoes and heavy clothing. Six weeks after child-
birth, women were asked to report their highest weight during pregnancy using a
questionnaire, which we used as maximum weight in pregnancy.
Gestational Weight Gain during Different Phases in Pregnancy
GWG in different phases of pregnancy was calculated for three consecutive peri-
ods, namely early-pregnancy GWG (calculated as weight at the first visit minus
pre-pregnancy weight, divided by follow-up duration (g/week), n = 2425), mid-
pregnancy GWG (calculated as weight at the second visit minus weight the first
visit, divided by follow-up duration (g/week), n = 2748), and late-pregnancy GWG
(calculated as weight at the third visit minus weight at the second visit, divided
by follow-up duration (g/week), n = 3158). GWG until early-third trimester was
calculated as weight at the third visit minus pre-pregnancy weight, divided by
follow up duration (g/week, n = 2815).
3.2.5 Covariates
Several maternal sociodemographic and lifestyle characteristics were considered as
potential confounders. We obtained information from prenatal questionnaires that
were sent in different trimesters regarding maternal age, educational level (Van
Rossem et al. 2009), household income (≤ 2200 vs >2200 euro/month), parity (no
child vs ≥ 1 child), pre-pregnancy weight, pre-existing comorbidities, vomiting,
smoking or alcohol consumption (both categorized as never during pregnancy,
stopped when pregnancy was known, or continued throughout pregnancy), folic
acid supplementation (started periconceptionally, started first 10 weeks, or no
supplementation), energy intake, and stress during pregnancy (using the Global
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Severity Index (Derogatis and Spencer 1993)). To calculate pre-pregnancy BMI,
height was measured at enrolment. Gestational age was determined based on
ultrasound examination, and during the third visit an ultrasound was performed
to estimate fetal weight. Information on fetal sex was obtained from delivery
reports.
3.2.6 Statistical Analyses
In order to adequately estimate the relationship between a posteriori-derived di-
etary patterns and trajectories of gestational weight in the presence of incomplete
covariates, we performed a longitudinal analysis using linear mixed modelling in
the Bayesian framework. This method has been described in detail previously
(Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016) and allows for simultaneous analysis
and imputation of missing values. Briefly, by modelling the joint distribution of
exposure, outcome and covariates, all available information is used to impute the
missing values, and parameter estimates are obtained that take into account the
added uncertainty due to the missing values.
We considered two sets of possible confounders in the analysis. Model 1 was
adjusted for gestational age at the mid-point of the follow-up interval and pre-
pregnancy BMI. Model 2 was further adjusted for age, educational level, household
income, parity, smoking during pregnancy, alcohol consumption during pregnancy,
stress during pregnancy, and fetal sex. The selection of potential confounders was
based on factors found in the literature and on a change of at least 10% in effect
estimate in a preliminary analysis assessing the association of dietary patterns
with GWG until early-third trimester. As GWG is related to BMI (Institute of
Medicine and National Research Council 2009) and preliminary analyses showed
significant interaction terms for the “Vegetable, oil and fish” pattern and the
“Nuts, high-fibre cereals and soy” pattern with pre-pregnancy BMI, we stratified
all analyses (including the Bayesian linear mixed model) on the basis of weight
status (normal-weight: BMI < 25 kg/m2 and overweight: BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2).
In the Bayesian linear mixed model, all main effects from Model 2 (except gesta-
tional age at the mid-point of the follow-up interval), interaction terms between
the dietary pattern variables and a linear and quadratic effect for gestational age
were included in the fixed effects structure. Correlation between weight measure-
ments within each individual was modelled by including random effects for the
intercept and slope (for gestational age) into the model. For this analysis, the
reported parameter estimates and 95% credible intervals were obtained by taking
the mean and 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the posterior samples.
To analyse the association of the a priori-defined and a posteriori-derived dietary
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patterns with GWG during different phases in pregnancy, specifically GWG dur-
ing each trimester, until early third trimester and maximal GWG, we performed
multivariable linear regression analysis on imputed datasets. For these analyses,
ten imputed values were drawn from the posterior samples of each of the incom-
plete covariates derived in the Bayesian analysis described above. Missing obser-
vations of gestational weight were not imputed. The reported results from the
cross-sectional models were pooled over all ten completed datasets using Rubin’s
rules (Rubin 1987).
Sensitivity Analyses
To test the stability of the results, four sensitivity analyses for the association
between dietary patterns and GWG until early-third trimester were performed
in Model 2. First, because energy intake may be an intermediate factor in the
association of maternal diet with GWG, we further adjusted for energy intake
(kcal/day). Second, we excluded women with pre-existing comorbidities (n = 182)
and women with hypertensive complications in pregnancy (Coolman et al. 2010)
or gestational diabetes (n = 272) since these conditions may influence both dietary
intake and GWG. Third, we excluded women who reported vomiting more than
once per week during the three months prior to enrolment (n = 421), since this
might alter dietary intake and GWG. Moreover, we explored effect modification
of the association between dietary patterns and GWG with educational level and
household income.
Additionally, we evaluated whether the associations of dietary patterns with GWG
would markedly change when using self-reported maximum weight during preg-
nancy instead of measured weight at the third visit (n = 1917). Furthermore, we
explored long-term maternal weight gain and evaluated whether this long-term
weight gain differed in women with inadequate, adequate or excessive GWG using
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The cut-off values of adequate weekly GWG were
0.35 — 0.50 kg/week for normal weight women, 0.23 — 0.33 kg/week for over-
weight women, and 0.17 — 0.27 kg/week for obese women (Institute of Medicine
and National Research Council 2009). Finally, we calculated the correlation be-
tween weight at the third visit and weight 6 years after childbirth.
All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS version 21.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk,
NY, USA) or R version 3.2.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria) and JAGS version 3.4.0 (Plummer 2003).
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Table 3.1: Factor loadings food groups in the a posteriori-derived dietary patterns
(Van den Broek et al. 2015). Food groups that are considered to have a strong
association with a dietary pattern (factor loading ≥ 0.2 or ≤ −0.2) are shown in
bold. The three factor loadings with the highest positive factor loading are used
to name the dietary pattern and have grey background.
Dietary Pattern
Food Group Vegetable,
Oil and
Fish
Nuts,
High-Fibre
Cereals and Soy
Margarine,
Sugar and
Snacks
potatoes and other tubers 0.05 -0.53 0.21
vegetables 0.78 0.17 -0.03
fruits 0.13 0.37 0.02
dairy products—high fat 0.26 -0.26 0.29
dairy products—low fat -0.15 0.29 0.16
cereals—high fiber 0.24 0.43 0.36
cereals—low fiber 0.23 -0.16 0.25
meat and meat products 0.08 -0.54 0.33
fish and shellfish 0.45 0.24 -0.11
eggs and egg products 0.27 0.05 0.19
vegetable oils 0.74 0.08 -0.12
margarine and butter -0.06 -0.03 0.61
sugar and confectionary and cakes -0.11 0.13 0.56
snacks 0.05 0.08 0.4
coffee and tea 0.28 0.34 0.1
sugar-containing beverages -0.14 -0.28 0.29
light soft drinks 0.13 0.28 0.02
alcoholic beverages 0.35 0 -0.04
condiments and sauces 0.05 -0.09 0.39
soups and bouillon 0.19 -0.02 0.15
nuts, seeds and olives 0.03 0.64 0.3
soy products 0.01 0.39 -0.1
legumes 0.44 -0.02 0.07
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Study Population
Baseline characteristics for normal-weight women (n = 2544; 75%) and overweight
women (n = 830; 25%) are presented in Table 3.2. The mean score ± SD on the
Dutch Healthy Diet Index was 32 ± 8 and ranged from 8 to 59. Overall, 43% of
women had excessive GWG (n = 826); excessive GWG was found in 37% of the
normal-weight women (n = 557) and in 63% of the overweight women (n = 269).
3.3.2 Dietary Patterns and Trajectories of Gestational Weight
Results from the Bayesian linear mixed models for normal-weight and overweight
women are summarized in Table 3.3 and visualized in Figure 3.2. The figure
shows the expected gestational weight over time with corresponding 95% credible
intervals under six different scenarios. In each scenario the expected weight, either
for normal-weight or overweight women, is shown for a -0.5 SDS and 0.5 SDS
adherence to one of the a posteriori-derived dietary patterns, while the adherence
to the other patterns and confounders are held constant at reference values (0
SDS for adherence to other dietary patterns, and population median and reference
category for continuous and categorical confounders, respectively).
In both normal-weight and overweight women, there was no evidence of either
main effects of diet or interaction with gestational age for most dietary patterns
(Table 3.3). Only adherence to the “Margarine, sugar and snacks” pattern was
associated with higher weight in normal-weight women (0.30; 95% CI [0.07, 0.52])
and the “Nuts, high-fibre cereals and soy” pattern was associated with slightly
slower weight gain in normal-weight women (-0.01; 95% CI [-0.02, -0.00]).
3.3.3 Dietary Patterns and Gestational Weight Gain in
Different Phases in Pregnancy
For normal-weight women a 1 SDS higher adherence to the “Vegetable, oil and
fish” pattern was associated with a 16 g/week (95% CI [6.5, 25.6]) greater early-
pregnancy GWG when adjusting for lifestyle and sociodemographic variables (Ta-
ble 3.4). We observed no such association in overweight women (Table 3.5).
The “Nuts, high-fibre cereals and soy” pattern was associated with lower early-
pregnancy GWG in Model 1 in both normal-weight and overweight women. How-
ever, after additional adjustment (Model 2) this pattern was no longer significantly
associated with early-pregnancy GWG. Neither the “Margarine, sugar and snacks”
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pattern nor the “Dutch Healthy Diet Index” pattern was associated with early-
pregnancy GWG.
No significant associations were found for any of the dietary patterns with mid-
pregnancy GWG in normal-weight or overweight women (Tables 3.6 and 3.7).
Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show that in normal-weight women, only the “Nuts, high-fibre
cereals and soy” pattern was inversely associated with late-pregnancy GWG in
Model 1, but these results largely attenuated after adjustment for sociodemo-
graphic and lifestyle factors (Model 2). In overweight women, none of the dietary
patterns was significantly associated with late-pregnancy GWG.
3.3.4 Sensitivity Analyses
The results of the sensitivity analyses are presented in Tables 3.10 – 3.14. In line
with the results from early-pregnancy GWG, normal-weight women with a 1 SDS
higher adherence to the “Vegetable, oil and fish” pattern had 6.7 g/week (95%
CI [0.9, 12.5]) higher GWG until the early-third trimester, whereas no association
was found in overweight women. The other dietary patterns were not associated
with GWG until the early-third trimester (Table 3.10).
Additional adjustment for energy intake resulted in attenuation of the effect esti-
mate of the “Vegetable, oil and fish” pattern with GWG until early-third trimester.
The results did not alter greatly after exclusion of women who vomited more than
once per week (Table 3.12) or exclusion of women with pre-existing comorbidi-
ties or pregnancy complications (Table 3.13). The evaluation of maximum GWG
showed results that were in line with the results of the previous analyses (Ta-
ble 3.14).
The association between dietary patterns and GWG was not modified by educa-
tional level or household income.
Six years after childbirth, women had gained on average 3.4 kg (Q1, Q3: 0.4,
7.0) compared to their pre-pregnancy weight (n = 2247). The median (Q1, Q3)
long-term weight gain was significantly different between the categories of GWG
adequacy: women with inadequate GWG gained 2.2 kg (-0.6, 5.2), those with
adequate GWG gained on average 2.6 kg (0.2, 5.2), and women with excessive
GWG were 4.6 kg (1.4, 8.8) heavier (F-test 27.5, p-value < 0.001). The weight 6
years after childbirth was highly correlated with the weight at the third visit in
pregnancy (R = 0.85; p-value < 0.001).
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Table 3.2: Subject characteristics. Values represent n (%) for categorical variables,
and mean (± SD) or median (1st quartile, 3rd quartile) for continuous variables.
Missing data: educational level (1.3%), household income (10.3%), parity (0.2%),
pre-pregnancy BMI (14.2%), smoking during pregnancy (7.4%), alcohol consump-
tion during pregnancy (8.1%), stress during pregnancy (12.0%), gestational weight
gain (43.2%), adequacy of gestational weight gain (43.2%). Numbers may not add
up to total due to rounding after imputation.
Subject Characteristics normal-weight
(n = 2544)
overweight
(n = 830)
age (years) 31.6 (±4.3) 31.0 (±4.4)
educational level
low and midlow 307 (12.1%) 201 (24.2%)
midhigh 1283 (50.4%) 436 (52.5%)
high 954 (37.5%) 193 (23.3%)
household income
<2200 euro/month 620 (24.4%) 266 (32.1%)
≥2200 euro/month 1924 (75.6%) 564 (67.9%)
parity
0 1554 (61.1%) 465 (56.0%)
≥ 1 990 (38.9%) 365 (44.0%)
pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m2) 21.6 (20.4, 23.0) 27.7 (26.0, 30.5)
smoking during pregnancy
never during pregnancy 1911 (75.1%) 612 (73.7%)
until pregnancy was known 233 ( 9.2%) 61 ( 7.3%)
continued throughout 400 (15.7%) 157 (19.0%)
alcohol consumption during pregnancy
never during pregnancy 764 (30.0%) 359 (43.2%)
until pregnancy was known 416 (16.4%) 138 (16.6%)
continued throughout 1364 (53.6%) 334 (40.2%)
stress during pregnancy (score 0–4) 0.12 (0.06, 0.24) 0.13 (0.06, 0.26)
energy intake (kcal/day) 2162 (507) 2090 (514)
Dutch Healthy Diet Index (score 0–60) 32 (±8) 30 (±8)
fetal sex
male 1287 (50.6%) 415 (50.0%)
female 1257 (49.4%) 415 (50.0%)
gestational weight gain (kg) 14.7 (±7.3) 12.9 (±7.7)
adequacy of gestational weight gain
inadequate 370 (24.8%) 89 (20.9%)
adequate 565 (37.9%) 67 (15.8%)
excessive 557 (37.3%) 269 (63.3%)
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Table 3.3: Posterior means and 95% credible intervals of the longitudinal analysis
of a posteriori-derived dietary patterns and weight development in pregnancy in
normal-weight and overweight women using Bayesian linear mixed models. Ef-
fects reflect a difference in weight (kg). (patternVOF: “Vegetable, oil and fish”;
patternNCS: “Nuts, high-fibre cereals and soy”; patternMSS: “Margarine, sugar
and snacks”)
normal-weight overweight
patternVOF 0.22 [-0.01, 0.44] 0.26 [-0.18, 0.72]
patternNCS 0.15 [-0.08, 0.39] -0.31 [-0.77, 0.14]
patternMSS 0.30 [ 0.07, 0.52] 0.32 [-0.07, 0.71]
gest. age 0.13 [ 0.12, 0.14] 0.10 [ 0.08, 0.12]
gest. age2 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01] 0.01 [ 0.01, 0.01]
gest. age × patternVOF -0.00 [-0.01, 0.01] 0.01 [-0.01, 0.02]
gest. age × patternNCS -0.01 [-0.02, -0.00] 0.01 [-0.00, 0.02]
gest. age × patternMSS 0.01 [-0.00, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.01, 0.02]
Table 3.4: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain during early
pregnancy in normal-weight women (n = 1849). Shown are regression coefficients
with 95% confidence intervals from multivariable linear regression on imputed
data, reflecting the difference in weight gain (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary
pattern score.
Model 1 Model 2
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 14.3 [ 5.2, 23.4] 16.0 [ 6.5, 25.6]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy -14.5 [-23.7, -5.3] -6.5 [-16.4, 3.5]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 7.6 [ -1.7, 17.0] 4.4 [ -4.9, 13.7]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index 0.8 [ -8.3, 9.9] -6.2 [-15.5, 3.1]
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of the effect of diet on gestational weight over time.
Shown are the expected value and corresponding 95% CIs for hypothetical cases
that have either -0.5 or 0.5 SDS for adherence to the respective dietary pattern
and reference values for the other patterns and confounders.
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Table 3.5: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain during early
pregnancy in overweight women (n = 576). Shown are regression coefficients with
95% confidence intervals from multivariable linear regression on imputed data,
reflecting the difference in weight gain (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary
pattern score.
Model 1 Model 2
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 5.8 [-17.8, 29.5] 14.8 [-11.2, 40.7]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy -28.8 [-52.2, -5.4] -24.0 [-48.8, 0.7]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 14.1 [ -7.3, 35.5] 12.4 [ -9.0, 33.9]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index 10.8 [-10.3, 31.9] 2.4 [-19.5, 24.2]
Table 3.6: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain during mid
pregnancy in normal-weight women (n = 2086). Shown are regression coefficients
with 95% confidence intervals from multivariable linear regression on imputed
data, reflecting the difference in weight gain (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary
pattern score.
Model 1 Model 2
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish -8.5 [-22.0, 5.0] -7.1 [-21.4, 7.2]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy 9.5 [ -4.1, 23.2] 11.3 [ -3.6, 26.2]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 3.9 [ -9.7, 17.5] 4.2 [ -9.5, 18.0]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index 3.2 [-10.2, 16.6] 2.8 [-11.2, 16.7]
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Table 3.7: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain during mid
pregnancy in overweight women (n = 662). Shown are regression coefficients with
95% confidence intervals from multivariable linear regression on imputed data,
reflecting the difference in weight gain (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary
pattern score.
Model 1 Model 2
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 35.6 [ 6.1, 65.1] 19.1 [-13.8, 52.0]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy 23.5 [ -5.7, 52.7] 3.5 [-28.0, 34.9]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 8.3 [-18.3, 34.8] 14.5 [-12.3, 41.4]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index -17.9 [-44.7, 8.9] -2.2 [-30.0, 25.7]
Table 3.8: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain during late
pregnancy in normal-weight women (n = 2393). Shown are regression coefficients
with 95% confidence intervals from multivariable linear regression on imputed
data, reflecting the difference in weight gain (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary
pattern score.
Model 1 Model 2
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish -8.3 [-18.3, 1.6] -3.9 [-14.4, 6.6]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy -13.2 [-23.4, -3.0] -4.6 [-15.6, 6.3]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 0.3 [ -9.8, 10.5] 0.4 [ -9.8, 10.5]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index 3.2 [ -6.7, 13.2] -1.5 [-11.8, 8.8]
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Table 3.9: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain during late
pregnancy in overweight women (n = 765). Shown are regression coefficients with
95% confidence intervals from multivariable linear regression on imputed data,
reflecting the difference in weight gain (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary
pattern score.
Model 1 Model 2
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish -3.8 [-24.5, 16.9] 7.4 [-15.5, 30.2]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy 4.4 [-17.0, 25.8] 9.5 [-13.4, 32.3]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks -8.5 [-28.0, 11.1] -9.8 [-29.5, 10.0]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index 2.1 [-17.6, 21.7] 0.2 [-20.1, 20.5]
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Summary of the Main Findings
The results from our analysis of a population-based Dutch cohort suggest that
specific a posteriori-derived dietary patterns have limited influence on early-
pregnancy GWG, the prevalence of excessive GWG, and weight development in
pregnancy. We neither found consistent associations of any dietary pattern with
the prevalence of inadequate GWG nor was the a priori-defined dietary pattern
associated with GWG.
3.4.2 Interpretation and Comparison with other Studies
The association of dietary patterns during pregnancy with GWG has been evalu-
ated previously in a few studies (Uusitalo et al. 2009; Shin et al. 2014; Rifas-Shiman
et al. 2009; Hillesund et al. 2014), but these studies did not evaluate longitudinal
development of gestational weight and were conducted in different populations.
Uusitalo et al. (2009) found that higher adherence to an a posteriori-derived di-
etary pattern characterized by high intake of sweets, fast food and snacks was
associated with higher weekly GWG. In line with these results, we found that
higher adherence to the unhealthy “Margarine, sugar and snacks” pattern was
associated with higher prevalence of excessive GWG. Additionally, Uusitalo et al.
(2009) reported that a pattern that was high in vegetables, fish and fruits was not
associated with GWG. In contrast, we found that the “Vegetable, oil and fish”
pattern, a relatively healthy pattern, was associated with higher GWG in early
pregnancy.
In our study, the a priori-defined “Dutch Healthy Diet Index” pattern was not con-
sistently associated with any measure of GWG. This result was in accordance with
two studies showing no relationship between the a priori-defined “US healthy eat-
ing index of 2005” (HEI-2005) and the “Alternate Healthy Eating Index, slightly
modified for pregnancy” (AHEI-P) with the prevalence of inadequate or exces-
sive GWG (Shin et al. 2014; Rifas-Shiman et al. 2009). Nevertheless, a large
population-based cohort study of over 66,000 participants found that high adher-
ence to the a priori-defined “New Nordic Diet score” was associated with a 7%
lower prevalence of excessive GWG in normal weight women, compared with low
adherence (Hillesund et al. 2014). The inconsistency in findings regarding the
associations between the a priori-defined dietary patterns may be due to different
items that were included in the diet scores. The “New Nordic Diet score” contained
items on meal patterns and the type of beverages consumed, among others (Hille-
sund et al. 2014); these items were not evaluated in our Dutch Healthy Diet Index,
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nor in other a priori-defined dietary patterns (Shin et al. 2014; Rifas-Shiman et al.
2009).
The association of a posteriori-derived dietary patterns with weight trajectories
over pregnancy has not been evaluated previously, to our knowledge. Studying
this association longitudinally has the advantage that all available weight measure-
ments can be used while taking into account the correlation between these mea-
surements. In addition, weekly GWG is not constant over pregnancy and differs
considerably by individual (Institute of Medicine and National Research Council
2009; Carmichael et al. 1997), which complicates cross-sectional comparisons of
GWG. Our longitudinal analysis showed that women with higher adherence to the
“Nuts, high-fibre and soy” pattern had a more moderate increase in weight during
pregnancy than did women with low adherence to this dietary pattern, although
absolute differences were small.
Results from both observational and interventional studies indicated that women
with higher energy intake had higher GWG compared with women who have lower
energy intake (Streuling et al. 2011), results that were also found in our cohort
(Gaillard et al. 2013). In our analyses, the association of the “Vegetable, oil and
fish” pattern remained significantly associated with GWG after additional adjust-
ment for energy intake. This may indicate that dietary patterns are associated
with GWG beyond energy intake.
Evaluating weight gain in pregnancy is important because GWG has been associ-
ated with many adverse pregnancy and birth outcomes. Gaining excessive weight
during pregnancy can have short-term consequences such as delivery complica-
tions, and giving birth to a child that is large for its gestational age (Johnson et
al. 2013; Gaillard et al. 2013; Institute of Medicine and National Research Council
2009). Additionally, it has been associated with long-term health consequences
including post-partum obesity of the mother (Nehring et al. 2011) due to retain-
ing their excess fat mass, and childhood obesity (Gaillard et al. 2013). Indeed,
in our population, six years after childbirth women had gained on average 3.4 kg
compared to their pre-pregnancy weight.
Weight gain during pregnancy consists of several maternal and fetal components
that contribute differently to GWG over time (Pitkin 1976). For example, during
the first half of pregnancy, maternal fat gain is a major contributor of GWG
(Clapp et al. 1988; Kopp-Hoolihan et al. 1999), and most of the fat gain that
takes place during pregnancy is in that period (Forsum et al. 1988). In our study,
the higher GWG in women with high adherence to the “Vegetable, oil and fish”
pattern could not be explained by fetal growth and was mainly found in early
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pregnancy, meaning this higher GWG is likely due to maternal components, e.g.,
fat mass.
Our results for normal-weight women differed from those for overweight women,
particularly for the “Vegetable, oil and fish” pattern and for the “Nuts, high-fibre
cereals and soy” pattern. Similarly, Hillesund et al. (2014) reported differential
associations for women below and above a BMI of 25 kg/m2. These difference
in findings may be explained by differences in the reporting of dietary intake
(Freisling et al. 2012) or by differing contribution of the individual components of
GWG for normal-weight and overweight women (Butte et al. 2003). In addition,
our longitudinal analyses showed that over the whole course of pregnancy, normal-
weight women with higher adherence to the “Margarine, sugar and snacks” pattern
tend to be heavier than women with lower adherence.
3.4.3 Strengths and Limitations
A strength of our study is that we used a comprehensive approach to analyse
the relation between diet and GWG by evaluating the associations of dietary pat-
terns with trajectories of gestational weight and GWG during different phases in
pregnancy. Another strength is the use of two distinct methods to define dietary
patterns, which enabled us to evaluate the effects of dietary patterns derived by
a data-driven and by a hypothesis-driven approach. Dietary patterns represent
the combined effects of all foods consumed (Hu 2002), which may lead to a more
powerful effect than the effects of the individual components, although it may also
have led to a dilution of the effects of individual components that are associated
with GWG (Willett 2012). For example, the food groups of vegetables and high-fat
dairy products were strongly associated with the “Vegetable, oil and fish” dietary
pattern. Yet, higher intake of fruits and vegetables has been associated with lower
GWG (Olson and Strawderman 2003), whereas dairy products were associated
with higher GWG (Stuebe et al. 2009; Olafsdottir et al. 2006). Consequently, this
may result in an overall null effect of the dietary pattern. Furthermore, imput-
ing the missing covariate values in the Bayesian framework allowed us to use all
available information in the imputation. Especially in settings with a longitudinal
outcome, imputation methods that are available in standard software and, hence,
are more commonly used, often fail to appropriately include the outcome into the
imputation procedure which may lead to severely biased results (Erler, Rizopou-
los, Rosmalen, et al. 2016). Other strengths of our study are its population-based
design, the collection of numerous covariates, and that the population was re-
stricted to women of Dutch ancestry. We excluded women with other ethnicities
to minimize measurement error since the FFQ was designed to evaluate a Dutch
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diet. However, this restriction may have reduced the generalizability of our results
to other ethnicities.
Our study also has some limitations. First, maternal weight before pregnancy,
as well as maximum weight, were obtained using questionnaires, which may have
resulted in a larger measurement error. Although we found no indication of sys-
tematic measurement error, random error may have resulted in loss of precision in
GWG assessment. Furthermore, we were not able to calculate GWG per trimester
because we did not have weight measurements at the required time points and the
available data was insufficient for imputing those values. Another limitation is the
lack of information on the separate components of GWG, in particular, maternal
fat mass, and the lack of information on postpartum maternal weight. Future
studies should collect detailed information on maternal body composition during
pregnancy or measure the participants’ weight a few weeks postpartum to evaluate
associations with the different components of GWG. Furthermore, we could not
use information on absolute dietary intake because dietary information collected
using an FFQ does not provide this information. However, FFQs have been shown
to be accurate in ranking participants according to their dietary intake (Kipnis
et al. 2003a). Furthermore, we assessed maternal diet only once during pregnancy
and were therefore not able to account for changes in dietary intake. Nevertheless,
dietary patterns and macronutrient composition may not change largely during
pregnancy despite an increased energy intake (Crozier et al. 2009; Rad et al. 2011).
Additionally, we found that our results did not change after excluding women who
may have altered their dietary intake due to illness or vomiting. Finally, the nu-
merous statistical analyses performed may have resulted in chance findings (type
I error). However, our results for weight trajectories and early-pregnancy GWG
remained statistically significant when a more stringent significance level of 1 -
0.05/4 = 0.9875 was used.
3.4.4 Conclusions and Implications
In conclusion, our results suggest that dietary composition during pregnancy may
play a role in GWG in early pregnancy but has limited influence on total GWG in
a population of Dutch women. The strength of the associations between dietary
patterns and GWG differs for different definitions of dietary patterns and GWG.
This suggests that the relationship between dietary patterns and GWG may be
complex and may need further elucidation in order to facilitate the development
of dietary guidelines during pregnancy and to adequately advise pregnant women
on their diet.
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Appendix
3.A Supplementary Materials
Table 3.10: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain until early
third trimester in normal-weight and overweight women (n = 2815). Results from
multivariable linear regression on imputed data. Values (regression coefficients
with 95% confidence interval) reflect the difference in gestational weight gain until
early-third trimester (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary pattern score, pooled
over 10 imputed datasets.
normal-weight
(n = 2141)
overweight
(n = 674)
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 6.7 [ 0.9, 12.5] 10.0 [ -5.0, 25.1]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy -2.0 [ -8.1, 4.0] -5.6 [-20.7, 9.4]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 2.5 [ -3.2, 8.2] 6.0 [ -7.2, 19.1]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index -4.3 [-10.0, 1.4] 1.6 [-11.7, 14.9]
Table 3.11: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain until early
third trimester in normal-weight and overweight women (n = 2815); additionally
adjusted for energy intake. Results from multivariable linear regression on im-
puted data. Values (regression coefficients with 95% confidence interval) reflect
the difference in gestational weight gain until early-third trimester (g/week) for a
1 SD increase in dietary pattern score, pooled over 10 imputed datasets.
normal-weight
(n = 2141)
overweight
(n = 674)
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 3.4 [ -3.0, 9.8] 8.9 [ -7.3, 25.2]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy -4.8 [-11.2, 1.7] -6.5 [-22.3, 9.3]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks -11.8 [-24.6, 1.0] 1.0 [-29.8, 31.8]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index -4.3 [-10.0, 1.4] 1.6 [-11.7, 14.9]
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Table 3.12: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain during
early third trimester in normal-weight and overweight women, excluding women
with comorbidities or pregnancy complications (n = 2469). Results from multivari-
able linear regression on imputed data. Values (regression coefficients with 95%
confidence interval) reflect the difference in gestational weight gain until early-
third trimester (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary pattern score, pooled over
10 imputed datasets.
normal-weight
(n = 1937)
overweight
(n = 532)
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 8.0 [ 2.0, 14.0] 9.5 [ -6.0, 24.9]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy -1.4 [ -7.6, 4.9] -6.0 [-21.6, 9.7]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 1.9 [ -4.0, 7.8] 9.5 [ -4.8, 23.8]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index -5.7 [-11.6, 0.2] 1.3 [-12.6, 15.1]
Table 3.13: Association of dietary patterns with gestational weight gain until
early third trimester in normal-weight and overweight women, excluding women
who vomited more than once per week in the previous three months (n = 2450).
Results from multivariable linear regression on imputed data. Values (regression
coefficients with 95% confidence interval) reflect the difference in gestational weight
gain until early-third trimester (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary pattern
score, pooled over 10 imputed datasets.
normal-weight
(n = 1890)
overweight
(n = 560)
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 4.8 [ -1.3, 10.8] 14.2 [ -2.1, 30.5]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy -2.3 [ -8.6, 4.0] -7.7 [-23.8, 8.5]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 0.5 [ -5.3, 6.4] 5.2 [ -9.5, 19.8]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index -5.2 [-11.0, 0.7] -4.8 [-19.3, 9.7]
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Table 3.14: Association of dietary patterns with maximal gestational weight gain
in normal-weight and overweight women (n = 1703). Results from multivariable
linear regression on imputed data. Values (regression coefficients with 95% con-
fidence interval) reflect the difference in gestational weight gain until early-third
trimester (g/week) for a 1 SD increase in dietary pattern score, pooled over 10
imputed datasets.
normal-weight
(n = 1343)
overweight
(n = 360)
a posteriori dietary patterns
Vegetable, Oil and Fish 4.4 [ -4.9, 13.8] -9.3 [-34.0, 15.4]
Nuts, High-Fibre Cereals and Soy 1.4 [ -8.3, 11.2] 5.2 [-19.5, 29.8]
Margarine, Sugar and Snacks 8.1 [ -1.2, 17.5] 17.8 [ -6.0, 41.6]
a priori dietary pattern
Dutch Healthy Diet Index -0.8 [-10.3, 8.7] 14.4 [ -8.3, 37.2]
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4. Mothers’ SCB Intake and Body Composition of their Children
Abstract
Background: High intake of sugar-containing beverages (SCBs) has been linked
to increased risk of obesity. However, associations of SCB intake during pregnancy
with child body composition have been unclear.
Objectives: We explored whether SCB intake during pregnancy was associated
with children’s body mass index (BMI) and detailed measures of body composi-
tion. In addition, we examined different types of SCBs (i.e., fruit juice, soda, and
concentrate).
Design: We included 3312 mother-child pairs of the Generation R Study, a
prospective cohort from fetal life onward in the Netherlands. Energy-adjusted
SCB intake was assessed in the first trimester with a food-frequency question-
naire. Anthropometric data of the children were collected repeatedly until six
years of age, and BMI was calculated. At six years of age, we further measured
the fat mass index (FMI) and fat-free mass index with dual-energy X-ray ab-
sorptiometry. All outcomes were sex- and age-standardized. Associations of SCB
intake with children’s body composition and BMI trajectories were analysed with
multivariable linear and multivariable linear mixed models.
Results: Results from linear mixed models showed that, after adjustment for
confounders including the SCB intake of the child itself, mothers’ total SCB intake
was positively associated with children’s BMI until six years of age (per serving per
day: 0.04 SD score (SDS); 95% CI: [0.00, 0.07]). In addition, intakes of total SCBs
and fruit juice, but not of soda or concentrate, were associated with a higher FMI
(total SCBs: 0.05 SDS, 95% CI: [0.01, 0.08]; fruit juice: 0.04 SDS, 95% CI: [0.01,
0.06]) of the six-year-old children. These associations remained significant after
additional adjustment for gestational weight gain, birth weight, and children’s
insulin concentrations.
Conclusion: Our study suggests that maternal SCB intake during pregnancy is
positively associated with children’s BMI during early childhood and particularly
with higher fat mass.
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4.1 Introduction
The rapidly increasing prevalence of childhood overweight and obesity is of great
concern because excess weight during childhood is associated with health prob-
lems over the child’s life course, including cardiometabolic disturbances (Batch
and Baur 2005). Intake of sugar-containing beverages (SCBs) has increased sub-
stantially during the past decades (Malik, Popkin, et al. 2010). Several studies
have revealed that high intakes of SCBs by adults and children are related to
overweight and obesity (Malik, Popkin, et al. 2010; Krebs and Jacobson 2003;
Leermakers et al. 2015). Although this relation has been well established in the
general population, the association of pregnant women’s SCB intake with their
offspring’s growth and body composition has been unclear. Intake of SCBs during
pregnancy may influence the intrauterine programming of the child toward obesity
(Phelan et al. 2011). Potential effects of SCB intake during pregnancy on child
body composition may be hypothesized by several mechanisms including changes
in the insulin response.
To our knowledge, only one study has prospectively investigated the association
between intake of SCBs during pregnancy and child body weight (Phelan et al.
2011). In a US cohort of 285 mothers and their infants, Phelan et al. (2011)
observed that intakes of soft drinks and fruit juice during pregnancy were not
associated with child birth weight or weight at 6 months of age. However, the
later onset of childhood overweight and obesity was not explored. Also, more
detailed measurements of body composition (i.e., fat mass and lean mass) were not
explored in the study. Previous studies in the general population have suggested
that higher intake of SCBs may be associated with a higher fat mass but not lean
mass (Zheng et al. 2015; Raben et al. 2002; Tordoff and Alleva 1990). Therefore,
we hypothesized that mothers’ SCB intakes during pregnancy would be associated
with higher BMI (in kg/m2) and, in particular, with higher fat mass in their
children.
The aim of this study was to explore the associations of mothers’ SCB intakes
during early pregnancy with BMI trajectories of their children until six years of
age and with the children’s fat masses and fat-free masses at six years of age. In
addition, we analysed whether these associations differed by types of SCBs (fruit
juice, concentrate, and soda).
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Study Design
This study was embedded in the Generation R Study, which is an ongoing
population-based prospective cohort from fetal life onwards in Rotterdam, the
Netherlands. Details of the study design and procedures have been described
previously (Kooijman et al. 2016). The study was approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee at the Erasmus Medical Center. Pregnant women with an expected
delivery date between 2002 and 2006 were included. Written informed consent
was obtained for all participants. No measurements were performed when a child
was not willing to participate.
4.2.2 Study Population
The selection process of the population for analysis is shown in Figure 4.1. We
restricted our analyses to women who were of Dutch origin (n = 4545). Of these
women, 3558 individuals provided valid dietary data of whom 3478 had singleton
live births. Of these children, 3312 had available information on BMI for at least
one time point. More detailed body-composition outcomes were available for 2660
children at six years of age.
4.2.3 Dietary Assessment of the Mother
We assessed dietary intake in pregnant women at enrolment (median: 13.4 weeks
of gestation; 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles: 9.9 and 22.8 weeks of gestation) with the
use of a self-administered semi-quantitative food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ)
(Klipstein-Grobusch et al. 1998). The FFQ covered intakes of 293 food items
that were consumed in the preceding three months and included questions about
their consumption frequencies and portion sizes. We obtained information on
the following three types of SCBs: soda (soft drinks, sports drinks, and energy
drinks), fruit juice (fresh and boxed; 100% fruit juice only), and concentrate (juice
and lemonades concentrate with added sugars). In this study, we defined total
intake of SCBs as the sum of soda, fruit juice, and concentrate intakes, which
were expressed as servings per day. We chose not to include sugar-containing milk
products because of their different macronutrient composition (Malik, Schulze,
et al. 2006). Daily energy and macronutrient intakes of the pregnant women
were calculated with the use of the Dutch food-composition table (Netherlands
Nutrition Center 2006).
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women of Dutch origin
enrolled during pregnancy
(n = 4545)
women with valid dietary
data (n = 3558)
women with singleton
live births (n = 3478)
children with follow-up
 measurements (n = 3312)
 
with data available on
children's body composition
during the 6-year visit
(FMI, FFMI): n = 2660
n = 987 excluded, due to missing
or invalid dietary data
n = 80 excluded due to multiple
pregnancy (n = 53), induced abortion
(n = 8), intrauterine foetal death (n = 16),
loss-to-follow up (n = 3)
n = 166 excluded due to missing
measurements of children's body
mass index at all timepoints and body
composition during the 6-year visit
Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the population for analysis.
4.2.4 Child Anthropometric Measures and Body Composition
Children visited Child Health Centres at the median (2.5%, 97.5% quantiles) ages
of 1.1 months (0.8, 1.8), 2.2 months (2.0, 2.9), 3.3 months (3.0, 3.9), 4.4 months
(4.0, 4.9), 6.2 months (5.3, 8.2), 11.1 months (10.1, 12.5), 14.3 months (13.5,
16.0), 18.3 months (17.3, 21.4), 24.9 months (23.4, 28.0), 30.6 months (29.2, 33.8),
36.7 months (35.4, 40.6) and 45.8 months (44.4, 48.5). During all visits, heights
and weights of the children were measured with the children not wearing shoes or
heavy clothing. When children were a median age of six years (2.5% and 97.5%
quantiles: 5.7, 7.4), well-trained staff measured children’s anthropometric variables
and body compositions in a dedicated research centre of Sophia Children’s Hospital
in Rotterdam (Kooijman et al. 2016). We measured height in a standing position
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to the nearest millimetre with the use of a Harpenden stadiometer (Holtain Ltd.).
Weight was measured with the use of a mechanical personal scale (SECA). BMI
was calculated for all time points.
In addition, to measure the body composition of children at six years of age, we
used a dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scanner (iDXA; Ge-Lunar, 2008)
(Kooijman et al. 2016). The DXA scanner measured fat mass, lean mass, and bone
mass of the total body with the use of enCORE software (v.13.6; GE Healthcare).
We calculated the fat mass index (FMI) as fat mass (kilograms) divided by the
square of height (in meters) and the fat-free mass index (FFMI) as lean mass
plus bone mass (both in kilograms) divided by the square of height (in meters).
All outcomes were standardized for age and sex on the basis of the Generation R
Study population. We used cut-offs that were recommended by Cole et al. (2000)
to determine the weight status of each child at six years of age as normal, or as
overweight or obese.
4.2.5 Covariates
At enrolment, we used self-administered questionnaires to collect information on
maternal age, marital status (no partner, married / living together), education
(low or high) (Statistics Netherlands 2003), use of folic acid supplements (never,
started during the first 10 weeks, or started periconceptional), parity (nulliparous
or multiparous), and net household income (< € 2400/month or ≥ € 2400/month).
Maternal height and weight were measured at enrolment to calculate BMI, and a
fetal ultrasound was performed to determine the gestational age. The maternal
diet quality (range: 0 to 14) was scored on the basis of adherence to Dutch di-
etary guidelines with the use of the dietary intake data that were obtained from
the FFQ at enrolment. This score included items on intakes of vegetables, fruit,
legumes, whole grains, nut, fish, dairy, tea, soft fat and oils, red meat, alcohol,
salt, and folic acid supplements (Nguyen et al. 2017). Psychiatric symptoms dur-
ing pregnancy (Global Severity Index; range: 0 to 4) (Derogatis and Melisaratos
1983) and vomiting (≥ 1 or < 1 time/week) were also assessed with the use of
questionnaires at enrolment, but also during pregnancy.
With the use of questionnaires, we assessed smoking (never, until the pregnancy
was known, or continued during pregnancy) and alcohol consumption (never, until
the pregnancy was known, occasionally during pregnancy, or frequently during
pregnancy). Body weight was measured in each trimester, and the total gestational
weight gain was calculated by subtracting weight that was assessed at enrolment
from weight that was measured in the third trimester (Kooijman et al. 2016).
After pregnancy, we obtained information on pregnancy-related diseases including
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pregnancy-induced hypertension, pre-eclampsia (Coolman et al. 2010), and ges-
tational diabetes from midwives and obstetricians. We collected information on
child sex, gestational age, and birth weight from hospital medical records, and
z-scores were calculated for birth weight with the use of reference data (Niklasson
et al. 1991). When a child was six years old, information on screen time (watching
television and the use of the computer in hours per day), sports participation (yes
or no), and intake of SCBs (servings per day) was obtained with the use of a ques-
tionnaire. In addition, nonfasting blood was collected at the research centre, and
insulin concentrations were analysed with the use of enzymatic methods (Cobas
8000; Roche) (Voortman, van den Hooven, et al. 2016).
4.3 Statistical Analyses
To reduce bias due to missing values (≤ 22.8% per covariate), we used a fully
Bayesian approach that allowed for simultaneous imputation of missing covari-
ates and analysis of associations with multiple cross-sectional and longitudinal
outcomes. A detailed description of this approach can be found elsewhere (Er-
ler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016). Results of the main analyses were ob-
tained directly from the Bayesian approach and are presented as posterior means
and 95% credible intervals (CIs). To perform subsequent sensitivity analyses, 10
imputed datasets were created by random selection of imputed values from the
Bayesian approach. These analyses were performed separately in each of the im-
puted datasets, and pooled effect estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
are presented. All decisions with regards to the structure of the final models were
based on preliminary analyses conducted in the unimputed data.
We specified linear mixed models to analyse associations of SCB intake during
pregnancy with trajectories of children’s BMI between one month and six years
of age. To explore these associations, we constructed three models with a fixed-
effects structure that included maternal SCB intake and possible confounders, and
a random-effects structure that included a random intercept and slope (for age).
In Model 1 (crude model), we adjusted for child sex and further included energy
intake in the model. Model 2 (confounder model) was additionally adjusted for
the following covariates: maternal parity, age, gestational age at enrolment, mar-
ital status, income, education, psychiatric symptoms during pregnancy, protein
intake (percentage of energy intake), diet quality, smoking during pregnancy, al-
cohol intake during pregnancy, use of folic acid supplements, and child sports and
screen times. The confounders were selected on the basis of previous literature
and a ≥ 10% change in effect estimates (Mickey and Greenland 1989). In Model 3
(SCB child model), we adjusted for child SCB intake at age six years in addition
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to the confounders used in Model 2 (Leermakers et al. 2015). We investigated
non-linearity of trajectories of children’s BMI over time and potential effect mod-
ification of the trajectories by SCB intake using natural cubic splines for age and
an interaction term between the spline and SCB intake. Based on this prelimi-
nary analysis there was no evidence for the need of either non-linear trajectories
or the interaction term and the simpler model assuming linear trajectories and
associations was used in the final analysis.
In addition, we specified linear regression models to examine the association be-
tween intake of SCBs during pregnancy and children’s FMI and FFMI at age six
years. We used the previously mentioned Models 2 and 3 to which we further
added child age at the six-year visit. The analyses for BMI trajectories, FMI, and
FFMI were modelled jointly in the Bayesian analysis.
Intake of SCBs was examined both with and without energy adjustment. Adjust-
ment for energy intake was performed using the residual method (Willett et al.
1997). We report results from energy-adjusted SCBs as the main results in this
study. To study whether the associations differed by the type of SCB, the analyses
were repeated for intakes of fruit juice, concentrate, and soda instead of total SCB
intake.
For relevant associations (i.e., when the 95% CI excluded zero in Model 3), we also
examined the role of the potential mediators gestational weight gain, child birth
weight, maternal BMI at enrolment (Kalk et al. 2009), and child serum insulin
concentrations at six years of age (Reichetzeder et al. 2016) by including them in
the model. These analyses were performed in the multiply imputed data obtained
from the Bayesian model. Moreover, we tested whether associations were modified
by child sex (Reichetzeder et al. 2016) or by maternal BMI at enrolment by adding
the product term of the potential effect modifier and maternal SCB intake to
Models 1 and 2 and re-evaluating them in the imputed data. Main analyses were
stratified if the pooled estimate of the interaction term was significantly different
from zero.
To test the robustness of our findings, we performed two sensitivity analyses based
on the imputed data. First, we repeated our analyses by restricting them to
women who vomited less than one time per week because vomiting in pregnancy
may alter dietary intake (Chortatos et al. 2013). Second, we restricted analyses
to women who did not experience comorbidities during pregnancy (i.e., diabetes
mellitus, gestational diabetes, or hypertensive disorders) because these comorbidi-
ties could alter the maternal diet during pregnancy and may affect child birth
weight (Hutcheon et al. 2011; Boerschmann et al. 2010). All statistical anal-
yses were performed with the use of SPSS 21.0 (IBM Corp.), R version 3.3.1
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(R Core Team 2016), and JAGS (version 4.2.0; http://mcmc-jags.sourceforge.
net)(Plummer 2003).
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Subject Characteristics
Characteristics of the 3312 mothers and their children included in this study are
presented in Table 4.1. Median intake of total SCBs during pregnancy was 1.9
servings/day (2.5% and 97.5% quantiles: 0.1 and 7.4 servings/day). Most intake
came from fruit juices, with a median intake of 1.0 serving/day (2.5% and 97.5%
quantiles: 0.0 and 5.0 servings/day), whereas for both concentrate (2.5% and
97.5% quantiles: 0.0 and 4.5 servings/day) and soda (2.5% and 97.5% quantiles:
0.0 and 2.5 servings/day) median intake was only 0.1 serving/day. Most of the
women who were included were highly educated (60.7%), had never smoked during
pregnancy (75.2%), and used folic acid supplementation during pregnancy (88.8%).
The mean ± SD birth weight of the children was 3488 ± 561 gram. At six years
of age, median BMI of the children was 15.7 (2.5% and 97.5% quantiles: 13.7 and
19.3) with 9.2% of the children being classified as overweight or obese.
4.4.2 Maternal SCB Intake and Child BMI Trajectory
In the linear mixed-model analyses, we observed no relevant associations between
energy-adjusted SCB intake during pregnancy and BMI trajectories of children
from birth to six years of age in Model 1 (0.01 SD score (SDS); 95% CI: [-0.02,
0.04]) and Model 2 (0.03 SDS; 95% CI [0.00, 0.07]; Table 4.2). After adjustment
for child SCB intake, we observed that higher SCB intake during pregnancy was
associated with higher BMI of children (Model 3: 0.04 SDS; 95% CI [0.00, 0.07]).
This association was not explained by specific intakes of fruit juice, concentrate,
or soda during pregnancy.
4.4.3 Maternal SCB Intake and Child Body Composition
In the linear regression analyses, we found in Model 1 that one additional daily
serving of SCBs during pregnancy was associated with a 0.05-SDS higher FMI
(95% CI [0.02, 0.09]) but not with FFMI of the offspring at age six years (Tables 4.3
and 4.4). This association remained after further adjustment for sociodemographic
and lifestyle factors (Model 2: 0.04 SDS, 95% CI [0.01, 0.07]; Model 3: 0.05
SDS, 95% CI [0.01, 0.08]). To study fruit juice, concentrate, and soda intakes
as exposures, we replaced total SCB intake for these types of beverages in the
analyses. We observed an association between a higher daily serving of fruit
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juice, but not of concentrate or soda, during pregnancy and higher FMI (Model
3: 0.04 SDS, 95% CI [0.01, 0.06]; Table 4.3) but not higher FFMI (Model 3: 0.02
SDS, 95% CI [-0.01, 0.05]; Table 4.4). These effect estimates remained similar
after adjustment for the potential mediators gestational weight gain, child birth
weight, maternal BMI at enrolment, and child insulin concentrations (Table 4.5
in Appendix 4.A).
4.4.4 Additional Analyses
We did not observe interactions between SCB intake and maternal BMI for chil-
dren’s BMI, FMI, or FFMI and consequently our analyses were not stratified by
this factor. We did observe an interaction of total SCB and fruit juice intake with
child sex on children’s FMI but not on BMI or FFMI. Therefore, we stratified anal-
yses for FMI by sex, and we observed higher effect estimates in girls than in boys.
In addition, we observed no association between SCB intake and FMI in boys
(Table 4.6 in Appendix 4.A). Furthermore, we obtained similar effect estimates
as were observed in the whole group after restricting our analyses to women who
vomited less than one time per week (n = 2099) (Tables 4.7 and 4.8 in Appendix
4.A) or to women with no comorbidities during pregnancy (n = 2308) (Tables 4.9
and 4.10 in Appendix 4.A). Findings for SCB intake that was unadjusted for total
energy intake were similar to those obtained for energy-adjusted SCBs (data not
shown).
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the analysis population (n = 3312). Values are means
± SDs for approximately normal variables, medians (2.5%, 97.5% quantile) for
continuous non-normal variables, and valid percentages for categorical variables.
Maternal Characteristics during Pregnancy
age at enrolment in years 31.6 ± 4.3
BMI at enrolment in kg/m2 23.4 (18.9, 35.1)
nulliparous, % 59.9
gestational age at enrolment in weeks 13.4 (9.8, 22.8)
gestational weight gain in kg 8.1 ± 3.5
educational level, higher, % 60.7
net household income ≥ € 2400/month, % 80.8
alcohol consumption, %
never 31.0
until pregnancy was known 16.0
occasionally during pregnancy 40.6
frequently during pregnancy 12.4
smoking, %
never 75.2
until pregnancy was known 9.1
continued during pregnancy 15.6
folic acid supplementation, %
never 11.2
until pregnancy was known 54.6
started in the first 10 weeks 34.2
total energy intake in kcal/day 2148 ± 506
sugar-containing beverages in servings/day
total 1.9 (0.1, 7.4)
fruit juice (57.2%) 1.0 (0.0, 5.0)
concentrate (27.6%) 0.1 (0.0, 4.5)
soda (15.1%) 0.1 (0.0, 2.5)
Child Characteristics at Birth
girls, % 49.6
birth weight in gram 3488 ± 561
gestational age at birth in weeks 13.4 (9.8, 22.8)
Child Characteristics at 6-year Visit (n = 2736)
age in years 6.0 (5.6, 7.3)
BMI in kg/m2 15.7 (13.7, 19.3)
overweight or obese, % 9.2
Fat Mass Index in kg/m2 (n = 2660) 3.6 (2.4, 6.7)
Fat-Free Mass Index in kg/m2 (n = 2660) 11.9 ± 0.8
participation in sports, % (n = 3312) 50.6
screen time ≥ 2 hours/day, % (n = 3312) 21.3
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Table 4.2: Associations of SCB intake during pregnancy with child BMI trajec-
tories until six years of age. Shown are the posterior mean and 95% CIs of the
regression coefficient for SCB intake from the Bayesian linear mixed models.
Model 1 (crude) Model 2 (confounder) Model 3 (SCB child)
total, servings per day
total SCB 0.01 [-0.02, 0.04] 0.03 [-0.00, 0.07] 0.04 [ 0.00, 0.07]
fruit juice, soda and concentrate, servings per day
fruit juice 0.01 [-0.02, 0.03] 0.02 [-0.01, 0.04] 0.02 [-0.01, 0.04]
soda -0.01 [-0.02, 0.01] 0.00 [-0.02, 0.02] 0.00 [-0.01, 0.02]
concentrate 0.00 [-0.02, 0.02] 0.00 [-0.01, 0.02] 0.00 [-0.01, 0.02]
Table 4.3: Associations of SCB intake during pregnancy with child FMI at six years
of age. Shown are the posterior mean and 95% CIs of the regression coefficient for
SCB intake from the Bayesian linear models.
Model 1 (crude) Model 2 (confounder) Model 3 (SCB child)
total, servings per day
total SCB 0.05 [ 0.02, 0.09] 0.04 [ 0.01, 0.07] 0.05 [ 0.01, 0.08]
fruit juice, soda and concentrate, servings per day
juice 0.03 [ 0.00, 0.06] 0.03 [ 0.01, 0.06] 0.04 [ 0.01, 0.06]
soda 0.02 [ 0.00, 0.03] -0.01 [-0.02, 0.01] -0.01 [-0.02, 0.01]
concentrate -0.02 [-0.04, -0.00] -0.02 [-0.03, 0.00] -0.02 [-0.03, 0.00]
Table 4.4: Associations of SCB intake during pregnancy with child FFMI at six
years of age. Shown are the posterior mean and 95% CIs of the regression coeffi-
cient for SCB intake from the Bayesian linear models.
Model 1 (crude) Model 2 (confounder) Model 3 (SCB child)
total, servings per day
total SCB -0.01 [-0.05, 0.03] 0.03 [-0.02, 0.07] 0.03 [-0.01, 0.07]
fruit juice, soda and concentrate, servings per day
juice 0.01 [-0.02, 0.04] 0.02 [-0.01, 0.05] 0.02 [-0.01, 0.05]
soda -0.02 [-0.04, -0.00] -0.00 [-0.02, 0.02] -0.02 [-0.02, 0.02]
concentrate 0.01 [-0.01, 0.03] 0.01 [-0.01, 0.03] 0.01 [-0.01, 0.03]
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4.5 Discussion
The results of this longitudinal observational study suggest that higher intake
of SCBs during pregnancy is associated with higher BMI of the child until six
years of age. Furthermore, we observed that higher SCB intakes of mothers were
associated with higher fat masses, but not higher fat-free masses, of their children,
particularly in girls, and that this association was mainly explained by intake of
fruit juice. These associations were independent of gestational weight gain, birth
weight, child SCB intake, or child insulin concentration.
4.5.1 Interpretation and Comparison with Previous Studies
In our study population, intake of SCBs during pregnancy was associated with
trajectories of BMI in children during early childhood. This result is not in line
with that of the previously mentioned study that was performed by Phelan et al.
(2011) in which they observed that intakes of soft drinks and fruit juice in 285
pregnant women were not associated with birth weight or weight after 6 months of
age. However, our findings suggest an association between maternal SCB intake
and children’s BMI at a later age, which was not explained by a higher birth weight,
thereby suggesting that an effect may be stronger later in childhood. Furthermore,
BMI has several limitations as a marker of adiposity in children (Freedman et
al. 2005). First, BMI does not measure excess fat mass because of the many
combinations of FMI and FFMI that result in the same BMI. Second, the amounts
of both fat mass and fat-free mass vary within children (Freedman et al. 2005). In
our study population, we observed that higher intake of SCBs during pregnancy
was associated with higher FMI, but not higher FFMI, of children at six years of
age. This finding is in line with results from previous studies that have studied
SCB intakes in children and the body compositions of these children (Zheng et al.
2015; Zheng et al. 2014; Ruyter et al. 2012).
Moreover, we observed associations between maternal intake of fruit juice, but not
of other beverages, and higher FMI of their six-year-old children. In our study
population, intake of fruit juice was 10 times higher (median: 1.0 serving per day)
than intakes of concentrate and soda. Consequently, intakes of concentrate and
soda in our study may have been too low to detect potential associations with
adverse body-composition outcomes of the children. Although fruit juice also
provides vitamins and minerals (Caswell 2009), our results suggest that fruit juice
could be harmful for a child’s body composition.
For FMI, but not for the other outcomes, we observed stronger associations in
girls than in boys. We previously also observed stronger associations of early life
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nutrition with body fat in girls than in boys at approximately six years of age
(Leermakers et al. 2015; Voortman, Braun, et al. 2016). These associations have
been suggested to be related to differences in insulin responses between boys and
girls (Voortman, van den Hooven, et al. 2016) or to differences in the timing of
the adiposity rebound, which usually occurs between the ages of five and seven
years (Rolland-Cachera et al. 2006).
4.5.2 Potential Mechanisms
We observed that SCB intake during pregnancy was positively associated with
child BMI and FMI during early childhood. One possible mechanism that may
explain this relation could be excessive energy intake from the SCBs themselves or
from other food sources because caloric intake in a liquid form leads to a lower and
shorter feeling of satiation (Pan and Hu 2011; Cassady et al. 2012; Drewnowski
and Bellisle 2007; DiMeglio and Mattes 2000). However, in our analyses, effect
estimates were similar after adjustment for energy intake, and associations re-
mained between SCB intake and child BMI and FMI, which suggested that the
associations were due to other factors than energy intake.
Another possible mechanism could be that the epigenetics of the fetus changes
when a mother has frequent intake of SCBs during pregnancy (Mateo-Fernández
et al. 2016). These changes could lead to altered gene expression (De Boo and
Harding 2006), which may result in children becoming more susceptible to having
higher fat mass.
Furthermore, because SCB intake leads to high peak concentration of insulin (Hu
and Malik 2010), the role of insulin should be further elucidated. Hyperinsuline-
mia during the development of the fetus could have long-lasting consequences to
the central nervous systems that regulates body weight, possibly resulting in the
stimulation of fat mass development (Franke et al. 2005). In addition, SCB intake
during pregnancy might affect the insulin sensitivity of the child (Reichetzeder
et al. 2016) with the subsequent stimulation of the development of fat mass in
the child. However, our findings suggest that a child’s insulin concentration is not
part of this pathway. Unfortunately, we had no information available on serum
insulin during pregnancy.
Our results could also be explained by residual confounding because intake of
SCBs is associated with other lifestyle factors (Kvaavik et al. 2005). Although
we had information available on several potential lifestyle confounders, includ-
ing smoking, alcohol intake, and the overall diet quality during pregnancy, we
had, for instance, no information on the physical activity of the mother (Schulze
et al. 2004). Furthermore, confounding that could have been due to child fac-
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tors is difficult to take into account because lifestyle patterns may change during
childhood (Lytle et al. 2000). As part of these lifestyle patterns, intake of sweet
foods, including SCBs, by the child could have partially determined the child’s
body composition. Prenatal exposures such as flavours of the maternal diet can
transmit to the amniotic fluid, which consequently may lead to greater acceptance
by the child of these foods after birth (Mennella et al. 1995). We attempted to
take this potential confounding by child diet into account by adjusting for SCB
intake of the child, and the association between SCB intake of the mother with
her offspring’s fat mass remained.
4.5.3 Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of this study are the prospective population-based design, the large sam-
ple size, and the available information on numerous confounders of the mothers
and children. Additionally, the repeated measurement of child BMI was an im-
portant strength in this study. Furthermore, we had extensive measurements on
child body composition at six years of age with the use of DXA. This method has
been proven to measure fat mass accurately (Svendsen et al. 1993), which allowed
us to distinguish the child’s body fat mass and fat-free mass. Another strength is
that we also studied different types of SCBs rather than only examining overall
intake. Finally, we applied the Bayesian approach which allowed us to use all
available information of the outcome measurements to impute missing covariate
values. The use of this approach provides a better method to deal with bias that
is associated with incomplete information on covariates than is achieved with the
use of less-sophisticated missing-data methods (Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et
al. 2016).
This study also has several limitations. One limitation is that dietary intakes
were estimated by self-report, which has been shown to be prone to measurement
errors (Kipnis et al. 2003b). However, we reduced the magnitude of the mea-
surement errors by adjusting for total energy intake with the use of the residual
method. Because all mothers included in our analyses were of Dutch origin and
were, on average, highly educated, the generalizability of our findings to other
ethnic or socioeconomic groups may be limited. Another limitation may be the
single assessment of SCB intake during the first trimester. Repeated measure-
ments of dietary intake would have been better to study whether there may have
been an accumulative or trimester-specific effect of maternal SCB intake on child
BMI and body composition. Although we adjusted the analyses for numerous
sociodemographic and lifestyle factors related to both mother and child, residual
confounding was still possible. An example was the absence of information on
the energy expenditure or physical activity of the mother (Dewey and McCrory
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1994) or on the diet of the father (Li et al. 2016), which might have influenced
our results. Finally, although we had information that was available on total SCB
intake of the child at six years, we did not collect information on different types
of SCB intake, total energy intake, or other components of the diet of the child.
In conclusion, in this prospective cohort, we observe that higher intake of SCBs
during pregnancy is associated with higher child BMI until six years of age. More-
over, higher intakes of total SCBs and fruit juice, but not of soda or concentrate,
are associated with higher FMI of the child at six years of age. These associations
are stronger in girls than in boys. Future studies should further explore whether
SCB intake during pregnancy is associated with child body composition, which
should preferably be assessed repeatedly to observe whether changes occur in later
stages during childhood.
Appendix
4.A Additional Results
Table 4.5: Associations of sugar-containing beverages intake during pregnancy
with children’s fat mass index (FMI) at six years, after adjustment for potential
mediators. Shown are pooled estimates and 95% CIs from linear regression on
multiply imputed data.
total, servings per day
Model 3 + gestational weight gain 0.04 [0.01, 0.08]
Model 3 + birth weight z-score 0.04 [0.01, 0.08]
Model 3 + maternal baseline BMI 0.04 [0.00, 0.07]
Model 3 + child insulin at six years 0.05 [0.00, 0.09]
Model 3 + gestational weight gain + birth weight z-scores
+ maternal BMI at enrolment + child insulin
0.04 [0.00, 0.08]
fruit juice, servings per day
Model 3 + gestational weight gain 0.04 [0.01, 0.06]
Model 3 + birth weight z-score 0.03 [0.01, 0.06]
Model 3 + maternal baseline BMI 0.03 [0.00, 0.06]
Model 3 + child insulin at six years 0.04 [0.01, 0.07]
Model 3 + gestational weight gain + birth weight z-scores
+ maternal baseline BMI + child insulin
0.03 [0.00, 0.06]
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Table 4.6: Associations of sugar-containing beverages intake during pregnancy
with children’s fat mass index (FMI) at six years in boys and girls separately.
Shown are pooled regression coefficients and 95% CIs from linear regression of
multiply imputed data.
all
(n = 2660)
girls
(n = 1329)
boys
(n = 1331)
total, servings per day
Model 3 (SCB child) 0.05 [0.01, 0.08] 0.09 [0.05, 0.14] -0.01 [-0.06, 0.04]
fruit juice, servings per day
Model 3 (SCB child) 0.04 [0.01, 0.06] 0.04 [0.01, 0.08] 0.03 [-0.01, 0.06]
Table 4.7: Associations of sugar-containing beverage intake during pregnancy with
children’s fat mass index (FMI) at six years in women who vomited less than once
a week (n = 2099). Shown are pooled estimates and 95% CIs from linear regression
of multiply imputed data.
Model 1 (crude) Model 2 (confounder) Model 3 (SCB child)
total, servings per day
total SCB 0.05 [ 0.01, 0.09] 0.04 [-0.00, 0.08] 0.04 [ 0.00, 0.08]
fruit juice, soda and concentrate, servings per day
juice 0.03 [ 0.00, 0.06] 0.03 [ 0.00, 0.06] 0.04 [ 0.01, 0.06]
soda 0.01 [-0.01, 0.03] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01]
concentrate -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01]
Table 4.8: Associations of sugar-containing beverage intake during pregnancy with
children’s fat-free mass index (FFMI) at six years in women who vomited less than
once a week (n = 2099). Shown are pooled estimates and 95% CIs from linear
regression of multiply imputed data.
Model 1 (crude) Model 2 (confounder) Model 3 (SCB child)
total, servings per day
total SCB -0.02 [-0.07, 0.03] 0.01 [-0.04, 0.06] 0.02 [-0.03, 0.06]
fruit juice, soda and concentrate, servings per day
juice 0.01 [-0.03, 0.04] 0.01 [-0.02, 0.05] 0.01 [-0.02, 0.05]
soda -0.03 [-0.05, -0.01] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.02] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.02]
concentrate 0.01 [-0.01, 0.04] 0.02 [-0.01, 0.04] 0.02 [-0.01, 0.04]
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Table 4.9: Associations of sugar-containing beverage intake during pregnancy with
children’s fat mass index (FMI) at six years in women who had no comorbidities
during pregnancy (n = 2308). Shown are the pooled estimates and 95% CIs for
SCB intake from linear regression on multiply imputed data.
Model 1 (crude) Model 2 (confounder) Model 3 (SCB child)
total, servings per day
total SCB 0.05 [ 0.02, 0.09] 0.03 [ 0.00, 0.07] 0.04 [ 0.01, 0.07]
fruit juice, soda and concentrate, servings per day
fruit juice 0.03 [ 0.01, 0.06] 0.04 [ 0.01, 0.06] 0.04 [ 0.01, 0.07]
soda 0.01 [ 0.00, 0.03] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.01]
concentrate -0.02 [-0.03, 0.00] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.00] -0.01 [-0.03, 0.00]
Table 4.10: Associations of sugar-containing beverage intake during pregnancy
with children’s fat-free mass index (FFMI) at six years in women who had no
comorbidities during pregnancy (n = 2308). Shown are the pooled estimates and
95% CIs for SCB intake from linear regression on multiply imputed data.
Model 1 (crude) Model 2 (confounder) Model 3 (SCB child)
total, servings per day
total SCB -0.01 [-0.06, 0.03] 0.02 [-0.03, 0.06] 0.02 [-0.02, 0.07]
fruit juice, soda and concentrate, servings per day
fruit juice 0.01 [-0.02, 0.05] 0.02 [-0.01, 0.05] 0.01 [-0.02, 0.04]
soda -0.03 [-0.05, -0.01] -0.01 [-0.04, 0.01] -0.01 [-0.04, 0.01]
concentrate 0.01 [-0.01, 0.03] 0.01 [-0.01, 0.04] 0.00 [-0.01, 0.04]
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5. Bayesian Imputation of Time-varying Covariates in Mixed Models
Abstract
Studies involving large observational datasets commonly face the challenge of deal-
ing with multiple missing values. The most popular approach to overcome this
challenge, multiple imputation using chained equations, however, has been shown
to be sub-optimal in complex settings, specifically in settings with longitudinal
outcomes, which cannot be easily and adequately included in the imputation mod-
els. Bayesian methods avoid this difficulty by specification of a joint distribution
and thus offer an alternative. A popular choice for that joint distribution is the
multivariate normal distribution. In more complicated settings, as in our two mo-
tivating examples that involve time-varying covariates, additional issues require
consideration: the endo- or exogeneity of the covariate and its functional relation
with the outcome. In such situations, the implied assumptions of standard meth-
ods may be violated, resulting in bias. In this work, we extend and study a more
flexible, Bayesian, alternative to the multivariate normal approach, to better han-
dle complex incomplete longitudinal data. We discuss and compare assumptions
of the two Bayesian approaches about the endo- or exogeneity of the covariates
and the functional form of the association with the outcome, and illustrate and
evaluate consequences of violations of those assumptions using simulation studies
and two real data examples.
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5.1 Introduction
Missing values are a common challenge in the analysis of observational data, es-
pecially in longitudinal studies.
This work is motivated by two research questions from the Generation R Study
(Kooijman et al. 2016), a large longitudinal cohort study from fetal life onward.
Specifically, the questions are: 1) “How is gestational weight associated with ma-
ternal blood pressure during pregnancy?”, and 2) “How is gestational weight as-
sociated with body mass index of the offspring during the first years of life?”. Due
to the observational nature of the study, there is a considerable amount of incom-
plete data, with the particular challenge that missing values do not only occur in
the outcome but also in baseline and time-varying covariates.
There are several well-established approaches to deal with incomplete data, the
most popular being multiple imputation using chained equations (MICE) (Van
Buuren 2012), which are readily available in standard statistical software. MICE
has been shown to work well in many standard settings but may not be optimal in
more complex applications, especially with longitudinal or other multivariate out-
comes, which cannot be easily included in the imputation models for incomplete
covariates in an appropriate manner (Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016).
Fully Bayesian approaches provide a useful alternative in such complex settings,
due to their ability to jointly model multivariate outcomes and incomplete covari-
ates. The most popular omnibus approach in the Bayesian framework postulates
a full multivariate normal distribution (Carpenter and Kenward 2013). Although
this approach, as well as other approaches, is targeted towards a broad range of
applications, in complex settings such as our two motivating research questions,
the nature of the data requires careful consideration of the appropriateness of such
standard methods and a more dedicated approach may be necessary. Especially
with time-varying covariates, imputation and analysis become more demanding
and, in order to obtain valid results, require additional considerations about the
association between the time-varying covariates and the outcome. Specifically,
endogenous covariates, i.e., covariates that are influenced by the outcome, and
covariates that have non-standard functional relations with the outcome, can pose
challenges that may or may not be adequately handled by standard methods,
which usually assume linear associations and implicitly assume exogeneity of the
covariates.
In the present paper, we focus on two approaches in the Bayesian framework to
deal with covariates that are missing at random. The first approach is described
by Carpenter and Kenward (2013). The basic idea is to assume a (latent) nor-
mal distribution for each incomplete variable and to connect them in such a way
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that the joint distribution is multivariate normal, which allows straightforward
sampling to impute missing values. This approach is a common strategy to im-
plement multiple imputation in longitudinal settings, where it can be used as the
data generating step. The resulting data are then analysed in a second step with
a complete data method, not necessarily Bayesian. While the multivariate nor-
mality assumption creates a convenient standardized framework, it thereby also
implies linear relations between the variables involved, which may not be the case.
The second approach factorizes the joint distribution of the data into a sequence of
conditional distributions, where the first conditional distribution can conveniently
be chosen to be the analysis model of interest, allowing simultaneous imputation
and analysis within the same procedure. This approach has been described previ-
ously for time-constant covariates (Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016) and
we will extend it in the present paper to handle exogenous as well as endogenous
time-varying covariates. The specification of separate models for each incomplete
covariate requires somewhat more consideration than the specification of a mul-
tivariate normal distribution but makes this approach more flexible as well as
capable of handling non-linear relationships. We will elucidate the capabilities
and limitations of the two approaches with regards to different functional forms
for, as well as endo- or exogeneity of, time-varying covariates and demonstrate
how the use of an ‘off the shelf’ approach may be problematic in settings that
require a more tailored approach.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We start with introducing
the motivating dataset and describe in more detail the two research questions
from the Generation R Study. In Section 5.3 we specify the linear mixed model
for time-varying covariates and explore different functional forms as well as the
issue of endo- and exogeneity. The two methods of interest are introduced in
Section 5.4, where we will also discuss their implied assumptions about endo- or
exogeneity of the covariates and their ability to handle different functional forms.
We return to the Generation R data in Section 5.5, where we demonstrate how the
two methods under investigation can be applied. A more formal evaluation of the
methods follows in Section 5.6 where we perform a simulation study. Section 5.7
concludes this paper with a discussion.
5.2 Generation R Data
The Generation R Study is a population-based prospective cohort study from early
fetal life onward, conducted in Rotterdam, the Netherlands (Kooijman et al. 2016).
An important field of research within the Generation R Study is the exploration of
how the mother’s condition during pregnancy may affect her own health and that
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of her child. Especially weight gain during gestation is of interest as it is closely
related to the development of the fetus, as well as to pregnancy comorbidities, such
as gestational hypertension, that may adversely affect both mother and child (e.g.,
Tielemans et al. (2015)). Children’s growth and body composition, as for instance
measured by BMI, is an important determinant of health throughout childhood
and later life. Therefore, current research is concerned with the two questions
stated in Section 5.1, i.e., the associations between maternal weight (gain) during
pregnancy with maternal blood pressure during pregnancy as well as with child
BMI after birth.
To investigate these two research questions, a subset of variables was extracted
from the Generation R Study. The dataset contains information on 7643 mothers
who had singleton, live births no earlier than 37 weeks of gestation, and their chil-
dren. Each woman was asked for her pre-pregnancy weight (baseline) and to visit
the research centre once in each trimester, during which the weight (gw) was mea-
sured and the blood pressure taken. Since women were eligible to enter the study
at any gestational age, prenatal measurements for the first and second trimester
are missing for women who enrolled later in pregnancy. Furthermore, there is
some intermittent missingness in the gestational and blood pressure data. There
were 3515 women for whom all four weight measurements were recorded, 3094
for whom three weight measurements were observed, 859 women had two mea-
surements, and 175 women had only one measurement of weight. The gestational
age at each measurement (gage) was recorded and the time point of the baseline
measurement was set to be zero for all women. Systolic blood pressure (bp) was
measured three times in 4755 women, 2403 women had only two measurements
of blood pressure and 477 women just one measurement. For 8 women no blood
pressures were recorded. Child BMI was measured up to 12 times between the
ages of 2 weeks and 5 years, with a median of 7 observations per child; 1848 chil-
dren had no BMI measurements. The child’s age in months (age) was recorded
at each BMI measurement and age and sex adjusted standard deviation scores
were calculated (bmi). A graphical summary of the missingness pattern of the
gestational weight and systolic blood pressure measurements, and the available
child BMI measurements is given in Figures 5.4 – 5.6 in Appendix 5.B.
The trajectories of gw, bp and bmi of a random subset of individuals are visualized
in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, we considered a number of potential confounders:
maternal age at intake (agem, continuous, complete), maternal height (height,
continuous, 0.38% missing values), parity (parity, binary: nulliparous vs mul-
tiparous, 1.27% missing values), maternal ethnicity (ethn, binary: European vs
other, 5.59% missing values), maternal education (educ, three ordered categories,
9.29% missing values) and maternal smoking habit during pregnancy (smoke, three
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Figure 5.1: Trajectories of maternal weight, maternal systolic blood pressure and
child BMI for a random sample of mothers and children from the Generation R
data.
ordered categories, 12.17% missing values). Maternal BMI (bmim) was calculated
as gestational weight (kg), measured at time zero, divided by squared height (in
m).
Logistic regression of the complete cases showed that missingness in the baseline
covariates (except for parity) was associated with some or all of the other base-
line covariates. This indicates that missing values are not completely at random.
However, since this study was conducted in the general population subjects are
relatively healthy and the practical settings are such that it is reasonable to believe
that missing values in the clinical measurements, as for instance gw or bmi, are at
random, given the other variables. It could be argued that missing values in the
lifestyle variables, especially in smoke, are not missing at random because mothers
who are smoking might be more inclined not to report it. If this was the case, the
mechanism that led to the missing values had to be included in the imputation
procedure since otherwise results would be biased. However, the assumption of
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randomly missing data is untestable, and the missing data mechanism is usually
unknown, necessitating extensive sensitivity analysis. As this exceeds the pur-
pose of this study, we will focus here on randomly missing data. To make the
assumption of randomly missing data more plausible, a number of covariates will
be considered in the analysis model, since omission of relevant predictor variables
may be another reason of not randomly missing data.
5.3 Modelling Longitudinal Data with Time-varying
Covariates
5.3.1 Framework
A standard modelling framework for studying the relation between a longitudinal
outcome and predictor variables is mixed effects modelling. As in our motivating
case studies, often some of these predictors are time-varying. To facilitate expo-
sition and also for notational simplicity in the following we only consider a single
time-varying covariate. In particular, for a continuous longitudinal outcome we
postulate the following mixed model
yi(t) = xi(t)⊤β + f(Hsi (t), t)⊤γ + zi(t)⊤bi + εi(t),
where yi(t) is the observation of individual i measured at time t, β denotes the
vector of regression coefficients of the design matrix of the fixed effects Xi, with
xi(t) being a column vector containing a row of that matrix, zi(t), a column vector
expressing a row of the design matrix Zi of the random effects bi ∼ N(0,D), γ
is a vector of regression coefficients related to the time-varying covariate si, and
εi(t) ∼ N(0, σ2y) is an error term. Except for time itself, X does not contain any
time-varying covariates. To include s in the linear predictor of y assumptions
about the relation between the two variables have to be made. These assumptions
can be expressed by specifying a function f(Hsi (t), t) which links the history of the
time-varying predictor up to time t, Hsi (t) = {si(tij) : 0 ≤ tij ≤ t, j = 1, . . . , nsi},
to the outcome, where tij is the time of the j-th measurement of individual i and
nsi is the number of measurements of s for that individual.
5.3.2 Functional Forms for Time-varying Covariates
The choice of an appropriate functional form implies that the following two ques-
tions need to be addressed. Namely, how are si and yi related with regards to
their time scales, and which features of si are of interest in the relation with yi?
The first question asks whether yi and si have been measured in the same time
intervals and whether their time scales have the same origin and unit. To allow for
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settings where yi and si have been measured on different time scales, for instance
maternal weight during pregnancy and child BMI after birth, we use t to denote
the time scale of yi and t˜ to denote the time scale of si. The second question re-
lates to the specific application and is reflected in the choice of f(·). Choices, that
represent relevant features of gestational weight in our two motivating research
questions are
f(Hsi (t), t) = si(t), (5.1)
f(Hsi (t), t) = {∆1(si),∆2(si),∆3(si)}⊤ , (5.2)
with
∆1(si) = si(t˜1)− si(t˜0),
∆2(si) = si(t˜2)− si(t˜1),
∆3(si) = si(t˜3)− si(t˜2),
where (5.1) represents the commonly chosen linear relation between the value of
si, e.g., maternal weight, and yi, e.g., blood pressure, measured at the same time
points (i.e., t = t˜). Function (5.2) represents trimester specific weight gain, i.e.,
the difference of maternal weight over three given time intervals. In a more general
notation, (5.1) could be written as f(Hsi (t), t) = si(g(t)) and refer to the value of
si at a time point that is specified by a function g(t), and (5.2) could be written
as f(Hsi (t), t) = si(g2(t))− si(g1(t)), where the time intervals are specified by the
functions g1(t) and g2(t) and may not be the same for all t.
In other applications, it is likely that different functional forms will be more ap-
propriate. Such functions may, for instance, represent cumulative effects or use
estimates of random effects associated with the individual profiles of the time-
varying covariate. In cases where there is not a specific functional form of interest
or there is uncertainty about which functional form is most appropriate, multiple
functional forms can be included and shrinkage priors used to reduce correlations
between parameters or to select the best suited functional form (Andrinopoulou
and Rizopoulos 2016).
5.3.3 Endo- and Exogeneity
Another characteristic of the relation between a time-varying covariate and the
outcome that needs to be considered is whether the time-varying covariate is
exogenous or endogenous. Formally, exogeneity is defined by the following two
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conditions (Engle et al. 1983; Diggle et al. 2002)
p(yi(t), f(Hsi (t), t) | Hyi (t−),Hsi (t−),θ) =
= p(yi(t) | f(Hsi (t), t),Hyi (t−),Hsi (t−),θ1)×
p(si(t) | Hyi (t−),Hsi (t−),θ2)
p(si(t) | Hsi (t−),Hyi (t−),xi,θ) = p(si(t) | Hsi (t−),xi,θ)
where θ is a vector of parameters and other unknown quantities, with θ⊤ =
(θ⊤1 ,θ⊤2 ) and θ1 ⊥⊥ θ2, and where Hyi (t−) and Hsi (t−) denote the history of y and
s, respectively, up to, but excluding measurements at time t. By specifying the
functional relation between yi and si to be a function of the history of s, we avoid
dependence of yi(t) on future values of si, which is an additional requirement for
exogeneity, see Diggle et al. (2002). Variables, for which these conditions are not
satisfied are called endogenous. This may be the case for maternal weight as a
predictor variable for blood pressure. Since both variables are measured in the
same individual they may be subject to the same unmeasured influences or causal
pathways may be reversed, which often entails endogeneity. In the setting where
maternal weight is considered as a predictor of child BMI, however, the assumption
of exogeneity may be more likely, since the covariate is measured earlier than the
outcome and in different subjects.
Most common methods for inference, like generalized linear (mixed) regression
models, assume covariates to be exogenous. If that assumption is wrong and the
covariate is, in fact, endogenous, estimates may be biased (Diggle et al. 2002;
Daniels and Hogan 2008).
5.4 Bayesian Analysis with Incomplete Covariates
As introduced in Section 5.2, the motivating questions from the Generation R
Study involve outcomes and covariates that are incomplete. This holds for both
the baseline and time-varying covariates. Hence, to appropriately investigate the
associations of interest we need to account for missingness. In the Bayesian frame-
work, missing values, whether they are in the outcome or in covariates, can be
imputed in a natural and elegant manner. A common assumption, which we make
here for the outcome as well as the covariates, is that the missing data mechanism is
Missing At Random (MAR), i.e., the probability of a value being unobserved may
depend on other observed values but not on values that have not been observed.
In addition, the parameters of the analysis model are assumed to be independent
of the missingness process. Under these assumptions, the missingness process is
ignorable and does not need to be modelled (Little and Rubin 2002). Furthermore,
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this assumption entails that explicit imputation of the outcome is not necessary
to obtain valid results, and we will, therefore, focus on settings with incomplete
covariates. In this section, we adapt and implement two popular Bayesian ap-
proaches for analysing data with incomplete covariates, namely, the sequential
approach (Ibrahim et al. 2002; Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016), and the
multivariate normal approach (Carpenter and Kenward 2013). In particular, we
extend the first approach to settings with time-varying covariates that may be
exogenous or endogenous. Both approaches model the joint distribution of the
complete data and draw imputations from the posterior full conditional distribu-
tions that result from it but differ in the way the joint complete data distribution is
specified. These differences influence how the two approaches can handle different
functional forms as well as exo- versus endogenous covariates.
We start with some additional notation. As in the motivating data, the time-
varying covariate s is assumed to be incomplete. Missing values in s occur not
only due to missed measurements or drop-out but can also be caused when the
functional form f(Hsi (t), t) depends on values of s that have not been (scheduled
to be) measured. We use si = (s⊤i,obs, s⊤i,mis)⊤ to distinguish between the observed
and missing values of s for individual i. Analogously, we assume two parts for
the baseline covariates X on the individual level: xi,obs and xi,mis, which contain
the observed and missing values of xi, respectively. Furthermore, we use the
partition X = (Xc,x1, . . . ,xp), where Xc denotes the subset of covariates that are
completely observed for all individuals, and x1, . . . ,xp are n × 1 vectors of those
covariates that contain missing values.
5.4.1 Sequential Approach
The sequential approach to impute missing baseline covariates in models with
longitudinal outcomes was previously presented by Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen,
et al. (2016) and will be extended here to incomplete time-varying covariates.
In our setting, the posterior distribution of interest (and associated joint distribu-
tion) is
p(smis,Xmis,b,θ | y, sobs,Xobs) ∝ p(y, sobs,Xobs | smis,Xmis,b,θ)
p(smis,Xmis,b,θ)
= p(y, sobs, smis,Xobs,Xmis,b,θ),
where θ is a vector of unknown parameters, and can be factorized as
p(y | s,X,b,θ) p(s | X,b,θ) p(X | θ) p(b | θ) p(θ), (5.3)
for which all terms can be specified based on known distributions.
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The first term in (5.3), i.e., p(y | s,X,b,θ), is conveniently chosen to be the
analysis model of interest,
yi(t) = xi(t)⊤βy|s,x + f(Hsi (t), t)⊤γ + z
y
i (t)⊤b
y
i + ε
y
i (t), (5.4)
with random effects byi ∼ N(0,Dy) and εyi (t) ∼ N(0, σ2y), and the second factor,
representing the imputation model for the time-varying covariate, can be specified
analogously as a linear mixed model
si(t˜) = xi(t˜)⊤βs|x + zsi (t˜)⊤bsi + εsi (t˜), (5.5)
with bsi ∼ N(0,Ds) and εsi (t˜) ∼ N(0, σ2s). All variance matricesD and parameters
σ2 are assumed to follow vague inverse-Wishart and inverse-gamma distributions,
respectively. Inclusion of f(Hsi (t), t) in the linear predictor for yi allows for a
large variety of possibly non-linear relations between yi and si, also when they are
measured on different time scales. The joint distribution of the baseline covariates
X is often a multivariate distribution of mixed type variables for which usually
no closed form solution is known. It can, however, be specified as a sequence
of univariate conditional distributions (Ibrahim et al. 2002; Erler, Rizopoulos,
Rosmalen, et al. 2016),
p(x1, . . . ,xp | Xc,θx) = p(x1 | Xc,θx1)
p∏
ℓ=2
p(xℓ | Xc,x1, . . . ,xℓ−1,θxℓ), (5.6)
with θ⊤x = (θ⊤x1 , . . . ,θ⊤xp), where xℓ denotes the ℓ-th incomplete covariate. The
univariate conditional distributions are assumed to be members of the exponential
family, extended with distributions for ordinal categorical variables, with linear
predictors
gℓ {E (xℓ | Xc,x1, . . . ,xℓ−1,θxℓ)} = Xcαℓ +
ℓ−1∑
q=1
xqξℓq ,
which allows an easy and flexible specification in settings with many covariates of
mixed type, since each link function gℓ can be chosen separately and appropriately
for xℓ. Factorizing the joint distribution of the data as in (5.3) has the advantage
that the parameters of interest, βy|s,x, are estimated within each iteration of the
imputation procedure, conditional on the current value of the imputed covariates.
The simultaneity of imputation and analysis leads to a posterior distribution of
the parameters, which automatically takes into account the uncertainty due to the
missing values and no subsequent analysis and pooling, as in the case of multiple
imputation approaches, is necessary. Furthermore, the sequential approach differs
from MICE in the specification of the imputation models. MICE requires the
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specification of full conditional distributions, i.e., to include all other covariates as
well as the outcome in the linear predictor of the imputation models, which is not
straightforward when the outcome is longitudinal, and may lead to imputation
models that are not compatible with the analysis model (Carpenter and Kenward
2013; Bartlett et al. 2015).
In the specification described above, the sequential approach implies exogeneity
of si with regards to the conditions given in Section 5.3.3, which is demonstrated
in Appendix 5.A.1. It can be extended to endogenous time-varying covariates by
jointly modelling the random effects from models (5.4) and (5.5) as[
byi
bsi
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
Dy Dys
Dys Ds
])
, Dys ̸= 0.
When byi and bsi are correlated, the joint distribution of the random effects
p(byi ,bsi ) is not equal to the product of the marginal distributions p(byi ) and
p(bsi ) any more and the exogeneity conditions are no longer satisfied (for details
see Appendix 5.A.2). The sequential approach can be further extended to en-
dogenous baseline covariates by relaxing the assumption of independence between
the residuals of the covariate and the analysis model, e.g., by assuming a joint
distribution of the residuals and the random effects byi .
5.4.2 Multivariate Normal Approach
A popular alternative to handle missing covariates is the multivariate normal ap-
proach described in detail by Carpenter and Kenward (2013). The idea behind
this approach is to assume (latent) normal distributions for all incomplete vari-
ables and the outcome, and to connect them in such a way that the resulting joint
distribution is multivariate normal, which eases the sampling of imputed values.
Specification of the joint distribution of the data is, hence, not based on a se-
quence but on a chosen multivariate distribution of known type. In our setting,
the posterior distribution of interest can be written and factorized as
p(smis,Xmis, b˜, θ˜ | y, sobs,Xobs) ∝ p(y, s,Xmis,Xobs, b˜, θ˜)
= p(y, s,Xc,x1, . . . ,xp, b˜, θ˜)
= p(y, s,x1, . . . ,xp | Xc, b˜, θ˜)
p(b˜ | θ˜) p(θ˜), (5.7)
where the first factor on the right side of (5.7) is assumed to be a multivariate
normal distribution, b˜ are random effects that are associated with y and s, and θ˜
is a vector of parameters. The multivariate normal distribution can be constructed
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by specifying linear (mixed) models for the outcome and incomplete covariates,
i.e., the time-varying and incomplete baseline covariates,
yi(t) = xyi,c(t)⊤β˜y + z˜
y
i (t)b˜
y
i + ε˜
y
i (t)
si(t) = xsi,c(t)⊤β˜s + z˜si (t)b˜si + ε˜si (t)
xˆi,ℓ = xxi,c
⊤β˜x,ℓ + ε˜xi,ℓ, ℓ = 1, . . . , p,
where xyi,c(t), xsi,c(t) and xxi,c are rows of the matrices Xyc , Xsc and Xxc which are
(possibly different) subsets of Xc, xˆi,ℓ denotes the value from a (latent) normal
distribution that corresponds to the missing value of the ℓ-th incomplete covari-
ate, for individual i, β˜y, β˜s and β˜x = (β˜
⊤
x1 , . . . , β˜
⊤
xp)
⊤ are regression coefficients,
z˜yi (t) and z˜si (t) are rows of the design matrices Z˜yi and Z˜si of the random effects
b˜yi and b˜si . Note that the models specified here are different from the ones in
the sequential approach, since here the predictors only contain the completely
observed covariates Xc. The parameters β˜ are not the same as the parameters
βy|s,x, used in the sequential approach. To obtain estimates of βy|s,x that take
into account the uncertainty due to the missing values, multiple imputation may
be performed. This involves repeating the imputation a number of times to create
multiple imputed datasets, which can then be analysed with appropriate Bayesian
or non-Bayesian methods. Pooled estimates from frequentist analyses can be cal-
culated using Rubin’s Rules (Rubin 1987). Although imputation with the multi-
variate normal approach is valid for endogenous covariates, this may not be the
case for many standard analysis methods that imply exogeneity of the covariates,
which may pose an additional challenge.
To produce the multivariate normal distribution, the models specified above are
then connected through their random effects and error terms which are assumed
to have a joint multivariate normal distribution b˜yib˜si
ε˜xi
 ∼ N
0,
 D˜y D˜y,s cov(b˜
y
i , ε˜
x
i )
D˜y,s D˜s cov(b˜si , ε˜xi )
cov(b˜yi , ε˜xi ) cov(b˜si , ε˜xi ) Σ˜
x

 , (5.8)
where D˜y and D˜s denote the covariance matrices of the random effects b˜yi and b˜si ,
respectively, D˜y,s is a matrix containing parameters that describe the covariance
between the two sets of random effects, and Σ˜x is the, usually diagonal, covariance
matrix of the error terms ε˜xi = (ε˜xi,1, . . . , ε˜xi,p)⊤.
The error terms of the two longitudinal variables are assumed to be normally
distributed as well, and may be modelled jointly as[
ε˜yi
ε˜si
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
Σ˜
y
Σ˜
y,s
Σ˜
y,s
Σ˜
s
])
,
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where Σ˜y and Σ˜s denote the covariance matrices of ε˜yi and ε˜si , respectively, and
Σ˜
y,s is a matrix describing the covariance between the error terms of yi and the
error terms of si. Allowing the error terms of the longitudinal variables to be
correlated allows for more flexibility. Which covariance structure is appropriate,
however, depends on the unknown functional relation between y and s.
The latent normal model for a binary or ordinal covariate xmisℓ with K categories
can be written as
xˆi,misℓ ≤ κ1 if xi,misℓ = 1,
xˆi,misℓ ∈ (κk−1, κk] if xi,misℓ = k, k ∈ (2, . . . ,K − 1),
xˆi,misℓ > κK−1 if xi,misℓ = k.
To keep the model identified the variance of xˆi,misℓ has to be fixed, e.g., to one,
which complicates sampling of Σ˜x. For continuous covariates xˆi,misℓ = xi,misℓ
and no restriction of the variance is necessary.
As in the sequential approach, the use of variable specific random effects design
matrices Z˜yi and Z˜si enables this approach to handle time-varying covariates that
are measured on a different time scale than the outcome. The connection of the
imputation models by joint random effects and/or error terms, however, implies
a linear relation between the variables. When the relation between yi and si is
non-linear, the true joint distribution is not multivariate normal and does not
generally have a closed form (Carpenter and Kenward 2013). The multivariate
normal approach may, hence, be less suitable for applications with non-linear
relations.
Since byi and bsi are modelled jointly and assumed to be correlated the condi-
tions for exogeneity are violated, which can be shown using similar arguments as
provided in Appendix 5.A.2 for the sequential approach with correlated random
effects. The multivariate normal approach thus implies endogeneity of si.
5.5 Analysis of the Generation R Data
We now return to the Generation R data introduced in Section 5.2 and demon-
strate how to use the two methods discussed above to investigate the two moti-
vating research questions. As indicated earlier, the first question enables the in-
vestigation of the impact of misspecifying the exo-/endogeneity assumption, while
the second question requires the use of a non-standard functional form.
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5.5.1 Association between Blood Pressure and Gestational
Weight
Gestational hypertension is a known risk factor for various health outcomes in
mothers as well as their children. One potentially influential factor for this con-
dition is gestational weight, which will be investigated here. Whilst there are
several papers exploring the relationship of gestational weight gain and the devel-
opment of hypertensive conditions during pregnancy, the exact nature and func-
tional form of the relation between these variables, has yet to be explored in detail.
Given the information available and the characteristics of the dataset at hand, a
reasonable choice of functional form is to assume a linear relation between ges-
tational weight (gw) and systolic blood pressure (bp) at the same time points,
i.e., f(Hgwi (t), t) = gwi(t). Furthermore, the relation between these two variables
is likely influenced by many unmeasured factors, which makes the standard as-
sumption of exogeneity for gestational weight questionable. To investigate how
much the estimates may be influenced by the assumption of exo- or endogeneity
in practice, we performed the analysis twice, once under the assumption that ges-
tational weight was endogenous, and once under the common default assumption
of exogeneity, and compared the results.
Since both longitudinal variables in this application have non-linear evolutions
over time, we modelled their trajectories using natural cubic splines with two
degrees of freedom (df) for the effect of gestational age, in the formulas below
represented by ns(1)i (t), ns(2)i (t), and n˜s(1)i (t˜), n˜s(2)i (t˜), respectively. Taking into
account a number of potential confounding covariates (see Section 5.2), the model
of interest in this application can be written as
bpi(t) = (β0 + bbpi0) + β1agemi + β2heighti + β3parityi
+β4ethni + β5educ(2)i + β6educ
(3)
i + β7smoke
(2)
i
+β8smoke(3)i + (β9 + b
bp
i1)ns
(1)
i (t) + (β10 + b
bp
i2)ns
(2)
i (t)
+γgwi(t) + ε
bp
i (t).
In the sequential approach, we used a linear mixed model to impute missing values
of gw, specifically,
gwi(t˜) = (α0 + b
gw
i0) + α1agemi + α2heighti + α3parityi
+α4ethni + α5educ(2)i + α6educ
(3)
i + α7smoke
(2)
i
+α8smoke(3)i + (α9 + b
gw
i1)n˜s
(1)
i (t˜) + (α10 + b
gw
i2)n˜s
(2)
i (t˜)
+εgwi (t˜),
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and specified the conditional distributions for the missing covariates from
Equation (5.6) as linear, logistic and cumulative logistic regression models.
The random effects of the models for gw and bp were modelled jointly as
(bbpi0 , b
bp
i1 , b
bp
i2 , b
gw
i0 , b
gw
i1 , b
gw
i2)⊤ ∼ N(0,D) in the endogenous setting and indepen-
dently as (bbpi0 , bbpi1 , bbpi2 , )⊤ ∼ N(0,Dbp) and (bgwi0 , bgwi1 , bgwi2)⊤ ∼ N(0,Dgw) in the
exogenous setting. Vague priors were used for all parameters. Following the
advice of Garrett and Zeger (2000), we assumed independent normal distributions
with mean zero and variance 9/4 for regression coefficients in categorical models
(logistic and cumulative logistic) since that choice leads to a prior distribution
for the outcome probabilities that is relatively flat between zero and one. All
continuous covariates were scaled to have mean zero and standard deviation one,
for computational reasons, and the posterior estimates were transformed back
to be interpretable on the original scale of the variables. The endogenous as
well as the exogenous setting was implemented using R (R Core Team 2016) and
JAGS (Plummer 2003). Convergence of the posterior chains was checked using
the Gelman-Rubin criterion (Gelman, Meng, et al. 1996) The posterior estimates
were considered precise enough if the Monte Carlo error was less than five per
cent of the parameter’s standard deviation (Lesaffre and Lawson 2012). In the
endogenous setting, only 5000 iterations (in each of three posterior chains) were
necessary, while in the exogenous setting 20000 iterations were required to satisfy
this criterion. Posterior predictive checks were used to evaluate if the assumed
model fitted the data appropriately.
In the multivariate normal approach, the imputation models can be specified as
bpi(t) = (β˜bp0 + b˜bpi0) + β˜
bp
1 agemi + (β˜
bp
2 + b˜
bp
i1)ns
(1)
i (t)
+(β˜bp3 + b˜
bp
i2)ns
(2)
i (t) + ε˜
bp
i (t),
gwi(t˜) = (β˜
gw
0 + b˜
gw
i0) + β˜
gw
1 agemi + (β˜
gw
2 + b˜
gw
i1)n˜s
(1)
i (t˜)
+(β˜gw3 + b˜
gw
i2)n˜s
(2)
i (t˜) + ε˜
gw
i (t),
heighti = β˜
height
0 + β˜
height
1 agemi + ε˜
height
ij ,
p̂arityi = β˜
parity
0 + β˜
parity
1 agemi + ε˜
parity
i ,
êthni = β˜ethn0 + β˜ethn1 agemi + ε˜ethni ,
êduci = β˜educ0 + β˜educ1 agemi + ε˜educi ,
ŝmokei = β˜smoke0 + β˜smoke1 agemi + ε˜smokei ,
and their random effects and error terms modelled jointly as
(b˜bpi0 , b˜
bp
i1 , b˜
bp
i2 , b˜
gw
i0 , b˜
gw
i1 , b˜
gw
i2 , ε˜
height
i , ε˜
parity
i , ε˜
ethn
i , ε˜
educ
i , ε˜
smoke
i )⊤ ∼ N(0, D˜),
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where the diagonal elements that correspond to parity, ethn, educ and smoke
are fixed to 1, and
{
ε˜bpi (t), ε˜
gw
i (t)
}⊤
∼ N(0, Σ˜(t)).
Using current versions of the software packages JAGS or WinBUGS (D. J. Lunn
et al. 2000) it is not possible to sample from such a restricted covariance matrix
and we will, therefore, only present results from the sequential approach for the
Generation R applications. These results are presented in Figure 5.2. The solid
line represents the posterior distribution of the regression coefficients obtained by
the sequential approach under the assumption that gw was endogenous, while the
dashed line depicts the corresponding posterior distributions when gw was assumed
to be exogenous. The shaded areas in the tails of the distributions mark values
outside the 95% credible interval (CI). It can easily be seen that the assumption of
exo- or endogeneity had great impact on the posterior distribution. Especially the
posterior distribution of the effect of the time-varying covariate, gw, differs sub-
stantially between the two models. While in the endogenous model the posterior
mean of this effect was 0.03 with a 95% CI that includes zero [-0.01, 0.07], this
estimate was 0.30 (95% CI [0.29, 0.32]), when gw was assumed to be exogenous.
Also in other parameters, such as the regression coefficients for height, educ and
the non-linear effect of gage, the posterior distributions differed considerably.
A possible explanation for these differences is that in the exogenous model the
correlation between gw and bp is only captured in the parameter γ whereas in the
endogenous model it is split between γ and the covariance between the random
effects of the model for bp and gw, i.e., the elements in the upper right quadrant
of D. Figure 5.7 in Appendix 5.B.3 shows the posterior density of these elements
of the matrix D. Most of the parameters describing the covariance between bgw
and bbp estimate the respective covariance to be different from zero. The exoge-
nous model implies that these parameters are zero and does not estimate them.
Interpreting the results from the endogenous model we may conclude that gw and
bp are correlated, but that there is no evidence that changes in gw cause changes
in bp.
5.5.2 Association between Gestational Weight Gain and Child
BMI
Fetal development follows a well-researched course which is influenced by maternal
health throughout pregnancy. Specifically, the effect of gestational weight gain
may vary between different periods of pregnancy, i.e., different periods of fetal
development. Hence, the effect of trimester-specific weight gain is often a predic-
tor of interest. How much weight gain is considered healthy varies with maternal
BMI before pregnancy (bmim) which, therefore, needs to be considered as predic-
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Figure 5.2: Posterior distributions of the main regression coefficients in the first
application, derived by the sequential approach. The solid (dashed) line represents
the endogenous (exogenous) model. The shaded areas mark values outside the 95%
credible interval.
tor variable in this research question. Since gw is observed entirely prior to the
outcome (bmi), it might not be considered to be a time-varying covariate in the
narrow sense, i.e., it does not change throughout the time range of the outcome
measurements. Nevertheless, it does change over time and an appropriate char-
acterization of this change is essential to obtaining results that allow meaningful
conclusions with regards to the research question at hand.
We calculated trimester specific weight gain as the differences between weight
before pregnancy, 14 weeks of gestation, 27 weeks of gestation and at (or rather
right before) birth (gestbir), and scaled these differences to reflect weight gain
per week. The functional relation between gw and bmi can thus be represented as
f(Hgwi (t), t) = {∆1(gwi),∆2(gwi),∆3(gwi)}⊤ ,
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with
∆1(gwi) =
gwi(gage = 14)− gwi(gage = 0)
14 ,
∆2(gwi) =
gwi(gage = 27)− gwi(gage = 14)
27− 14 ,
∆3(gwi) =
gwi(gage = gestbiri)− gwi(gage = 27)
gestbiri − 27
.
As in the first application, we assumed a non-linear evolution of gw over time,
which was modelled using a natural cubic spline for gage with 2 df. Also, the
trajectories of child BMI, for which age and gender-specific standard deviation
scores (SDS) were used, were non-linear and therefore modelled using a natural
cubic spline with 3 df for age, in the formula below represented by ns(1)i (t), ns(2)i (t)
and ns(3)i (t). Since gw was measured before birth and bmi only after birth, we
assumed that gw was exogenous in this application.
The analysis model for this research question can be written as
bmii(t) = (β0 + bbmii0 ) + β1agemi + β2parityi + β3ethni
+β4educ(2)i + β5educ
(3)
i + β6smoke
(2)
i
+β7smoke(3)i + β8bmimi + (β9 + bbmii1 )ns
(1)
i (t)
+(β10 + bbmii2 )ns(2)i (t) + (β11 + bbmii3 )ns
(3)
i (t)
+γ1∆1(gwi) + γ2∆2(gwi) + γ3∆3(gwi) + εbmii (t),
The analysis was again performed using the sequential approach, where impu-
tation models for gw and the baseline covariates were specified analogous to the
first application. To reduce correlation between the elements of γ, an elastic net
shrinkage hyperprior for the variance parameters of γ was used (Mallick and Yi
2013).
Results from the analysis of this second research question are presented in Fig-
ure 5.3. Only the posterior distributions of the parameters relating to bmim and
gw are shown as these are the parameters of interest here. It can be seen that
children of mothers with higher baseline BMI had higher BMIs as well – an in-
crease of one kg/m2 resulted on average in a 0.03 SDS higher child BMI (95% CI
[0.03, 0.04]). Higher gestational weight gain during the first trimester was associ-
ated with higher child BMI (0.23 SDS increase per kg weekly weight gain; 95% CI
[0.05, 0.40]). Even though the posterior mean of the effect of weekly gestational
weight gain during the second trimester was slightly higher (0.26), due to the in-
creased uncertainty of this estimate (95% CI [-0.08, 0.65]) there was no evidence
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of an association with the trajectories of child BMI. There was also no evidence
that weight gain during the last trimester was a relevant predictor of child BMI
(0.12; 95% CI [-0.09, 0.33]).
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Figure 5.3: Posterior distributions of a selection of regression coefficients from the
second application, derived by the sequential approach. The shaded areas mark
values outside the 95% credible interval.
5.6 Simulation Study
To evaluate the performance of the two imputation approaches described in Sec-
tion 5.4 with regards to misspecification of the endo- or exogeneity of a time-
varying covariate and the bias introduced by misspecification of the functional
form in a more controlled setting, we performed a simulation study in which we
compared results from correctly specified models with those that are misspecified,
for data generated in a range of different scenarios and different missing mecha-
nisms. Specifically, the key objectives were
1. to confirm that both approaches provide unbiased estimates when the models
are correctly specified during imputation and analysis,
2. to investigate how misspecification of the endo- or exogeneity influences the
results, and
3. to explore bias due to misspecification of the functional form, specifically
• the bias introduced during imputation due to the implied linearity as-
sumption of the multivariate normal approach when the true functional
form is non-linear, and
• the bias introduced when the imputation model, as well as the analysis
model, are misspecified as linear.
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5.6.1 Design
We simulated 200 datasets in each of six scenarios that differed in the endo-
/exogeneity of the covariate, the functional form and the model (sequential or
multivariate normal) that was used. Common to all scenarios was that 10 repeated
measurements of a normally distributed time-varying covariate and a condition-
ally normal outcome variable, with measurements at the same, unbalanced time
points, were created. Under the sequential approach data was generated with a
linear or a quadratic relation between covariate and outcome, where the covariate
was either exogenous or endogenous. For the multivariate normal model (which
always generates data with a linear relation between the outcome and an endoge-
nous covariate) we considered two scenarios with regards to the correlation of the
error terms, where in one scenario the error terms of outcome and covariate were
independent and in the other correlated.
Missing values were created in the time-varying covariate according to two MAR
mechanisms, in which the probability of the time-varying covariate being missing
either only depended on the outcome at the same time point or on the outcome
at the same time point as well as the covariate at the previous time point.
Details on the exact setup of the simulation study are given in Appendix 5.C.1.
5.6.2 Analysis Models
Each of the datasets was analysed using both approaches with different assump-
tions regarding the endo- or exogeneity of the covariate and the functional form,
before values were deleted, and for both missing mechanisms.
The complete dataset was analysed using function lmer() from the R-package
lme4 (R Core Team 2016; Bates et al. 2015) as well as with the sequential ap-
proach. Missing data was imputed and analysed with the sequential approach,
where the random effects were modelled according to the current assumption of
exo- or endogeneity, and the imputation was repeated twice with the multivariate
normal approach (once using the model with independent error terms and once
assuming correlated error terms). Each time, ten imputed datasets were created
by drawing values from the posterior chains of the incomplete covariate and anal-
ysed analogously to the analysis of the complete data. When the covariate was
assumed exogenous, lmer() was used and the coefficients from the ten correspond-
ing analyses pooled using Rubin’s Rules (Rubin 1987). When the covariate was
assumed to be endogenous, the sequential approach with correlated random ef-
fects was used and the ten sets of posterior MCMC chains combined to calculate
posterior summary measures.
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An overview of the assumptions and models used can be found in Table 5.2 in Ap-
pendix 5.C.2. The specific parameter values that were used are given in Tables 5.3
and 5.4 in Appendix 5.C.3.
5.6.3 Results
Firstly, we found that the sequential approach provided unbiased estimates when
comparing the results from the analysis of the complete data to the true parameters
that were used to generate the data. Secondly, in all scenarios, results were very
similar for both MAR mechanisms and we will, hence, not distinguish them during
the further description of the results.
Regarding to our first objective, the comparison of the sequential and the mul-
tivariate normal approach when exo- or endogeneity and functional form were
specified correctly, we found that both approaches were unbiased and their 95%
credible/confidence intervals had the desired coverage. However, misspecification
of the error terms in the multivariate normal approach as independent had the
overall largest impact on the results (estimates were on average half the value of the
estimate from the analysis of the complete data and CIs had 0% coverage). Based
on this finding, we excluded the multivariate normal approach with independent
error terms from further comparisons. Moreover, we saw that misspecification of
an endogenous covariate as exogenous resulted in bias while misspecification of an
exogenous covariate as endogenous did not. This was the case for both approaches,
and linear as well as quadratic (only for the sequential approach) functional form.
With respect to our third objective, the simulation study showed that imputation
with the multivariate normal approach (with correlated error terms) in a setting
where the functional form was correctly assumed to be quadratic during the subse-
quent analysis had the second largest impact, with a relative bias of approximately
0.8, and resulted in CIs with coverage of close to 0%. The bias that was added
due to misspecification of the functional form as linear during imputation as well
as analysis, as compared to the results from the analysis of the complete data
under the same misspecification, was small and overall comparable between the
multivariate normal and the sequential approach. These findings were the same
irrespective of the exo- or endogeneity of the covariate. Plots of the results from
the simulation study as well as a detailed discussion of these results can be found
in Appendix 5.C.4.
In summary, the results of this simulation study demonstrate the impact that
imprudent acceptance of default assumptions, like exogeneity, linear relations be-
tween variables, or (conditioned on random effects) uncorrelated error terms may
have.
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5.7 Discussion
Motivated by two research questions from the Generation R study, we investi-
gated two Bayesian approaches to handle missing covariate data in models with
longitudinal outcomes and time-varying covariates. Specifically, we compared the
multivariate normal approach, a widely known omnibus approach, to the more
custom-designed sequential approach, which we extended to handle endogenous
time-varying covariates. The focus of this comparison was on the ability to take
into account different functional relations between such covariates and the out-
come, and the suitability for exogenous as well as endogenous covariates.
The analysis of our real data applications illustrated the necessity for methods
that allow for complex functional relations and endogenous covariates. Simu-
lation studies confirmed that in our setting, methods that make the common
assumption of exogeneity of a time-varying covariate provide biased estimates.
The assumption of endogeneity during imputation and analysis, however, did not
introduce any bias, which suggests choosing the endogenous specification, e.g.,
to model the random effects of the outcome and the time-varying covariate cor-
related, as a default. The simulation study also demonstrated that imputation
with the multivariate normal approach in settings where the implied assumption
of linear associations between variables is violated can be biased. Furthermore,
great care should be taken when assumptions about the correlation structure of
the error terms are made in the multivariate normal approach, as misspecification
may result in large bias. Results indicated that the sequential approach is more
robust with regards to this type of misspecification, however, future research is
required to evaluate this further. Overall, the sequential approach performed well
and proved to be a suitable method to impute and analyse longitudinal data with
possibly endogenous time-varying covariates.
The ability of the sequential approach to handle various functional forms, and
to provide estimates in settings with endogenous time-varying covariates, can be
seen as its biggest advantages. Moreover, it can handle non-linear associations of
baseline covariates and interaction terms involving incomplete covariates without
the need of approximations like the “just another variable” approach or passive
imputation via transformation (Bartlett et al. 2015; Seaman, Bartlett, et al. 2012;
White et al. 2011). Even in settings where there is no single functional form of
interest, but several candidate functions, it may be applied in combination with
shrinkage techniques which may help the decision which functional form is most
appropriate.
In the present paper, we focused on a single time-varying covariate and ignorable
missing data mechanisms, however, extensions of the sequential approach to ac-
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commodate more complex settings are possible. Multiple time-varying covariates
can be added to the linear predictor of the analysis model. Imputation models for
the time-varying covariates could either be specified assuming conditional inde-
pendence between different time-varying covariates, i.e., excluding them from each
other’s linear predictor, assuming joint multivariate distributions for their random
effects and/or error terms, or by specifying a functional form of one time-varying
covariate to be included in the linear predictor of another covariate, analogous to
the specification of the analysis model described in Section 5.3. The second option
may be a convenient choice if a linear relation between the time-varying covariates
is a reasonable assumption. When the missing data mechanism is non-ignorable,
this can be taken into account by extending the specification of the joint distribu-
tion with terms that either describe the selection mechanism (i.e., the missingness
pattern given the data) or specify how the distribution of the data depends on
the missingness pattern (Carpenter and Kenward 2013; Van Buuren 2012; Daniels
and Hogan 2008).
A reason why the multivariate normal approach may be preferred in practice, is its
availability in software packages, as, for instance, the R-package jomo (Quartagno
and Carpenter 2016) or REALCOM-impute (Carpenter, Goldstein, et al. 2011).
Those implementations also provide samplers that can handle restricted covariance
matrices. More tailored approaches, like the sequential approach, usually need to
be implemented by hand, which, however, can be done in existing Bayesian soft-
ware packages such as JAGS or WinBUGS in a straightforward way. In Appendix
5.C.5 we give example syntax for both approaches. This syntax can easily be
extended to include complete or incomplete baseline covariates (see also the Ap-
pendix of Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. (2016)). Additional example syntax
can be provided upon request.
When imputing and analysing complex datasets, researchers need to deliberate if
standard methods that are easy to apply meet the requirements of the application
at hand, specifically if the assumptions of those methods are met. It is our opinion
that too often this is not the case and standard approaches are applied even when
they are not adequate. Therefore, we plead for the use of methods that are flexible
enough to be adapted to the specific characteristics of a problem. In the context
of imputation and analysis of longitudinal data with possibly endogenous time-
varying covariates, the sequential approach presented here is such an approach.
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Appendix
5.A Details on the Implied Exo- or Endogeneity
In this section, we provide details on the implications that the approaches intro-
duced in Section 5.4 have for the exo- or endogeneity of the time-varying covariate
s. For s to be exogenous, the conditions from Section 5.3.3 need to be fulfilled,
i.e.,

p(yi(t), f(Hsi (t), t) | Hyi (t−),Hsi (t−),θ) =
= p(yi(t) | f(Hsi (t), t),Hyi (t−),Hsi (t−),θ1)×
p(si(t) | Hyi (t−),Hsi (t−),θ2)
p(si(t) | Hsi (t−),Hyi (t−),xi,θ) = p(si(t) | Hsi (t−),xi,θ)
with θ⊤ = (θ⊤1 ,θ⊤2 ) and θ1 ⊥⊥ θ2, where Hyi (t−) and Hsi (t−) denote the history of
y and s, respectively, up to, but excluding measurements at time t. To abbreviate
the notation, we will drop the index i in the following sections.
5.A.1 Exogeneity of the Sequential Approach with Independent
Random Effects
As can easily be seen, the first condition is fulfilled in the sequential approach with
independent random effects, since the joint distribution of y and s is specified as
the product of the conditional and the marginal distribution and the parameters
of these distributions are usually specified to be a priori independent.
To show that the second condition is fulfilled as well, several steps are necessary.
Under the assumption that s(t) is independent from Hs(t−) and Hy(t) given the
random effects we can write
p(s(t) | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ) =
∫
p(s(t),b | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ) db
=
∫
p(s(t) | b,Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ)
p(b | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ) db
=
∫∫
p(s(t) | bs,x,θ)
p(bs,by | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ) dbs dby. (5.9)
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Using Bayes theorem, the conditional distribution of the random effects can be
rewritten as
p(bs,by | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ)
= p(b
s,by,Hs(t−),Hy(t) | x,θ)
p(Hs(t−),Hy(t) | x,θ)
= p(H
s(t−),Hy(t) | bs,by,x,θ) p(bs,by | θ)
p(Hs(t−),Hy(t) | x,θ) . (5.10)
With prior independence of by and bs, i.e., p(bs,by | θ) = p(bs | θ) p(by | θ),
and assuming conditional independence of Hs(t−) and Hy(t) given the random
effects, the denominator of (5.10) can be split in two factors,
p(Hs(t−),Hy(t) | x,θ) =
∫∫
p(Hs(t−),Hy(t) | by,bs,x,θ) p(by,bs | θ) dbydbs
=
∫
p(Hs(t−) | bs,x,θ) p(bs | θ) dbs∫
p(Hy(t) | by,x,θ) p(by | θ) dby
= p(Hs(t−) | x,θ) p(Hy(t) | x,θ). (5.11)
Substituting (5.10) and (5.11) into (5.9), and recognizing that
p(s(t) | bs,x,θ) p(Hs(t−) | bs,x,θ) = p(Hs(t) | bs,x,θ),
allows us to factorize the integrand from (5.9) so that each factor only depends on
either by or bs. The two integrals can then be solved separately and (5.9) can be
simplified as
p(s(t) | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ) =
∫
p(Hs(t) | bs,x,θ) p(bs | θ) dbs
p(Hs(t−) | x,θ)∫
p(Hy(t) | by,x,θ) p(by | θ) dby
p(Hy(t) | x,θ)
= p(H
s(t) | x,θ)
p(Hs(t−) | x,θ)
p(Hy(t) | x,θ)
p(Hy(t) | x,θ)
= p(s(t) | Hs(t−),x,θ) p(H
s(t−) | x,θ)
p(Hs(t−) | x,θ)
= p(s(t) | Hs(t−),x,θ),
which shows that for the sequential approach with independent random effects
also the second condition for exogeneity is fulfilled.
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5.A.2 Endogeneity of the Sequential Approach with Correlated
Random Effects
Prior independence of the random effects of the models for y and s is a crucial
assumption for exogeneity. When p(bs,by | θ) ̸= p(bs | θ) p(by | θ), neither
the numerator nor the denominator in (5.10) can be factorized into independent
factors and (5.9) cannot be simplified as in the case with independent random
effects. Either of the two possible factorizations,
p(bs,by | θ) = p(bs | by,θ) p(by | θ) or p(bs,by | θ) = p(by | bs,θ) p(bs | θ),
violate the requirements of exogeneity.
Using the former factorization, (5.9) leads to
p(s(t) | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ) = . . .
= 1
p(Hs(t−),Hy(t) | x,θ)∫ ∫
p(Hs(t) | bs,x,θ) p(bs | by,θ) dbs
p(Hy(t) | by,x,θ) p(by | θ) dby,
where s is conditioned on by which, since the random effects depend on all obser-
vations of y, implies that s is not independent of the history of y, thus violating
the second condition.
Using the latter factorization leads to
p(s(t) | Hs(t−),Hy(t),x,θ) = . . .
= 1
p(Hs(t−),Hy(t) | x,θ)∫ ∫
p(Hy(t) | by,x,θ) p(by | bs,θ) dby
p(Hs(t) | bs,x,θ) p(bs | θ) dbs,
where y depends on all observed values of s via bs, i.e., also on future values of
s, which also is at conflict with the exogeneity assumption. The sequential model
with correlated random effects hence implies that s is endogenous.
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5.B Analysis of the Generation R Data
5.B.1 Missing Data Patterns
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Figure 5.4: Missing data pattern for gestational weight. Dark color depicts ob-
served values, light color missing values. The frequency of each missing data
pattern is given on the right.
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Figure 5.5: Missing data pattern for systolic blood pressure. Dark color depicts
observed values, light color missing values. The frequency of each missing data
pattern is given on the right.
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5.B.2 Prior Distributions
βk, γ
iid∼ N(0, 1000), k = 0, . . . , 10
σ2bp, σ
2
gw
iid∼ inv-Gamma(0.01, 0.01)
αk ∼ N(0, 1000), k = 0, . . . , 10
Dbp ∼ inv-Wishart(Rbp, 3)
Dgw ∼ inv-Wishart(Rgw, 3)
(diag(Rbp)⊤,diag(Rgw)⊤) iid∼ Gamma(1, 0.001)
5.B.3 Additional Graphics
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Figure 5.7: Posterior distributions of the covariance between the random effects
bbp and bgw from the endogenous setting in the first motivating question from the
Generation R data presented in Section 5.5.1. The dashed vertical line marks zero,
i.e., the implied covariance in the exogenous setting, the shaded areas mark values
outside the 95% credible interval.
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5.C Simulation Study
To evaluate the performance of the two imputation approaches described in Sec-
tion 5.4 with regards to misspecification of the endo- or exogeneity of a time-
varying covariate and the bias introduced by misspecification of the functional
form in a more controlled setting, we performed a simulation study in which we
compared results from correctly specified models with those that are misspecified,
for data generated in a range of different scenarios and different missing mecha-
nisms.
The simulation study was set up to
1. confirm that both approaches provide unbiased estimates when the models
are correctly specified during imputation and analysis,
2. investigate how misspecification of the endo- or exogeneity influences the
results, and
3. to explore bias due to misspecification of the functional form, specifically
• the bias introduced during imputation due to the implied linearity as-
sumption of the multivariate normal approach when the true functional
form is non-linear, and
• the bias introduced when the imputation model, as well as the analysis
model, are misspecified as linear.
5.C.1 Design
We simulated 200 datasets in each of six scenarios that differed in the endo-
/exogeneity of the covariate, the functional form and the model (sequential or
multivariate normal) that was used. Common in all scenarios was that ten re-
peated measurements of a normally distributed time-varying covariate and a (con-
ditionally) normal outcome variable, with measurements at the same, unbalanced
time points, were created. Table 5.1 gives an overview of the different simula-
tion scenarios. Under the sequential approach data was generated with a linear
or a quadratic relation between covariate and outcome, where the covariate was
either exogenous or endogenous. The multivariate normal model always generates
data with a linear relation between the outcome and an endogenous covariate,
however, there we considered two scenarios with regards to the correlation of the
error terms, where in one scenario the error terms of outcome and covariate were
independent and in the other correlated.
The general model used for simulation from the sequential approach was
yij = (βy0 + byi0) + (βy1 + b
y
i1)tij + γf(sij) + ε
y
ij (5.12)
sij = (βs0 + bsi0) + (βs1 + bsi1)tij + εsij
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Table 5.1: Overview of data generating models used in the simulation study, with
their abbreviation written in italic font.
linear relation quadratic relation
exogenous • sequential approach
seq. (exo., lin.)
• sequential approach
seq. (exo., qdr.)
endogenous • sequential approach
seq. (endo., lin.)
• multivariate normal approach
– independent error terms
mvn. (indep. err.)
– correlated error terms
mvn. (corr. err.)
• sequential approach
seq. (endo., lin.)
with
εyij ∼ N(0, σ2y)
εsij ∼ N(0, σ2s)
and [
(byi0, b
y
i1)⊤
(bsi0, bsi1)⊤
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
Dy Dy,s
Dy,s Ds
])
,
where tij is from a uniform distribution on the interval [0, 5]. The specific values
of all parameters can be found in Table 5.3 in Appendix 5.C.3. The general model
to simulate from a multivariate normal distribution was
yij = (β˜y0 + b˜yi0) + (β˜y1 + b˜
y
i1)tij + ε˜
y
ij (5.13)
sij = (β˜s0 + b˜si0) + (β˜s1 + b˜si1)tij + ε˜sij
with [
ε˜yij
ε˜sij
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
σ˜2y σ˜y,s
σ˜y,s σ˜
2
s
])
and [
(b˜yi0, b˜
y
i1)⊤
(b˜si0, b˜si1)⊤
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
D˜y D˜y,s
D˜y,s D˜s
])
.
With these models, the six different data scenarios were specified as
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• seq (exo., lin.): simulation from model (5.12), with γf(sij) = γ1sij and
Dy,s = 0,
• seq. (exo., qdr.): simulation from model (5.12), with γf(sij) = γ1sij +γ2s2ij
and Dy,s = 0,
• seq (endo., lin.): simulation from model (5.12), with γf(sij) = γ1sij and
Dy,s ̸= 0,
• seq (endo., qdr.): simulation from model (5.12), with γf(sij) = γ1sij+γ2s2ij
and Dy,s ̸= 0,
• mvn (indep. err.): simulation from model (5.13), with D˜y,s ̸= 0 and σ˜2y,s =
0,
• mvn (corr. err.): simulation from model (5.13), with D˜y,s ̸= 0 and σ˜2y,s ̸= 0.
Missing values were created in s according to two MAR mechanisms. In missing-
ness scenario MAR.1, the probability of sij being missing depended on yij only,
while in missingness scenario MAR.2 this probability depended on yij as well as
sij−1, specifically
MAR.1: Pr(sij = NA) = expit(yij + ζ1),
MAR.2: Pr(sij = NA) = expit(yij + ζ1 + ζ21(sij−1 < ζ3)),
where expit(x) = exp(x)/(1+exp(x)) and 1 is the indicator function which is one
if the statement is true and zero otherwise. The values for the parameters ζ were
chosen so that approximately 40% of s were missing and can be found in Table 5.4
in Appendix 5.C.3.
5.C.2 Analysis Models
Each of the datasets was analysed using both approaches with different assump-
tions regarding the endo- or exogeneity of the covariate and the functional form,
before values were deleted, and for both missing mechanisms. An overview of
the analysis methods used under the assumptions of either exo- or endogeneity
is given in Table 5.2. The complete data was analysed using function lmer()
from the R-package lme4 (R Core Team 2016; Bates et al. 2015) as well as with
the sequential approach with independent random effects, Dy,s = 0, when the
covariate was assumed to be exogenous, and with the sequential approach with
correlated random effects, i.e., Dy,s ̸= 0, when it was assumed to be endogenous.
The functional form was specified to be either linear or quadratic, depending on
the current assumption. Incomplete data from both missing mechanisms was im-
puted and analysed with the sequential approach, again with either independent
or correlated random effects. The imputation was repeated with the multivariate
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normal approach, using the model with independent error terms as well as the
model with correlated error terms, and imputed datasets were created by drawing
two values that were at least 50 iterations apart from each of the posterior chains
of the incomplete covariate. The resulting ten imputed datasets were analysed
analogously to the analysis of the complete data. When lmer() was used, the
coefficients from the ten corresponding analyses were pooled using Rubin’s Rules
(Rubin 1987) and when the sequential approach was used, the ten sets of posterior
Markov chains were combined to calculate posterior summary measures.
Table 5.2: Overview of imputation and analysis methods used under the assump-
tion of exo- or endogeneity, for the complete as well as incomplete data.
assumption compl. data MAR.1 & MAR.2
exogenous • sequential • sequential
• lmer() • multivariate normal (indep. err.) + lmer()
• multivariate normal (corr. err.) + lmer()
endogenous • sequential • sequential
• multivariate normal (indep. err.) + sequential
• multivariate normal (corr. err.) + sequential
All Bayesian analyses used five parallel MCMC chains and were implemented in
JAGS (Plummer 2003), using the R-package rjags (Plummer 2016). Chains were
assumed to have converged when the Gelman-Rubin criterion (Gelman, Meng,
et al. 1996) was not more than 1.1 for the parameters of interest, (βy0, βy1,γ⊤),
and not more than 1.25 for other parameters. The number of iterations in the
posterior sample necessary to obtain sufficient precision of the posterior estimate
was determined based on the sampling error of the chains for (βy0, βy1,γ⊤), which
was required to be less than 5% of the corresponding standard error.
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5.C.3 Parameters Values
Table 5.3: Parameter values that were used in the data generating models.
sequential model multivariate normal model
coefficients in the model for y
βy0 = −1.00 β˜y0 = −1.00
βy1 = 0.80 β˜y1 = 0.80
γ1 = 1.20
γ2 = −0.35
coefficients in the model for s
βs0 = 2.00 β˜s0 = 2.00
βs1 = −0.30 β˜s1 = −0.30
(co)variances of the error terms
σ2y = 0.40 σ˜2y = 0.40
σ2s = 0.30 σ˜2s = 0.30
σ˜y,s = 0.20
(co)variances of the random effects
Dy =
[
1.413 0.166
0.166 0.106
]
D˜y =
[
1.413 0.166
0.166 0.106
]
Ds =
[
1.500 −0.202
−0.202 0.165
]
D˜s =
[
1.500 −0.202
−0.202 0.165
]
Dy,s =
[
0.022 −0.015
−0.015 −0.083
]
D˜y,s =
[
0.022 −0.015
−0.015 −0.083
]
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Table 5.4: Values for ζ that were used to create missing values in each of the six
data scenarios.
ζ1 ζ2 ζ3
seq. (exo., lin.) -3.20 -0.5 0.0
seq. (endo., lin.) -3.20 -0.5 0.0
seq. (exo., qdr.) -1.85 -0.7 -0.3
seq. (endo., qdr.) -1.85 -0.7 -0.3
mvn. (indep. err.) -1.60 -0.5 -0.3
mvn. (corr. err.) -1.60 -0.5 -0.3
5.C.4 Detailed Discussion of the Results
In this section, we present and discuss the results from the simulation study in
detail. We adhere to the list of aims of the simulation study stated above and
start with the comparison of the sequential and the multivariate normal approach
when exo- or endogeneity and functional form are specified correctly. The relevant
part of the results is shown in Figure 5.8 and grouped into four figures, accord-
ing to whether the data generating model implied an exogenous or endogenous
covariate and a linear or quadratic functional relation with the outcome. The six
data generating models are indicated by different plotting symbols. The different
approaches (sequential and multivariate normal, with independent or correlated
error terms) are represented by rows, whereas the columns show three evaluation
measures, summarized over all 200 simulated datasets. The relative bias was cal-
culated as the median of the ratios of the estimate (REML estimate or posterior
mean) from the analysis of the incomplete data and the estimate from the corre-
sponding complete data analysis, the mean squared error (MSE) as the average
of the squared differences between the estimates from the missing and complete
data analyses, and the CI-coverage as the proportion of CIs from the missing data
analysis that covered the estimate from the corresponding complete data analysis.
The desired value for each of these measures is indicated by the vertical line. Since
results were similar under both missing mechanisms in most settings and to facili-
tate readability of the figures, we present results under MAR.1 only. Furthermore,
we only present results for the parameter related to the time-varying covariate, γ.
Figure 5.8a shows that the sequential approach as well as the multivariate nor-
mal approach with correlated error terms were both unbiased and had CIs that
covered the posterior mean from the complete data analysis in all 200 simulations
when data was generated with a linear functional form and exogenous covariate.
The multivariate normal approach with independent error terms, however, was
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clearly biased and had CIs that did not cover the estimate from the analysis of
the complete data for any of the simulated datasets. It performed even worse in
the endogenous setting (shown in Figure 5.8b), unless data was generated by this
very model. The multivariate normal approach with correlated error terms and
the sequential approach performed well in data that was simulated from the se-
quential model or the multivariate normal model with correlated error terms, but
were biased for data that was generated by the multivariate normal model with
independent error terms (relative bias approx. 1.05 under MAR.1 and approx. 1.3
under MAR.2, for both approaches), however, coverage of the CIs was above 95%.
Corresponding results in the settings with a quadratic relation are shown in Fig-
ures 5.8c and 5.8d for the sequential approach, since a correct specification of a
quadratic functional form during the imputation procedure is not possible in the
multivariate normal approach. Also in these settings, the sequential approach
performed well.
The results from the linear setting demonstrate that misspecification of the cor-
relation structure of the error terms may have great impact on the results and
we will, therefore, exclude the multivariate normal model with independent error
terms in the subsequent comparisons. Note that, since in our simulation εsij en-
ters the model for yij through sij , the sequential approach also implies correlation
between the error terms.
The second aim of this simulation study was to investigate the effect of misspeci-
fication of the exo- or endogeneity during imputation and/or analysis. Figure 5.9
summarizes the relevant results, again split into the different settings with regards
to the assumption of exo- or endogeneity and the functional form. The setting in
which a linear endogenous covariate is misspecified as exogenous is shown in Fig-
ure 5.9a. There, imputation with the multivariate normal approach did not add
any bias compared to the (in the same way misspecified) analysis of the complete
data, irrespective if the data were generated by the multivariate normal model or
the (endogenous) sequential model. Imputation and analysis with the sequential
approach with independent random effects introduced some additional bias: for
data that was simulated from the sequential approach with correlated random
effects, the relative bias was 0.98 and the coverage 88%. When data was simu-
lated from the multivariate normal model, however, the relative bias worsened to
0.87 and the coverage to 2.5%. In the reversed case, where a linear, exogenous
covariate was misspecified as endogenous, estimates from both the sequential and
the multivariate normal approach were unbiased (see Figure 5.9b). Simulations in
the quadratic setting led to corresponding results (for the sequential approach),
although the estimates of γ2 were less biased than the estimates of γ1, as can be
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seen in Figures 5.9c and 5.9d.
With regards to our third aim, the exploration of bias due to misspecification of
the functional form, we investigated two specific issues. First, we explored to what
extend misspecification of a quadratic functional form as linear during imputation
with the multivariate normal approach, when the functional relation is correctly
specified during the subsequent analysis, had an impact on the results. Our find-
ings are summarized in Figure 5.10 and show that this type of misspecification
resulted in a relative bias of approximately 0.8 and very bad coverage of the CIs
of both parameters, γ1 and γ2, which did not cover the true parameters in any of
the simulations.
Second, we extended the misspecification to the analysis model, i.e., assumed that
the functional form was linear when the true structure was quadratic. In both
approaches, this resulted in only little additional bias compared to the misspecified
analysis of the complete data, in the exogenous as well as in the endogenous setting,
and had no influence on the coverage of the CIs (see Figure 5.10).
Summarizing the results from our simulation study, we saw that misspecification of
the error terms in the multivariate normal approach as independent had the largest
impact on the results, leading to estimates that were on average half the value of
the estimate from the analysis of the complete data and CIs that had coverage of
0%. For misspecification of an endogenous covariate as exogenous the most severe
relative bias that was observed was 0.87 (and a corresponding coverage of the 95%
CI of only 2.5%) in the setting where the sequential approach (with independent
random effects) was used to impute data that was generated by the multivariate
normal model. Imputation with the multivariate normal approach (with correlated
error terms) in a setting where the functional form was correctly assumed to be
quadratic had the second largest impact, with a relative bias of approximately
0.8, and resulted in CIs that only covered the parameter estimated in the analysis
of the complete data in one single simulation for MAR.2. The bias that was
added due to misspecification of the functional form as linear during imputation
and analysis as compared to the results from the analysis of the complete data
under the same misspecification was small (between 0.96 and 1.05) and overall
comparable between the multivariate normal and the sequential approach.
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Figure 5.8: Relative bias, mean squared error (MSE), and proportion of CIs that
covered the estimate from the analysis of the complete data, when imputation and
analysis models were correctly specified with regards to exo- or endogeneity and
functional form. The vertical lines mark the respective desired values.
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(b) Setting: linear relation, covariate misspecified as endogenous
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Figure 5.9: Relative bias, mean squared error (MSE), and proportion of CIs that
covered the estimate from the analysis of the complete data, when imputation and
analysis models were correctly specified with regards to the functional form but
misspecified with regards to the exo- or endogeneity of the time-varying covariate.
The vertical lines mark the respective desired values.
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(a) Misspecification of the functional form as linear during imputation with the
     multivariate normal approach, while correctly specifying it as quadratic in the
     analysis model in comparison with the correctly specified sequential model.
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(b) Misspecification of the functional form as linear in both, imputation and
                          analysis model.
Figure 5.10: Relative bias, mean squared error (MSE), and proportion of CIs that
covered the estimate from the analysis of the complete data, when imputation
and analysis models were correctly specified with regards to exo- or endogeneity
but misspecified with regards to the functional form. The vertical lines mark the
respective desired values.
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5.C.5 JAGS Syntax
We provide here an example of the JAGS (Plummer 2003) syntax that was used in
the simulation study. The first part of syntax shows the sequential model assuming
s is exogenous and has a linear relation with y. We then show how to adapt that
syntax for the endogenous setting. The second part contains example syntax that
shows how the multivariate normal approach can be implemented in JAGS. There,
we present the syntax used in the setting with correlated error terms.
When implementing mixed models in JAGS, it is convenient to use hierarchical
centring. This means that the fixed effects enter the linear predictor through the
random effects, i.e., the random effects are not centred around zero but around
the fixed effects. The syntax differs from the formulas provided in the previous
sections to this regard. Note also that normal distributions have to be specified
using the precision instead of the variance when using JAGS.
Data / Notation:
• TN: number of observations in the dataset
• N: number of individuals
• priorR: 4× 4 diagonal matrix of NA values
Sequential Approach
model {
for (j in 1:TN) {
# linear mixed effects models for y and s
y[j] ~ dnorm(mu.y[j], tau.y)
s[j] ~ dnorm(mu.s[j], tau.s)
# linear predictors
# (hierarchical centring specification for baseline effects)
mu.y[j] <- inprod(b[subj[j], 1:2], Z[j, ]) + beta[3] * s[j]
mu.s[j] <- inprod(b[subj[j], 3:4], Z[j, ])
}
# priors for the precision of y and s
tau.y ~ dgamma(0.01, 0.01)
tau.s ~ dgamma(0.01, 0.01)
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# specification of the random effects
for (i in 1:N) {
# random effects in the model for y
b[i, 1:2] ~ dmnorm(mu.b[i, 1:2], inv.D.y[ , ])
mu.b[i, 1] <- beta[1] # random intercept
mu.b[i, 2] <- beta[2] # random slope
# random effects in the model for s
b[i, 3:4] ~ dmnorm(mu.b[i, 3:4], inv.D.s[ , ])
mu.b[i, 3] <- alpha[1] # random intercept
mu.b[i, 4] <- alpha[2] # random slope
}
# priors for the fixed effects
for (k in 1:3) {
beta[k] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001)
}
for (k in 1:2) {
alpha[k] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001)
}
# priors for the precision of the random effects
for (k in 1:4) {
priorR[k, k] ~ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
}
# precision and covariance matrix of the random effects
# in the model for y
inv.D.y[1:2, 1:2] ~ dwish(priorR[1:2, 1:2], 2)
D.y[1:2, 1:2] <- inverse(inv.D.y[ , ])
# precision and covariance matrix of the random effects
# in the model for s
inv.D.s[1:2, 1:2] ~ dwish(priorR[3:4, 3:4], 2)
D.s[1:2, 1:2] <- inverse(inv.D.s[ , ])
}
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In the endogenous setting, the specification of the random effects and related priors
changes to:
# specification of the random effects
for (i in 1:N) {
b[i, 1:4] ~ dmnorm(mu.b[i, 1:4], inv.D[ , ])
# random effects in the model for y
mu.b[i, 1] <- beta[1]
mu.b[i, 2] <- beta[2]
# random effects in the model for s
mu.b[i, 3] <- alpha[1]
mu.b[i, 4] <- alpha[2]
}
# priors for the precision of the random effects
for(k in 1:4){
priorR[k, k] ~ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
}
# precision and covariance matrix of the random effects
inv.D[1:4, 1:4] ~ dwish(priorR[1:4, 1:4], 4)
D[1:4, 1:4] <- inverse(inv.D[ , ])
}
Multivariate Normal Approach
A natural specification for the distribution of y and s in the setting with cor-
related random effects would be to specify {y(t), s(t)}⊤ as multivariate normal.
However, JAGS cannot sample from a multivariate normal distribution when only
one component is missing. We therefore have to specify separate univariate normal
distributions for y(t) and s(t) and additionally a multivariate normal distribution
for the error terms {εyi (t), εsi (t)}⊤. The precision in the univariate normal distri-
butions for y(t) and s(t) is then set to a large value to “force” the variation to be
modelled in the multivariate normal distribution of the error terms rather than
the two univariate normal distributions.
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Data / Notation:
• mu.eps = c(0, 0)
• tau = 10000
model {
for (j in 1:TN) {
# linear mixed effects models for y and s
y[j] ~ dnorm(mu.y[j], tau)
s[j] ~ dnorm(mu.s[j], tau)
# linear predictors
# (hierarchical centring specification and "epsilon trick")
mu.y[j] <- inprod(b[subj[j], 1:2], Z.y[j, ]) + eps[j, 1]
mu.s[j] <- inprod(b[subj[j], 3:4], Z.s[j, ]) + eps[j, 2]
eps[j, 1:2] ~ dmnorm(mu.eps[], inv.Sig[ , ])
}
# priors for the precision of y and s
for (k in 1:2) {
priorR.invSig[k, k] ~ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
}
inv.Sig[1:2, 1:2] ~ dwish(priorR.invSig[1:2, 1:2], 2)
Sig[1:2, 1:2] <- inverse(inv.Sig[ , ])
# specification of the random effects
for (i in 1:N) {
# random effects in the model for y
b[i, 1:4] ~ dmnorm(mu.b[i, 1:4], inv.D[ , ])
mu.b[i, 1] <- beta[1, 1]
mu.b[i, 2] <- beta[2, 1]
# random effects in the model for s
mu.b[i, 3] <- beta[1, 2]
mu.b[i, 4] <- beta[2, 2]
}
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# priors for the precision of the random effects
for (k in 1:4) {
priorR.invD[k, k] ~ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
}
# precision and covariance matrix of the random effects
inv.D[1:4, 1:4] ~ dwish(priorR.invD[1:4, 1:4], 4)
D[1:4, 1:4] <- inverse(inv.D[ , ])
# priors for the fixed effects
for (k in 1:2) {
beta[k, 1] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001)
beta[k, 2] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001)
}
}
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6. JointAI: Joint Analysis and Imputation of Incomplete Data in R
Abstract
Missing data occur in many types of studies and typically complicate the anal-
ysis. Multiple imputation, either using joint modelling or the more flexible full
conditional specification approach, is popular and works well in standard settings.
However, in settings involving non-linear associations or interactions, incompati-
bility of the imputation model with the analysis model is an issue often resulting
in bias. Similarly, complex outcomes such as longitudinal or survival outcomes
cannot be adequately handled by standard implementations.
In this chapter, we introduce the R package JointAI, which utilizes the Bayesian
framework to perform simultaneous analysis and imputation in regression models
with incomplete covariates. Using a fully Bayesian joint modelling approach it
overcomes the issue of uncongeniality while retaining the attractive flexibility of
fully conditional specification multiple imputation by specifying the joint distri-
bution of analysis and imputation models as a sequence of univariate models that
can be adapted to the type of variable. JointAI provides functions for Bayesian
inference with generalized linear and generalized linear mixed models as well as
survival models, that take arguments analogous to their corresponding and well
known complete data versions from base R and other packages. Usage and fea-
tures of JointAI are described and illustrated using various examples and the
theoretical background is outlined.
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6.1 Introduction
Missing data are a challenge common to the analysis of data from virtually all
kinds of studies. Especially when many variables are measured, as in big cohort
studies, or when data are obtained retrospectively, e.g., from registries, proportions
of missing values up to 50% are not uncommon in some variables.
Multiple imputation, which is often considered the gold standard to handle in-
complete data, has its origin in the 1970s and was primarily developed for survey
data (Rubin 1987; Rubin 2004). One of its first implementations in R (R Core
Team 2018) is the package norm (Novo and Schafer 2010), which performs multi-
ple imputation under the joint modelling framework using a multivariate normal
distribution (Schafer 1997). Nowadays, multiple imputation using a fully condi-
tional specification (FCS), also called multiple imputation using chained equations
(MICE), and its seminal implementation in the R packagemice (Van Buuren and
Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011; Van Buuren 2012), is more frequently used.
Datasets have gotten more complex compared to the survey data multiple impu-
tation was developed for. Therefore, more sophisticated methods that can ad-
equately handle the features of modern data and comply with the assumptions
made in its analysis are required. Modern studies do not only record univariate
outcomes, measured in cross-sectional settings, but outcomes that consist of two or
more measurements, such as repeatedly measured or survival outcomes. Further-
more, non-linear effects, introduced by functions of covariates, such as transfor-
mations, polynomials or splines, or interactions between variables are considered
in the analysis and hence need to be taken into account during imputation.
Standard multiple imputation, either using FCS or a joint modelling approach,
e.g., under a multivariate normal distribution, assumes linear associations between
all variables. Moreover, FCS requires the outcome to be explicitly specified in each
of the linear predictors of the full conditional distributions. In settings where the
outcome is more complex than just univariate, this is not straightforward and not
generally possible without information loss, leading to misspecified imputation
models.
Some extensions of standard multiple imputation have been developed and are
implemented in R packages and other software, but the larger part of software
for imputation is restricted to standard settings such as cross-sectional survey
data. R packages that offer extensions frequently focus on particular settings and
researchers need to be familiar with a number of different packages, which often
require input and specifications in very different forms. Moreover, most R packages
dealing with incomplete data implement multiple imputation, i.e., create multiple
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imputed datasets, which are then analysed in a second step, followed by pooling
of the results.
The R package JointAI (Erler 2019), which is presented in this chapter, follows a
different, fully Bayesian approach. It provides a unified framework for both simple
and more complex models, using a consistent specification most users will be
familiar with from commonly used (base) R functions. By modelling the analysis
model of interest jointly with the incomplete covariates, analysis and imputation
can be performed simultaneously while assuring compatibility between all sub-
models (Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016; Erler, Rizopoulos, Jaddoe, et
al. 2019). In this joint modelling approach, the added uncertainty due to the
missing values is automatically taken into account in the posterior distribution
of the parameters of interest, and no pooling of results from repeated analyses is
necessary. The joint distribution is specified in a convenient way, using a sequence
of conditional distributions that can be specified flexibly according to each type
of variable. Since the analysis model of interest defines the first distribution in
the sequence, the outcome is included in the joint distribution without the need
for it to enter the linear predictor of any of the other models. Moreover, non-
linear associations that are part of the analysis model are automatically taken into
account for the imputation of missing values. This directly enables our approach to
handle complicated models, with complex outcomes and flexible linear predictors.
In the following, we introduce the R package JointAI, which performs joint anal-
ysis and imputation of regression models with incomplete covariates under the
Missing At Random assumption (Rubin 1976), and explain how data with incom-
plete covariate information can be analysed and imputed with it. The package
is available for download at the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) un-
der https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=JointAI. Section 6.2 briefly describes
the theoretical background. An outline of the general structure of JointAI is
given in Section 6.3, followed by an introduction to example datasets that are
used throughout this chapter, in Section 6.4. Details about model specification,
settings controlling the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, and summary, plot-
ting and other functions that can be applied after fitting the model are given in
Sections 6.5 through 6.7. We conclude the paper with an outlook of planned ex-
tensions and discuss the limitations that are introduced by the assumptions made
in the sequential imputation approach.
6.2 Theoretical Background
Consider the general setting of a regression model where interest lies in a set of
parameters θ that describe the association between a univariate outcome y and a
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set of covariates X = (x1, . . . ,xp). In the Bayesian framework, inference over θ is
obtained by estimation of the posterior distribution of θ, which is proportional to
the product of the likelihood of the data (y,X) and the prior distribution of θ,
p(θ | y,X) ∝ p(y,X | θ) p(θ).
When some of the covariates are incomplete, X consists of two parts, the com-
pletely observed variables Xobs and those variables that are incomplete, Xmis.
If y had missing values (and this missingness was ignorable), the only necessary
change in the formulas below would be to replace y by ymis. We will, therefore,
without loss of generality, consider y to be completely observed.
The likelihood of the complete data, i.e., observed and unobserved, can be factor-
ized in the following convenient way:
p(y,Xobs,Xmis | θ) = p(y | Xobs,Xmis,θy|x) p(Xmis | Xobs,θx),
where the first factor constitutes the analysis model of interest, described by a
vector of parameters θy|x, and the second factor is the joint distribution of the in-
complete variables, i.e., the imputation part of the model, described by parameters
θx, and θ = (θ⊤y|x,θ⊤x )⊤.
Explicitly specifying the joint distribution of all data is one of the major ad-
vantages of the Bayesian approach, since this facilitates the use of all available
information of the outcome in the imputation of the incomplete covariates (Erler,
Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016), which becomes especially relevant for more
complex outcomes such as repeatedly measured variables (see Section 6.2.2).
In complex models, the posterior distribution can usually not be analytically de-
rived but Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are used to obtain sam-
ples from the posterior distribution. The MCMC sampling in JointAI is done
using Gibbs sampling, which iteratively samples from the full conditional distri-
butions of the unknown parameters and missing values.
In the following sections, we describe each of the three parts of the model, the
analysis model, the imputation part and the prior distributions, in detail.
6.2.1 Analysis Model
The analysis model of interest is described by the probability density function
p(y | X,θy|x). The R package JointAI can currently handle analysis models that
are either generalized linear regression models (GLM), (generalized) linear mixed
models (GLMM), cumulative logit (mixed) models, parametric (Weibull) survival
models or Cox proportional hazards models.
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For a GLM, the probability density function is chosen from the exponential family
and the model has the linear predictor
g(E(yi | X,θy|x)) = x⊤i β,
where g(·) is a link function, yi the value of the outcome variable for subject i,
and xi is the row of X that contains the covariate information for i.
For a GLMM the linear predictor is of the form
g(E(yij | X,bi,θy|x)) = x⊤ijβ + z⊤ijbi,
where yij is the j-th outcome of subject i, xij is the corresponding vector of
covariate values, bi a vector of random effects pertaining to subject i, and zij the
row of the design matrix of the random effects, Z, that corresponds to the j-th
measurement of subject i. Z typically contains a subset of the variables in X, and
bi follows a normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix D.
In both cases the parameter vector θy|x contains the regression coefficients β, and
potentially additional variance parameters (e.g., for linear (mixed) models), for
which prior distributions will be specified in Section 6.2.3.
Cumulative logit mixed models are of the form
yij ∼ Multinom(piij,1, . . . , piij,K),
piij,1 = P (yij ≤ 1),
piij,k = P (yij ≤ k)− P (yij ≤ k − 1), k ∈ 2, . . . ,K − 1,
piij,K = 1−
K−1∑
k=1
piij,k,
logit(P (yij ≤ k)) = γk + ηij , k ∈ 1, . . . ,K,
ηij = x⊤ijβ + z⊤ijbi,
γ1, δ1, . . . , δK−1
iid∼ N(µγ , σ2γ),
γk ∼ γk−1 + exp(δk−1), k = 2, . . . ,K,
where piij,k = P (yij = k) and logit(x) = log
(
x
1−x
)
. A cumulative logit regression
model for a univariate outcome yi can be obtained by dropping the index j and
omitting z⊤ijbi. In cumulative logit (mixed) models, the design matrix X does
not contain an intercept, since outcome category specific intercepts γ1, . . . , γK are
specified. Here, the parameter vector θy|x includes the regression coefficients β,
and the first intercept γ1 and increments δ1, . . . , δK−1.
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Survival data are typically characterized by the observed event or censoring times,
Ti, and the event indicator, Di, which is equal to one if the event was observed and
zero otherwise. JointAI provides two types of models to analyse right censored
survival data, a parametric model assuming a Weibull distribution for the true (but
partially unobserved) survival times T ∗, and a semi-parametric Cox proportional
hazards model.
The parametric survival model is implemented as
T ∗i ∼ Weibull(1, ri, s),
Di ∼ 1(T ∗i ≥ Ci),
log(rj) = −x⊤i β,
s ∼ Exp(0.01),
where 1 is the indicator function which is one if T ∗i ≥ Ci, and zero otherwise.
For the Cox proportional hazards model, following D. Lunn et al. (2012), a count-
ing process representation is implemented, where the baseline hazard is assumed to
be piecewise constant and changes only at observed event times. Let {Ni(t), t ≥ 0}
be an event counting process for individual i, where Ni(t) = 0 until the individual
experiences an event and increases by one at the time of the event. dNi(t) then
denotes the change in Ni(t) in the interval [t, t+dt), where dt is the length of that
interval, and can be modelled as a Poisson random variable with time-varying
intensity λi(t). This intensity depends on covariates xi, the baseline hazard λ0(t),
and the risk set indicator Ri(t), which is equal to one if, at time t, subject i is at
risk for an event, and zero otherwise.
dN(t)i ∼ Poisson(λi(t)), t ∈ 0, . . . , T
λi(t) = exp(x⊤i β) λ0(t) Ri(t)
λ0(t) ∼ Gamma(cλ0(t)∗, c)
where λ0(t)∗ is a prior guess of the failure rate at time t, and c represents the
confidence about that prior guess.
6.2.2 Imputation Part
A convenient way to specify the joint distribution of the incomplete covariates
Xmis = (xmis1 , . . . ,xmisq ) is to use a sequence of conditional univariate distribu-
tions (Erler, Rizopoulos, Rosmalen, et al. 2016; Ibrahim et al. 2002)
p(xmis1 , . . . ,xmisq | Xobs,θx) = p(xmis1 | Xobs,θx1) (6.1)
q∏
ℓ=2
p(xmisℓ | Xobs,xmis1 , . . . ,xmisℓ−1 ,θxℓ),
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with θx = (θ⊤x1 , . . . ,θ⊤xq )⊤.
Each of the conditional distributions is a member of the exponential family, ex-
tended with distributions for ordinal categorical variables, and chosen according
to the type of the respective variable. Its linear predictor is
gℓ
{
E
(
xi,misℓ | xi,obs,xi,mis<ℓ ,θxℓ
)}
= (x⊤i,obs, xi,mis1 , . . . , xi,misℓ−1)αℓ,
for ℓ = 1, . . . , q, where xi,mis<ℓ = (xi,mis1 , . . . , xi,misℓ−1)⊤.
Factorization of the joint distribution of the covariates in such a sequence yields
a straightforward specification of the joint distribution, even when the covariates
are of mixed type.
Missing values in the covariates are sampled from their full conditional distribu-
tions that can be derived from the full joint distribution of outcome and covariates.
When, for instance, the analysis model is a GLM, the full conditional distribution
of an incomplete covariate xi,misℓ can be written as
p(xi,misℓ | yi,xi,obs,xi,mis−ℓ ,θ)
∝ p (yi | xi,obs,xi,mis,θy|x) p(xi,mis | xi,obs,θx) p(θy|x) p(θx)
∝ p (yi | xi,obs,xi,mis,θy|x) p(xi,misℓ | xi,obs,xi,mis<ℓ ,θxℓ) (6.2){
q∏
k=ℓ+1
p(xi,misk | xi,obs,xi,mis<k ,θxk)
}
p(θy|x)p(θxℓ)
p∏
k=ℓ+1
p(θxk),
where θxℓ is the vector of parameters describing the model for the ℓ-th covari-
ate, and contains the vector of regression coefficients and potentially additional
(variance) parameters. The product of distributions enclosed by curly brackets
represents the distributions of those covariates that have xmisℓ as a predictive
variable in the specification of the sequence in (6.1).
Even though (6.2) describes the actual imputation model, i.e., the distribution
the imputed values for xi,misℓ are sampled from, we will use the term “imputation
model” for the conditional distribution of xi,misℓ from (6.1), since the latter is the
distribution that is explicitly specified by the user and, hence, of more relevance
when using JointAI.
Imputation with Longitudinal Outcomes
Factorizing the joint distribution into the analysis model and imputation part
allows a straightforward extension to settings with more complex outcomes, such as
repeatedly measured outcomes. In the case where the analysis model is a GLMM,
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the conditional distribution of the outcome in (6.2), p(yi | xi,obs,xi,mis,θy|x), has
to be replaced by 
ni∏
j=1
p
(
yij | xi,obs,xi,mis,bi,θy|x
) . (6.3)
Since y does not appear in any of the other terms in (6.2), and (6.3) can be chosen
to be a model that is appropriate for the outcome at hand, the thereby specified
full conditional distribution of xi,misℓ allows us to draw valid imputations that use
all available information on the outcome.
This is an important difference to standard FCS, where the full conditional distri-
butions used to impute missing values are specified directly, usually as regression
models, and require the outcome to be explicitly included in the linear predictor of
the imputation model. In settings with complex outcomes, it is not clear how this
should be done, and simplifications may lead to biased results (Erler, Rizopou-
los, Rosmalen, et al. 2016). The joint model specification utilized in JointAI
overcomes this difficulty.
When some of the covariates are time-varying, it is convenient to specify models
for these variables at the beginning of the sequence of covariate models, so that
models for longitudinal variables have other longitudinal and baseline covariates
in their linear predictor, but longitudinal covariates do not enter the predictors of
baseline covariates.
Note that whenever there are incomplete baseline covariates it is necessary to
specify models for all longitudinal variables, even completely observed ones, while
models for completely observed baseline covariates can be omitted. This becomes
clear when we extend the factorized joint distribution from above with completely
and incompletely observed covariates sobs and smis:
p(yij | sij,obs, sij,mis,xi,obs,xi,mis,θy|x) p(sij,mis | sij,obs,xi,obs,xi,mis,θsmis)
p(sij,obs | xi,obs,xi,mis,θsobs) p(xi,mis | xi,obs,θxmis) p(xi,obs | θxobs)
p(θy|x) p(θsmis) p(θsobs) p(θxmis) p(θxobs)
Given that the parameter vectors θxobs , θxmis , θsobs and θsmis are a priori inde-
pendent, and p(xi,obs | θxobs) is independent of both xi,mis and sij,mis, it can be
excluded from the model.
Since p(sij,obs | xi,obs,xi,mis,θsobs), however, has xi,mis in its linear predictor and
will, hence, be part of the full conditional distribution of xi,mis, it cannot be
omitted from the model specification.
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Non-linear Associations and Interactions
Other settings in which the fully Bayesian approach employed in JointAI has
an advantage over standard FCS are settings with interaction terms that involve
incomplete covariates, or when the association of the outcome with an incomplete
covariate is non-linear. In standard FCS such settings lead to incompatible im-
putation models (White et al. 2011; Bartlett et al. 2015). This becomes clear
when considering the following simple example where the analysis model of inter-
est is the linear regression yi = β0 + β1xi + β2x2i + εi and xi is imputed using
xi = α0 + α1yi + ε˜i. While the analysis model assumes a quadratic relationship,
the imputation model assumes a linear association between x and y and a joint
distribution with these imputation and analysis models as its full conditional dis-
tributions does not exist. Because, in JointAI, the analysis model is a factor in
the full conditional distribution that is used to impute xi, the non-linear associ-
ation is taken into account. Furthermore, since it is the joint distribution that
is specified, and the full conditionals are derived from it, the joint distribution is
guaranteed to exist.
6.2.3 Prior Distributions
Prior distributions have to be specified for all (hyper)parameters. A common
prior choice for the regression coefficients is the normal distribution with mean
zero and large variance. In JointAI variance parameters in models for normally
distributed variables are specified as inverse-gamma distributions.
The covariance matrix of the random effects in a mixed model, D, is assumed to
follow an inverse-Wishart distribution where the degrees of freedom are chosen to
be equal to the dimension of the random effects and the scale matrix is diagonal.
Since the magnitude of the diagonal elements relates to the variance of the random
effects, the choice of suitable values depends on the scale of the variable the random
effect is associated with. Therefore, JointAI uses independent gamma hyperpriors
for each of the diagonal elements. More details about the default hyperparameters
and how to change them are given in Section 6.5.8 and Appendix 6.A.
6.3 Package Structure
The package JointAI has seven main functions, lm_imp(), glm_imp(),
clm_imp(), lme_imp(), glme_imp(), clmm_imp(), survreg_imp() and
coxph_imp(), that perform regression of continuous and categorical, uni-
variate or multi-level data as well as right censored survival data. Model
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specification is similar to that of standard regression models in R and is described
in detail in Section 6.5.
Based on the specified model formula and other arguments that are provided by
the user, JointAI does some pre-processing of the data. It checks which variables
are incomplete and/or time-varying, and identifies their measurement level in order
to specify appropriate (imputation) models. Interactions and functional forms of
variables are detected in the model formula and corresponding design matrices for
the various parts of the model are created.
MCMC sampling is performed by the program JAGS (Plummer 2003). The JAGS
model, data list, containing all necessary parts of the data, and user-specified
settings for the MCMC sampling (further described in Section 6.6) are passed to
JAGS via the R package rjags (Plummer 2018).
The above named main functions, from here on abbreviated as *_imp(), all return
an object of class JointAI. Summary and plotting methods for JointAI objects,
as well as functions to evaluate convergence and precision of the MCMC samples,
to predict from JointAI objects and to export imputed values are discussed in
Section 6.7.
Currently, the package works under the assumption of a Missing At Random
(MAR) missingness process (Rubin 1976; Rubin 1987). When this assumption
holds, it is valid to exclude cases with missing values in the outcome in Bayesian
inference. Hence, our focus here is on missing covariate values. Nevertheless,
JointAI can handle missing values in the outcome; they are implicitly imputed
using the specified analysis model.
6.4 Example Data
To illustrate the functionality of JointAI we use three datasets that are part of
this package or the package survival (Therneau 2015; Terry M. Therneau and
Patricia M. Grambsch 2000). The first dataset, the NHANES data, contains data
from a cross-sectional cohort study, whereas the second dataset (simLong) is a
simulated dataset based on a longitudinal cohort study in toddlers. The third
dataset (lung) contains data on survival of patients with advanced lung cancer.
6.4.1 The NHANES Data
The NHANES data is a subset of observations from the 2011 – 2012 wave of the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (National Center for Health
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Statistics (NCHS) 2011) and contains information on 186 men and women between
20 and 80 years of age. The variables contained in this dataset are
• SBP: systolic blood pressure in mmHg; complete
• gender: male vs female; complete
• age: in years; complete
• race: 5 unordered categories; complete
• WC: waist circumference in cm; 1.1% missing
• alc: alcohol consumption; <1 drink per week vs >= 1 drink per week; 18.3%
missing
• educ: educational level; low vs high; complete
• creat: creatinine concentration in mg/dL; 4.5% missing
• albu: albumin concentration in g/dL; 4.3% missing
• uricacid: uric acid concentration in mg/dL; 4.3% missing
• bili: bilirubin concentration in mg/dL; 4.3% missing
• occup: occupational status; 3 unordered categories; 15.1% missing
• smoke: smoking status; 3 ordered categories; 3.8% missing
Figure 6.1 shows the distributions of all variables in the NHANES data, together with
the proportion of missing values for incomplete variables, and can be obtained with
the function plot_all(). Arguments fill and border allow colours to change,
the number of rows and columns can be adapted using nrow and/or ncol, and
additional arguments can be passed to hist() and barplot() via "...".
The pattern of missing values in the NHANES data is shown in Figure 6.2. Each
row represents a pattern of missing values, where observed (missing) values are
depicted with dark (light) colour. The frequency with which each of the patterns is
observed is given on the right margin, the number of missing values in each variable
is given underneath the plot. Rows and columns are ordered by the number of
cases per pattern (decreasing) and the number of missing values (increasing). The
first row, for instance, shows that there are 116 complete cases, the second row
that there are 29 cases for which only alc is missing. Furthermore, it is apparent
that creat, albu, uricacid and bili are always missing together. Since these
variables are all measured in serum this is not surprising.
The plot of the missing data pattern can be obtained with md_pattern(). Again,
arguments color and border allow us to change colours, and arguments such as
legend.position, print_xaxis and print_yaxis permit further customization.
A matrix representation of the missing data pattern can be obtained by setting
pattern = TRUE. There, missing and observed values are represented with a "0"
and "1" respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the variables in the NHANES data (with the percentage
of missing values given for incomplete variables).
6.4.2 The simLong Data
The simLong data is a simulated dataset mimicking a longitudinal cohort study of
200 mother-child pairs. It contains the following baseline (i.e., not time-varying)
covariates
• GESTBIR: gestational age at birth in weeks; complete
• ETHN: ethnicity; European vs other; 2.8% missing
• AGE_M: age of the mother at intake; complete
• HEIGHT_M: height of the mother in cm; 2.0% missing
• PARITY: number of times the mother has given birth; 0 vs >=1; 2.4% missing
• SMOKE: smoking status of the mother during pregnancy; 3 ordered categories;
12.2% missing
• EDUC: educational level of the mother; 3 ordered categories; 7.8% missing
• MARITAL: marital status; 3 unordered categories; 7.0% missing
• ID: subject identifier
and seven longitudinal variables:
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Figure 6.2: Missing data pattern of the NHANES data.
• time: measurement occasion/visit (by design children should have been mea-
sured at 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 11, 15, 20, 26, 32, 40 and 50 months of age); complete
• age: child’s age at measurement time in months
• hgt: child’s height in cm; 20.0% missing
• wgt: child’s weight in gram; 8.8% missing
• bmi: child’s BMI (body mass index) in kg/m2; 21.6% missing
• hc: child’s head circumference in cm; 23.6% missing
• sleep: child’s sleeping behaviour; 3 ordered categories; 24.7% missing
Figure 6.3 shows the longitudinal profiles of hgt, wgt, bmi and hc over age. All
four variables have a non-linear pattern over time. Distributions of all variables
in the simLong data are displayed in Figure 6.4. Here, arguments use_level and
idvar of the function plot_all() are used to display baseline (level-2) covariates
on the subject level instead of the observation level:
> plot_all(simLong, use_level = TRUE, idvar = "ID", ncol = 4)
The missing data pattern of the simLong data is shown in Figure 6.5. For readabil-
ity, it is plotted separately for baseline (left) and longitudinal (right) covariates.
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Figure 6.3: Trajectories of height, weight, BMI and head circumference in the
simLong data.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the variables in the simLong data (with percentage of
missing values given for incomplete variables).
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Figure 6.5: Missing data pattern of the simLong data.
6.4.3 The lung Data
For demonstration of the use of JointAI for the analysis of survival data, we use
the dataset lung that is included in the R package survival. It contains data of
228 patients with advanced lung cancer and includes the following variables:
• inst: institution code; complete
• time: survival time in days; complete
• status: event indicator (1: censored, 2: dead); complete
• age: patient’s age in years; complete
• sex: male (1) vs female (2); complete
• ph.ecog: ECOG performance score (describes how the disease impacts the
patient’s daily life); scale from 0 (no impact) to 5 (dead); 0.4% missing
• ph.karno: Karnofsky performance score as rated by physician (describes the
degree of a patient’s impairment by the disease); scale from 0 (dead) to 100
(no impairment); 0.4% missing
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• pat.karno: Karnofsky performance score as rated by patient; 1.3% missing
• meal.cal: kilocalories consumed at meals; 20.6% missing
• wt.loss: weight loss over the last six months in kg; 6.1% missing
The distribution of the observed values and the missing data pattern of the lung
data are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7.
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6.5 Model Specification
The main arguments of the functions
> lm_imp(formula, data,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
>
> glm_imp(formula, family, data,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
>
> clm_imp(formula, data,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
>
> lme_imp(fixed, data, random,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
>
> glme_imp(fixed, data, random, family,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
>
> clmm_imp(fixed, data, random,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
>
> survreg_imp(formula, data,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
>
> coxph_imp(formula, data,
+ n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100, n.iter = 0, thin = 1, ...)
i.e., formula, data, family, fixed, and random, are used analogously to the
specification in the standard complete data functions lm() and glm() from pack-
age stats, lme() from package nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2018), and survreg() and
coxph() from package survival.
For the description of the remaining arguments see Section 6.6.
The arguments formula (in lm_imp(), glm_imp() and clm_imp()) and fixed
(in lme_imp(), glme_imp() and clmm_imp()) take a standard two-sided formula
object, where an intercept is added automatically. For the use of the argument
random, see Section 6.5.3.
Survival models expect the left hand side of formula to be a survival object
(created with the function Surv() from package survival; see Section 6.5.4).
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The argument family enables the choice a distribution and link function from a
range of options when using glm_imp() or glme_imp(). The implemented options
are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Possible choices for the model family and link functions in glm_imp()
and glme_imp().
distribution link
gaussian identity, log, inverse
binomial logit, probit, log, cloglog
Gamma inverse, identity, log
poisson log, identity
6.5.1 Interactions
In JointAI, interactions between any type of variables (observed, incomplete,
time-varying) can be handled. When an incomplete variable is involved, the inter-
action term is re-calculated within each iteration of the MCMC sampling, using
the imputed values from the current iteration. Interaction terms involving incom-
plete variables should hence not be pre-calculated as an additional variable since
this would lead to inconsistent imputed values of main effect and interaction term.
Interactions between multiple variables can be specified using parentheses; for
higher lever interactions the "^" operator can be used:
> mod1a <- glm_imp(educ ~ gender * (age + smoke + creat),
+ data = NHANES, family = binomial())
>
> mod1b <- glm_imp(educ ~ gender + (age + smoke + creat)^3,
+ data = NHANES, family = binomial())
6.5.2 Non-linear Functional Forms
In practice, associations between outcome and covariates do not always meet the
standard assumption of linearity. Often, assuming a logarithmic, quadratic or
other non-linear effect is more appropriate.
For completely observed covariates, JointAI can handle any common type of
function implemented in R, including splines, e.g., using ns() or bs() from the
package splines. Since functions involving variables that have missing values
need to be re-calculated in each iteration of the MCMC sampling, currently, only
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functions that are available in JAGS can be used for incomplete variables. Those
functions include:
• log(), exp()
• sqrt(), polynomials (using I())
• abs()
• sin(), cos()
• algebraic operations involving one or multiple (in)complete variables, as long
as the formula can be interpreted by JAGS.
The list of functions implemented in JAGS can be found in the JAGS user manual
available at https://sourceforge.net/projects/mcmc-jags/files/Manuals/.
Some examples (that do not necessarily have a meaningful interpretation or good
model fit) are:
> mod2a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + abs(bili - creat), data = NHANES)
> library("splines")
> mod2b <- lm_imp(SBP ~ ns(age, df = 2) + gender + I(bili^2) + I(bili^3),
+ data = NHANES)
> mod2c <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + I(creat/albu^2), data = NHANES,
+ trunc = list(albu = c(1e-5, 1e5)))
> # (for explantion of the argument trunc see section below)
> mod2d <- lm_imp(SBP ~ bili + sin(creat) + cos(albu), data = NHANES)
It is also possible to nest a function in another function.
> mod2e <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + sqrt(exp(creat)/2), data = NHANES)
Functions with Restricted Support
When a function of an incomplete variable has restricted support, e.g., log(x) is
only defined for x > 0, or, as in mod2c from above, I(creat/albu^2) can not
be calculated for albu = 0, the distribution used to impute that variable needs
to comply with these restrictions. This can either be achieved by truncating the
distribution, using the argument trunc, or by selecting a distribution that meets
the restrictions.
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Example: When using a log transformation for the covariate bili, we can use
the default imputation method "norm" (a normal distribution) and truncate it
by specifying trunc = list(bili = c(lower, upper)), where lower and upper
are the smallest and largest values allowed:
> mod3a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + log(bili) + exp(creat),
+ trunc = list(bili = c(1e-5, 1e10)), data = NHANES)
Truncation always requires the specification of both limits. Since −Inf and Inf are
not accepted, a value far enough outside the range of the variable (here: 1e10) can
be selected for the second boundary of the truncation interval.
Alternatively, we may choose a model for the incomplete variable (using the argu-
ment models; for more details see Section 6.5.5) that only imputes positive values
such as a log-normal distribution ("lognorm") or a gamma distribution ("gamma"):
> mod3b <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + log(bili) + exp(creat),
+ models = c(bili = 'lognorm'), data = NHANES)
>
> mod3c <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + log(bili) + exp(creat),
+ models = c(bili = 'gamma'), data = NHANES)
Functions Not Available in R
It is possible to use functions that have different names in R and JAGS, or that do
exist in JAGS, but not in R, by defining a new function in R that has the name of
the function in JAGS.
Example: In JAGS the inverse logit transformation is defined in the function
ilogit. In base R, there is no function ilogit, but the inverse logit is available
as the distribution function of the logistic distribution plogis(). Thus, we can
define the function ilogit() as
> ilogit <- plogis
and use it in the model formula
> mod4a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + ilogit(creat), data = NHANES)
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A Note on What Happens Inside JointAI
When a function of a complete or incomplete variable is used in the model formula,
the main effect of that variable is automatically added as an auxiliary variable
(more on auxiliary variables in Section 6.5.6), and only the main effects are used
as predictors in the imputation models.
In mod2b, for example, the spline of age is used as predictor for SBP, but in the
imputation model for bili, age enters with a linear effect. This can be checked
using the function list_models(), which prints a list of the covariate models
used in a JointAI model. Here, we are only interested in the predictor variables,
and, hence, suppress printing of information on prior distributions, regression
coefficients and other parameters by setting priors, regcoef and otherpars to
FALSE:
> list_models(mod2b, priors = FALSE, regcoef = FALSE, otherpars = FALSE)
## Normal imputation model for 'bili'
## * Predictor variables:
## (Intercept), genderfemale, age
When a function of a variable is specified as an auxiliary variable, this function is
used in the imputation models. For example, in mod4b, waist circumference (WC)
is not part of the model for SBP, and the quadratic term I(WC^2) is used in the
linear predictor of the imputation model for bili:
> mod4b <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + bili, auxvars = "I(WC^2)",
+ data = NHANES)
>
> list_models(mod4b, priors = FALSE, regcoef = FALSE, otherpars = FALSE)
## Normal imputation model for 'WC'
## * Predictor variables:
## (Intercept), age, genderfemale
##
## Normal imputation model for 'bili'
## * Predictor variables:
## (Intercept), age, genderfemale, I(WC^2)
Incomplete variables are always imputed on their original scale, i.e., in mod2b
the variable bili is imputed and the quadratic and cubic versions are calculated
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from the imputed values. Likewise, creat and albu in mod2c are imputed sep-
arately, and I(creat/albu^2) is calculated from the imputed (and observed)
values. To ensure consistency between variables, functions involving incomplete
variables should be specified as part of the model formula and not be pre-calculated
as separate variables.
6.5.3 Multi-level Structure and Longitudinal Covariates
In multi-level models, additional to the fixed effects structure specified by the
argument fixed, a random effects structure needs to be provided via the argument
random.
Analogous to the specification of the argument random in lme(), it takes a one-
sided formula starting with a "~", and the grouping variable is separated by "|".
A random intercept is added automatically and only needs to be specified in a
random intercept only model.
A few examples:
• random = ~1 | id: random intercept only, with id as grouping variable
• random = ~time | id: random intercept and slope for variable time
• random = ~time + I(time^2) | id: random intercept, slope and
quadratic random effect for time
• random = ~time + x | id random intercept, random slope for time and
random effect for variable x
It is possible to use splines in the random effects structure if there are no missing
values in the variables involved, e.g.:
> mod5 <- lme_imp(bmi ~ GESTBIR + ETHN + HEIGHT_M + ns(age, df = 2),
+ random = ~ ns(age, df = 2) | ID, data = simLong)
Longitudinal (“time-varying”; level-1) covariates can be used in the fixed or ran-
dom effects and will be imputed if they contain any missing values. Currently
only one level of nesting is possible.
6.5.4 Survival Models
JointAI provides two functions to analyse survival data with incomplete covari-
ates: survreg_imp() and coxph_imp(). Analogous to the complete data versions
of these functions from the package survival, the left-hand side of the model
formula has to be a survival object specified using the function Surv().
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Example: To analyse the lung data, we can either use a parametric Weibull
model or a Cox proportional hazards model. The survival package needs to be
loaded for the function Surv().
> library(survival)
> mod6a <- survreg_imp(Surv(time, status) ~ age + sex + ph.karno +
+ meal.cal + wt.loss, data = lung, n.iter = 250)
>
> mod6b <- coxph_imp(Surv(time, status) ~ age + sex + ph.karno + meal.cal +
+ wt.loss, data = lung, n.iter = 250)
Currently only right censored survival data and time-constant covariates can be
handled and it is not yet possible to take into account strata, clustering or frailty
terms.
6.5.5 Imputation / Covariate Model Types
JointAI automatically selects an (imputation) model for each of the incomplete
baseline (level-2) or longitudinal (level-1) covariates, based on the class of the
variable and the number of levels. The automatically selected types for baseline
covariates are:
• norm: linear model (default for continuous variables)
• logit: binary logistic model (default for factors with two levels)
• multilogit: multinomial logit model (default for unordered factors with
> 2 levels)
• cumlogit: cumulative logit model (default for ordered factors with > 2
levels)
The default methods for longitudinal covariates are:
• lmm: linear mixed model (default for continuous longitudinal variables)
• glmm_logit: logistic mixed model (default for longitudinal factors with two
levels)
• clmm: cumulative logit mixed model (default for longitudinal ordered factors
with >2 levels)
When a continuous variable has only two different values, it is automatically con-
verted to a factor and imputed using a logistic model, unless an imputation model
type is specified by the user. Variables of type logical are automatically con-
verted to binary factors.
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The imputation models that are chosen by default may not necessarily be appro-
priate for the data at hand, especially for continuous variables, which often do not
comply with the assumptions of (conditional) normality.
Therefore, the following alternative imputation methods are available for contin-
uous baseline covariates:
• lognorm: normal model for the log-transformed variable (right-skewed vari-
ables > 0)
• gamma: gamma model with log-link (right-skewed variables > 0)
• beta: beta model with logit-link (continuous variables in [0, 1])
lognorm assumes a (conditional) normal distribution for the natural logarithm of
the variable, but the variable enters the linear predictor of the analysis model (and
possibly other imputation models) on its original scale.
For longitudinal covariates the following alternative model types are available:
• glmm_gamma: gamma mixed model with log-link (right-skewed variables > 0)
• glmm_poisson: Poisson mixed model with log-link (count variables)
Specification of Imputation/Covariate Model Types
In models mod3b and mod3c in Section 6.5.2 we have already seen two examples
in which the imputation model type was changed using the argument models,
which takes a named vector. When the vector supplied to models only contains
specifications for a subset of the incomplete and longitudinal covariates, default
models are used for the remaining covariates. As explained in Section 6.2.2, models
for completely observed longitudinal covariates only need to be specified when any
baseline covariates have missing values.
> mod7a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + gender + WC + alc + bili + occup + smoke,
+ models = c(WC = 'gamma', bili = 'lognorm'),
+ data = NHANES, n.iter = 100)
>
> mod7a$models
## WC smoke bili occup alc
## "gamma" "cumlogit" "lognorm" "multilogit" "logit"
The function get_models(), which finds and assigns the default imputation meth-
ods, can be called directly. get_models() has arguments
• fixed: the fixed effects formula
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• random: the random effects formula (if necessary)
• data: the dataset
• auxvars: an optional vector of auxiliary variables
• no_model: an optional vector of names of covariates for which no model will
be specified
> mod7b_models <- get_models(bmi ~ GESTBIR + ETHN + HEIGHT_M + SMOKE + hc +
+ MARITAL + ns(age, df = 2),
+ random = ~ ns(age, df = 2) | ID,
+ data = simLong)
> mod7b_models
## $models
## HEIGHT_M ETHN MARITAL SMOKE age
## "norm" "logit" "multilogit" "cumlogit" "lmm"
## hc
## "lmm"
##
## $meth
## HEIGHT_M ETHN MARITAL SMOKE hc
## "norm" "logit" "multilogit" "cumlogit" "lmm"
get_models() returns a list of two vectors:
• models: containing all specified models
• meth: containing the models for the incomplete variables only
When there is a “time” variable in the model, such as age in our example (which
is the age of the child at the time of the measurement), it may not be meaningful
to specify a model for that variable. Especially when the “time” variable is pre-
specified by the design of the study, it can usually be assumed to be independent
of baseline covariates and a model for it has no useful interpretation.
The argument no_model (in get_models() and in the main functions *_imp())
allows for the exclusion of models for such variables (as long as they are completely
observed):
> mod7c_models <- get_models(bmi ~ GESTBIR + ETHN + HEIGHT_M + SMOKE + hc +
+ MARITAL + ns(age, df = 2),
+ random = ~ ns(age, df = 2) | ID,
+ data = simLong, no_model = "age")
> # mod7c_models
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By excluding the model for age we implicitly assume that incomplete baseline
variables are independent of age.
Order of the Sequence of Imputation Models
By default, models for level-1 covariates are specified after models for level-2 co-
variates, so that the level-2 covariates are used as predictor variables in the models
for level-1 covariates but not vice versa. Within the two groups, models are ordered
by the number of missing values (decreasing), so that the model for the variable
with the most missing values has the most variables in its linear predictor.
6.5.6 Auxiliary Variables
Auxiliary variables are variables that are not part of the analysis model but should
be considered as predictor variables in the imputation models because they can
inform the imputation of unobserved values.
Good auxiliary variables are (Van Buuren 2012)
• associated with an incomplete variable of interest, or are
• associated with the missingness of that variable and
• do not have too many missing values themselves. Importantly, they should
be observed for a large proportion of the cases that have a missing value in
the variable to be imputed.
In *_imp(), auxiliary variables can be specified with the argument auxvars, which
is a vector containing the names of the auxiliary variables.
Example: We might consider the variables educ and smoke as predictors for the
imputation of occup:
> mod8a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + age + occup, auxvars = c('educ', 'smoke'),
+ data = NHANES, n.iter = 100)
The variables educ and smoke are not included in the analysis model (as can be
seen when printing the posterior mean of the regression coefficients of the analysis
model with coef()):
> coef(mod8a)
## (Intercept) genderfemale age
## 105.7310654 -5.7207836 0.3751877
## occuplooking for work occupnot working
## 3.3846500 -0.7601980
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They are, however, used as predictors in the imputation for occup and imputed
themselves (if they have missing values):
> list_models(mod8a, priors = FALSE, regcoef = FALSE, otherpars = FALSE,
+ refcat = FALSE)
## Cumulative logit imputation model for 'smoke'
## * Predictor variables:
## genderfemale, age, educhigh
##
## Multinomial logit imputation model for 'occup'
## * Predictor variables:
## (Intercept), genderfemale, age, educhigh, smokeformer, smokecurrent
Functions of Variables as Auxiliary Variables
As shown above in mod3e, it is possible to specify functions of auxiliary variables.
In that case, the auxiliary variable is not considered as a linear effect but as
specified by the function.
Note that omitting auxiliary variables from the analysis model implies that the
outcome is independent of these variables, conditional on the other variables in
the model. If this is not true, the model is misspecified which may lead to biased
results (similar to leaving a confounding variable out of a model).
6.5.7 Reference Values for Categorical Covariates
In JointAI, dummy coding is used when categorical variables enter a linear pre-
dictor, i.e., a binary variable is created for each category, except the reference
category. These binary variables have value one when that category was observed
and zero otherwise. Contrary to the behaviour in base R, this coding is also used
for ordered factors.
By default, the first category of a categorical variable (ordered or unordered) is
used as reference, however, this may not always allow the desired interpretation
of the regression coefficients. Moreover, when categories are unbalanced, setting
the largest group as reference may result in better mixing of the MCMC chains.
Therefore, JointAI allows specification of the reference category separately for
each variable, via the argument refcats. Changes in refcats will not impact the
imputation of the respective variable, but change categories for which dummy vari-
ables are included in the linear predictor of the analysis model or other covariate
models.
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Setting Reference Categories for All Variables
To specify the choice of reference category globally for all variables in the model,
refcats can be set as
• refcats = "first"
• refcats = "last"
• refcats = "largest"
For example:
> mod9a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + age + race + educ + occup + smoke,
+ refcats = "largest", data = NHANES)
Setting Reference Categories for Individual Variables
Alternatively, refcats takes a named vector, in which the reference category for
each variable can be specified either by its number or its name, or one of the three
global types: "first", "last" or "largest". For variables for which no reference
category is specified in the list the default is used.
> mod9b <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + age + race + educ + occup + smoke,
+ refcats = list(occup = "not working", race = 3,
+ educ = "largest"), data = NHANES)
To facilitate specification of the reference categories, the function set_refcat()
can be used. It prints the names of the categorical variables that are selected by
• a specified model formula and/or
• a vector of auxiliary variables, or
• a vector naming covariates,
or all categorical variables in the data if only the argument data is provided, and
asks a number of questions which the user needs to reply to via input of a number.
> refs_mod9 <- set_refcat(NHANES, formula = formula(mod9b))
##
## How do you want to specify the reference categories?
##
## 1: Use the first category for each variable.
## 2: Use the last category for each variabe.
## 3: Use the largest category for each variable.
## 4: Specify the reference categories individually.
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When option 4 is chosen, a choice is given for each categorical variable, for example:
> #> The reference category for "race" should be
> #>
> #> 1: Mexican American
> #> 2: Other Hispanic
> #> 3: Non-Hispanic White
> #> 4: Non-Hispanic Black
> #> 5: other
After specification of the reference categories, the determined specification for the
argument refcats is printed:
> #> In the JointAI model specify:
> #> refcats = c(gender = 'female', race = 'Non-Hispanic White',
> #> educ = 'low', occup = 'not working', smoke = 'never')
> #>
> #> or use the output of this function.
set_refcat() also returns a named vector that can be passed to the argument
refcats:
> mod9c <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + age + race + educ + occup + smoke,
+ refcats = refs_mod9, data = NHANES)
6.5.8 Hyperparameters
In the Bayesian framework, parameters are random variables for which a distribu-
tion needs to be specified. These distributions depend on parameters themselves,
i.e., on hyperparameters.
The function default_hyperpars() returns a list containing the default hyper-
parameters used in a JointAI model (see Appendix 6.A).
To change the hyperparameters in a JointAI model, the list obtained from
default_hyperpars() can be edited and passed to the argument hyperpars in
*_imp().
mu_reg_* and tau_reg_* refer to the mean and precision of the prior distribution
for regression coefficients. shape_tau_* and rate_tau_* are the shape and rate
parameters of a gamma distribution that is used as prior for precision parameters.
RinvD is the scale matrix in the Wishart prior for the inverse of the random
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effects design matrix D, and KinvD is the number of degrees of freedom in that
distribution. shape_diag_RinvD and rate_diag_RinvD are the shape and rate
parameters of the gamma prior of the diagonal elements of RinvD. In random
effects models with only one random effect, a gamma prior is used instead of the
Wishart distribution for the inverse of D.
The hyperparameters mu_reg_surv and tau_reg_surv are used in survreg_imp()
as well as coxph_imp(). For the Cox proportional hazards model, the hyperpa-
rameters c, r and eps refer to the confidence in the prior guess for the hazard
function, failure rate per unit time (λ0(t)∗ in Section 6.2.1) and time increment
(for numerical stability), respectively.
6.5.9 Scaling
When variables are measured on very different scales this can result in slow con-
vergence and bad mixing. Therefore, JointAI automatically scales continuous
variables to have mean zero and standard deviation one. Results (parameters and
imputed values) are transformed back to the original scale when the results are
printed or imputed values are exported.
In some settings, however, it is not possible to scale continuous variables. This is
the case for incomplete variables that enter a linear predictor in a function and
variables that are imputed with models that are defined on a subset of the real
line (i.e., with a gamma or a beta distribution). Variables that are imputed with
a log-normal distribution are scaled, but not centred.
To prevent scaling, the argument scale_vars can be set to FALSE. When a vector
of variable names is supplied to scale_vars, only those variables are scaled.
By default, only the MCMC samples that are scaled back to the scale of the data
are stored in a JointAI object. When the argument keep_scaled_mcmc = TRUE,
the scaled sample is also kept.
6.5.10 Ridge Regression
Using the argument ridge = TRUE it is possible to impose a ridge penalty on
the parameters of the analysis model, shrinking these parameters towards zero.
This is done by specification of a Gamma(0.01, 0.01) prior for the precision of the
regression coefficients β instead of setting it to a fixed (small) value.
6.6 MCMC Settings
The functions *_imp() have a number of arguments that specify settings for the
MCMC sampling:
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• n.chains: number of MCMC chains
• n.adapt: number of iterations in the adaptive phase
• n.iter: number of iterations in the sampling phase
• thin: thinning degree
• monitor_params: parameters/nodes to be monitored
• seed: optional seed value for reproducibility
• inits: initial values
• parallel: whether MCMC chains should be sampled in parallel
• ncores: how many cores are available for parallel sampling
The first four, as well as the following two parameters, are passed directly to
functions from the R package rjags:
• quiet: should printing of information be suppressed?
• progress.bar: type of progress bar ("text", "gui" or "none")
In the following sections, the arguments listed above are explained in more detail
and examples are given.
6.6.1 Number of Chains, Iterations and Samples
Number of Chains
To evaluate convergence of MCMC chains it is helpful to create multiple chains
that have different starting values. More information on how to evaluate conver-
gence and the specification of initial values can be found in Sections 6.7.3 and
6.6.3 respectively.
The argument n.chains selects the number of chains (by default, n.chains = 3).
For calculating the model summary, multiple chains are merged.
Adaptive Phase
JAGS has an adaptive mode, in which samplers are optimized (for example the
step size is adjusted). Samples obtained during the adaptive mode do not form
a Markov chain and are discarded. The argument n.adapt controls the length of
this adaptive phase.
The default value for n.adapt is 100, which works well in many of the examples
considered here. Complex models may require longer adaptive phases. If the
adaptive phase is not sufficient for JAGS to optimize the samplers, a warning
message will be printed (see example below).
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Sampling Iterations
n.iter specifies the number of iterations in the sampling phase, i.e., the length
of the MCMC chain. How many samples are required to reach convergence and
to have sufficient precision (see also Section 6.7.3) depends on the complexity of
data and model, and may range from as few as 100 to several million.
Thinning
In settings with high autocorrelation, it may take many iterations before a sample
is created that sufficiently represents the whole range of the posterior distribution.
Processing of such long chains can be slow and cause memory issues. The param-
eter thin allows the user to specify if and how much the MCMC chains should be
thinned out before storing them. By default thin = 1 is used, which corresponds
to keeping all values. A value thin = 10 would result in keeping every 10th value
and discarding all other values.
Example: Default Settings
Using the default settings n.adapt = 100 and thin = 1, and 100 sampling iter-
ations, a simple model would be
> mod10a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ alc, data = NHANES, n.iter = 100)
The relevant part of the model summary (obtained with summary()) shows that
the first 100 iterations (adaptive phase) were discarded, the 100 iterations that
follow form the posterior sample, thinning was set to “1” and there are three
chains.
## [...]
## MCMC settings:
## Iterations = 101:200
## Sample size per chain = 100
## Thinning interval = 1
## Number of chains = 3
Example: Insufficient Adaptation Phase
> mod10b <- lm_imp(SBP ~ alc, data = NHANES, n.adapt = 10, n.iter = 100)
> ## Warning in rjags::jags.model(file = modelfile, data = data_list, inits
> ## = inits, : Adaptation incomplete
> ## NOTE: Stopping adaptation
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Specifying n.adapt = 10 results in a warning message. The relevant part of the
model summary from the resulting model is:
## [...]
## Iterations = 11:110
## Sample size per chain = 100
## Thinning interval = 1
## Number of chains = 3
Example: Thinning
> mod10c <- lm_imp(SBP ~ alc, data = NHANES, n.iter = 500, thin = 10)
Here, iterations 110 until 600 are used in the output, but due to a thinning interval
of ten, the resulting MCMC chains contain only 50 samples instead of 500, that
is, the samples from iteration 110, 120, 130, …
## [...]
## Iterations = 110:600
## Sample size per chain = 50
## Thinning interval = 10
## Number of chains = 3
6.6.2 Parameters to Follow
Since JointAI uses JAGS (Plummer 2003) for performing the MCMC sampling,
and JAGS only saves the values of MCMC chains for those nodes which the user
has specified should be monitored, this is also the case in JointAI.
For this purpose, the main functions *_imp() have an argument monitor_params,
which takes a named list (or a named vector) with possible entries given in Ta-
ble 6.2. This table contains a number of keywords that refer to (groups of) nodes.
Each of the keywords works as a switch and can be specified as TRUE or FALSE
(with the exception of other).
Parameters of the Analysis Model
The default setting is monitor_params = c(analysis_main = TRUE), i.e., only
the main parameters of the analysis model are monitored, and monitoring is
switched off for all other parameters. Main parameters are the regression coef-
ficients of the analysis model (beta), depending on the model type, the residual
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Table 6.2: Keywords and names of (groups of) nodes that can be specified to be
monitored using the argument monitor_params.
name/keyword what is monitored
analysis_main betas and sigma_y (and D)
betas regression coefficients of the analysis model
tau_y precision of the residuals from the analysis model
sigma_y std. deviation of the residuals from the analysis model
analysis_random ranef, D, invD, RinvD
ranef random effects
D covariance matrix of the random effects
invD inverse of D
RinvD scale matrix in Wishart prior for invD
imp_pars alphas, tau_imp, gamma_imp, delta_imp
alphas regression coefficients in the imputation models
tau_imp precision of the residuals from imputation models
gamma_imp intercepts in ordinal imputation models
delta_imp increments of ordinal intercepts
imps imputed values
other additional parameters
standard deviation (sigma_y), and, for mixed models, the random effects variance-
covariance matrix D.
The function parameters() returns the parameters specified to be followed (also
for models where no MCMC sampling was performed, i.e., when n.iter = 0 and
n.adapt = 0). We use it here to demonstrate the effect that different choices for
monitor_params have. For example:
> mod11a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + WC + alc + creat, data = NHANES,
+ n.adapt = 0)
>
> parameters(mod11a)
## [1] "(Intercept)" "genderfemale" "WC" "alc>=1"
## [5] "creat" "sigma_SBP"
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Parameters of the Covariate Models and Imputed Values
The parameters of the models for the incomplete variables can be selected with
monitor_params = c(imp_pars = TRUE). This will set monitors for the regres-
sion coefficients (alpha) and other parameters, such as precision (tau_*) and
intercepts and increments (gamma_* and delta_*) in cumulative logit models.
> mod11b <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + WC + alc + smoke + occup,
+ data = NHANES, n.adapt = 0,
+ monitor_params = c(imp_pars = TRUE,
+ analysis_main = FALSE))
>
> parameters(mod11b)
## [1] "alpha" "tau_WC" "gamma_smoke" "delta_smoke"
To generate (multiple) imputed datasets to be used for further analyses,
the imputed values need to be monitored. This can be achieved by setting
monitor_params = c(imps = TRUE).
> mod11c <- lm_imp(SBP ~ age + WC + alc + smoke + occup,
+ data = NHANES, n.adapt = 0,
+ monitor_params = c(imps = TRUE, analysis_main = FALSE))
Extraction of multiple imputed datasets from a JointAI model is described in
Section 6.7.6.
Random Effects
For mixed models, analysis_main also includes the random effects variance-
covariance matrix D. Setting analysis_random = TRUE will switch on monitoring
for the random effects (ranef), random effects variance-covariance matrix (D), in-
verse of the random effects variance-covariance matrix (invD) and the diagonal of
the scale matrix of the Wishart-prior of invD (RinvD).
> mod11d <- lme_imp(bmi ~ age + EDUC, random = ~age | ID,
+ data = simLong, n.adapt = 0,
+ monitor_params = c(analysis_random = TRUE))
>
> parameters(mod11d)
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## [1] "(Intercept)" "EDUCmid" "EDUClow" "age"
## [5] "sigma_bmi" "b" "invD[1,1]" "invD[1,2]"
## [9] "invD[2,2]" "D[1,1]" "D[1,2]" "D[2,2]"
## [13] "RinvD[1,1]" "RinvD[2,2]"
It is possible to select only a subset of the random effects parameters by specifying
them directly, e.g.,
> mod11e <- lme_imp(bmi ~ age + EDUC, random = ~age | ID,
+ data = simLong, n.adapt = 0,
+ monitor_params = c(analysis_main = TRUE, RinvD = TRUE))
>
> parameters(mod11e)
## [1] "(Intercept)" "EDUCmid" "EDUClow" "age"
## [5] "sigma_bmi" "D[1,1]" "D[1,2]" "D[2,2]"
## [9] "RinvD[1,1]" "RinvD[2,2]"
or by switching unwanted parts of analysis_random off, e.g.,
> mod11f <- lme_imp(bmi ~ age + EDUC, random = ~age | ID, data = simLong,
+ n.adapt = 0, monitor_params = c(analysis_main = TRUE,
+ analysis_random = TRUE,
+ RinvD = FALSE,
+ ranef = FALSE))
>
> parameters(mod11f)
## [1] "(Intercept)" "EDUCmid" "EDUClow" "age"
## [5] "sigma_bmi" "invD[1,1]" "invD[1,2]" "invD[2,2]"
## [9] "D[1,1]" "D[1,2]" "D[2,2]"
Other Parameters
The element other in monitor_params allows for the specification of one or mul-
tiple additional parameters to be monitored. When other is used with more than
one element, monitor_params has to be a list.
Here, as an example, we monitor the probability of being in the alc>=1 group for
subjects one through three and the expected value of the distribution of creat for
the first subject.
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> mod11g <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + WC + alc + creat, data = NHANES,
+ n.adapt = 0,
+ monitor_params = list(analysis_main = FALSE,
+ other = c('p_alc[1:3]',
+ "mu_creat[1]")))
>
> parameters(mod11g)
## [1] "p_alc[1:3]" "mu_creat[1]"
Even though this example may not be particularly meaningful, in cases of conver-
gence issues it can be helpful to be able to monitor any node of the model, not
just the ones that are typically of interest.
6.6.3 Initial Values
Initial values are the starting point for the MCMC sampler. Setting good initial
values, i.e., values that are likely under the posterior distribution, can speed up
convergence. By default, the argument inits = NULL, which means that initial
values are generated automatically by JAGS. It is also possible to supply initial
values directly as a list or as a function.
Initial values can be specified for every unobserved node, that is, parameters and
missing values, but it is possible to only specify initial values for a subset of nodes.
When the initial values provided by the user do not have elements named
".RNG.name" or ".RNG.seed", JointAI will add those elements, which specify
the name and seed value of the random number generator used for each chain.
The argument seed allows the specification of a seed value with which the starting
values of the random number generator, and, hence, the values of the MCMC
sample, can be reproduced.
Initial Values in a List of Lists
A list containing initial values should have the same length as the number of chains,
where each element is a named list of initial values. Moreover, initial values should
differ between the chains.
For example, to create initial values for the parameter vector beta and the preci-
sion parameter tau_SBP for two chains the following syntax could be used:
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> init_list <- lapply(1:2, function(i) {
+ list(beta = rnorm(4),
+ tau_SBP = rgamma(1, 1, 1))
+ })
>
> init_list
## [[1]]
## [[1]]$beta
## [1] 0.2995096 0.2123710 0.6478957 0.8952516
##
## [[1]]$tau_SBP
## [1] 1.000624
##
##
## [[2]]
## [[2]]$beta
## [1] 2.2559981 0.9786635 -1.2725176 -0.7251253
##
## [[2]]$tau_SBP
## [1] 0.05501739
> mod12a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + age + WC, data = NHANES, n.chain = 2,
+ inits = init_list)
The user provided lists of initial values are stored in the JointAI object (together
with starting values for the random number generator) and can be accessed via
mod11a$mcmc_settings$inits.
Initial Values as a Function
Initial values can be specified as a function. The function should either take no
arguments or a single argument called chain, and return a named list that supplies
values for one chain.
For example, to create initial values for the parameter vectors beta and alpha:
> inits_fun <- function() {
+ list(beta = rnorm(4),
+ alpha = rnorm(3))
+ }
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> inits_fun()
## $beta
## [1] -1.6045542 0.1872611 1.0167161 -0.4272887
##
## $alpha
## [1] 0.8542140 0.6391477 0.4720952
> mod12b <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + age + WC, data = NHANES,
+ inits = inits_fun)
>
> mod12b$mcmc_settings$inits
## [[1]]
## [[1]]$beta
## [1] -0.07058338 0.41772091 -1.66236440 1.24957652
##
## [[1]]$alpha
## [1] -0.7204577 0.1424769 -1.0114044
##
## [[1]]$.RNG.name
## [1] "base::Wichmann-Hill"
##
## [[1]]$.RNG.seed
## [1] 77704
##
##
## [[2]]
## [[2]]$beta
## [1] -0.50236788 -0.01997157 1.40425944 1.18807193
##
## [[2]]$alpha
## [1] -0.8065902 -0.9709539 -0.7020397
##
## [[2]]$.RNG.name
## [1] "base::Mersenne-Twister"
##
## [[2]]$.RNG.seed
## [1] 29379
##
##
## [[3]]
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## [[3]]$beta
## [1] -0.3516978 -0.9144069 -1.7397631 -0.1083395
##
## [[3]]$alpha
## [1] 0.9067457 -0.4471829 0.1170837
##
## [[3]]$.RNG.name
## [1] "base::Mersenne-Twister"
##
## [[3]]$.RNG.seed
## [1] 83619
When a function is supplied, the function is evaluated by JointAI and the result-
ing list is stored in the JointAI object.
For which Nodes can Initial Values be Specified?
Initial values can be specified for all unobserved stochastic nodes, i.e., parameters
or unobserved data for which a distribution is specified in the JAGS model. They
have to be supplied in the format of the parameter or unobserved value in the JAGS
model. To find out which nodes there are in a model and in which form they have
to be specified, the function coef() from package rjags can be used to obtain a
list with the current values of the MCMC chains (by default the first chain) from
a JAGS model object. This object is contained in a JointAI object under the
name model. Elements of the initial values should have the same structure as the
elements in this list of current values.
Example:
We are using a longitudinal model and the simLong data in this example. Here
we only show some relevant parts of the output.
> mod12c <- lme_imp(bmi ~ time + HEIGHT_M + hc + SMOKE, random = ~ time | ID,
+ no_model = 'time', data = simLong)
>
> # coef(mod12c$model)
RinvD is the scale matrix in the Wishart prior for the inverse of the random effects
variance-covariance matrix D. In the data that is passed to JAGS (which is stored in
the element data_list in a JointAI object), this matrix is specified as a diagonal
matrix, with unknown diagonal elements:
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> mod12c$data_list['RinvD']
## $RinvD
## [,1] [,2]
## [1,] NA 0
## [2,] 0 NA
These diagonal elements are estimated in the model and have a gamma prior. The
corresponding part of the JAGS model is:
## [...]
## # Priors for the covariance of the random effects
## for (k in 1:2){
## RinvD[k, k] ~ dgamma(shape_diag_RinvD, rate_diag_RinvD)
## }
## invD[1:2, 1:2] ~ dwish(RinvD[ , ], KinvD)
## D[1:2, 1:2] <- inverse(invD[ , ])
## [...]
The element RinvD in the initial values has to be a 2 × 2 matrix, with positive
values on the diagonal and NA as off-diagonal elements, since these are fixed in the
data:
## $RinvD
## [,1] [,2]
## [1,] 5.625607 NA
## [2,] NA 0.6499669
Lines 82 through 85 of the design matrix of the fixed effects of baseline covariates,
Xc, in the data are:
> mod12c$data_list$Xc[82:85, ]
## (Intercept) HEIGHT_M SMOKEsmoked until[...] SMOKEcontin[...]
## 172.1 1 0.1148171 NA NA
## 173.1 1 NA NA NA
## 174.1 1 0.5045126 NA NA
## 175.1 1 1.8822249 NA NA
The matrix Xc in the initial values has the same dimension as Xc in the data. It
has values where there are missing values in Xc in the data, e.g., Xc[83, 2], and
is NA elsewhere:
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## $Xc
## [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
## [1,] NA NA NA NA
##
## [...]
##
## [82,] NA NA NA NA
## [83,] NA 2.06807598 NA NA
## [84,] NA NA NA NA
##
## [...]
There are no initial values specified for the third and fourth column, since these
columns contain the dummy variables corresponding to the categorical variable
SMOKE and are calculated from the corresponding column in the matrix Xcat, i.e.,
these are deterministic nodes, not stochastic nodes.
The relevant part of the JAGS model is:
## [...]
## # ordinal model for SMOKE
## Xcat[i, 1] ~ dcat(p_SMOKE[i, 1:3])
## [...]
## Xc[i, 3] <- ifelse(Xcat[i, 1] == 2, 1, 0)
## Xc[i, 4] <- ifelse(Xcat[i, 1] == 3, 1, 0)
## [...]
Elements that are completely unobserved, like the parameter vectors alpha and
beta, the random effects b or scalar parameters delta_SMOKE and gamma_SMOKE
are entirely specified in the initial values.
6.6.4 Parallel Sampling
To reduce the computational time it is possible to perform sampling of multiple
MCMC chains in parallel. This can be specified by setting the argument parallel
= TRUE. The maximum number of cores to be used can be set with the argument
ncores. By default this is two less than the number of cores available on the
machine, but never more than the number of MCMC chains.
Parallel computation is done using the packages foreach (Microsoft and Weston
2017) and doParallel (Corporation and Weston 2018). Note that it is currently
not possible to display a progress bar when using parallel computation.
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6.7 After Fitting
Any of the main functions *_imp() will return an object of class JointAI. It
contains the original data (data), information on the type of model (call,
analysis_type, models, fixed, random, hyperpars, scale_pars) and MCMC
sampling (mcmc_settings), the JAGS model (model) and MCMC sample (MCMC;
if a sample was generated), the computational time (time) of the MCMC
sampling, and some additional elements that are used by methods for objects of
class JointAI but are typically not of interest for the user.
In the remaining part of this section, we describe how the results from a JointAI
model can be visualized, summarized and evaluated. The functions described
here use, by default, the full MCMC sample and show only the parameters of the
analysis model. Arguments start, end and thin are available to select a subset of
the MCMC samples that is used to calculate the summary. The argument subset
allows the user to control for which nodes the summary or visualization is returned
and follows the same logic as the argument monitor_params in *_imp(). The use
of these arguments is further explained in Section 6.7.4.
6.7.1 Visualizing the Posterior Sample
The posterior sample can be visualized by two commonly used plots: a trace-
plot, showing samples across iterations, and a plot of the empirical density of the
posterior sample.
Traceplot
A traceplot shows the sampled values per chain and node throughout iterations.
It allows the visual evaluation of convergence and mixing of the chains and can be
obtained with the function traceplot().
> mod13a <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + WC + alc + creat,
+ data = NHANES, n.iter = 500)
>
> traceplot(mod13a)
When the sampler has converged the chains show one horizontal band, as in
Figure 6.8. Consequently, when traces show a trend, convergence has not been
reached and more iterations are necessary (e.g., using add_samples()).
Graphical aspects of the traceplot can be controlled by specifying standard graph-
ical arguments via the dots argument "...", which are passed to matplot(). This
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allows the user to change colour, linetype and -width, limits, etc. Arguments nrow
and/or ncol can be supplied to set specific numbers of rows and columns for the
layout of the grid of plots.
With the argument use_ggplot it is possible to get a ggplot2 (Wickham 2016)
version of the traceplot. It can be extended using standard ggplot2 syntax. The
output of the following syntax is shown in Figure 6.9.
> library(ggplot2)
> traceplot(mod13a, ncol = 3, use_ggplot = TRUE) +
+ theme(legend.position = 'bottom',
+ panel.background = element_rect(fill = grey(0.95)),
+ panel.border = element_rect(fill = NA, color = grey(0.85)),
+ strip.background = element_rect(color = grey(0.85))) +
+ scale_color_manual(values = c("#783D4F", "#60B5BC", "#6F5592"))
Densityplot
The posterior distributions can also be visualized using the function densplot(),
which plots the empirical density per node per chain, or combining chains (when
joined = TRUE).
The argument vlines takes a list of lists, containing specifications passed to the
function abline() (from package graphics which is available with base R), and
allows the addition of (vertical) lines to the plot, e.g., marking zero, or marking
the posterior mean and 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles (Figure 6.10).
> densplot(mod13a, ncol = 3,
+ vlines = list(list(v = summary(mod13a)$stats[, "Mean"], lty = 1,
+ lwd = 2),
+ list(v = summary(mod13a)$stats[, "2.5%"], lty = 2),
+ list(v = summary(mod13a)$stats[, "97.5%"], lty = 2)
+ )
+ )
As with traceplot() it is possible to use the ggplot2 version of densplot()
when setting use_ggplot = TRUE. Here, vertical lines can be added as additional
layers. Figure 6.11 shows, as an example, the posterior density from mod13a to
which vertical lines, representing the 95% credible interval and a 95% confidence
interval from a complete case analysis, are added. The corresponding syntax is
given in Appendix 6.B.
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Figure 6.8: Traceplot of mod13a.
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Figure 6.9: ggplot2 version of the traceplot of mod13a.
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Figure 6.10: Densityplot of mod13a.
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Figure 6.11: Densityplot of model mod13a.
6.7.2 Model Summary
A summary of the posterior distribution estimated in a JointAI model can be
obtained using the function summary().
The posterior summary consists of the mean, standard deviation and quantiles
(by default the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles) of the MCMC samples from all chains
combined, as well as the tail probability (see below) and Gelman-Rubin criterion
(see Section 6.7.3).
Additionally, some important characteristics of the MCMC samples on which the
summary is based, are given. This includes the range and number of iterations
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(Sample size per chain), thinning interval and number of chains. Furthermore,
the number of observations (number of rows in the data) is printed.
> summary(mod13a)
##
## Linear model fitted with JointAI
##
## Call:
## lm_imp(formula = SBP ~ gender + WC + alc + creat, data = NHANES,
## n.iter = 500)
##
## Posterior summary:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% tail-prob. GR-crit
## (Intercept) 81.499 9.9585 62.091 101.167 0.00000 1
## genderfemale 0.293 2.5963 -4.592 5.689 0.94000 1
## WC 0.304 0.0766 0.153 0.457 0.00000 1
## alc>=1 6.175 2.4365 1.528 10.977 0.00933 1
## creat 7.589 7.6414 -8.090 22.037 0.31600 1
##
## Posterior summary of residual std. deviation:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% GR-crit
## sigma_SBP 14.4 0.763 13 16 1
##
##
## MCMC settings:
## Iterations = 101:600
## Sample size per chain = 500
## Thinning interval = 1
## Number of chains = 3
##
## Number of observations: 186
For mixed models, summary() also returns the posterior summary of the random
effects covariance matrix D and the number of groups:
> library(splines)
> mod13b <- lme_imp(bmi ~ GESTBIR + ETHN + HEIGHT_M + ns(age, df = 3),
+ random = ~ ns(age, df = 3)|ID,
+ data = subset(simLong, !is.na(bmi)),
+ n.iter = 500, no_model = 'age')
>
> summary(mod13b, start = 300)
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## Linear mixed model fitted with JointAI
##
## Call:
## lme_imp(fixed = bmi ~ GESTBIR + ETHN + HEIGHT_M + ns(age, df = 3),
## data = subset(simLong, !is.na(bmi)), random = ~ns(age, df = 3) |
## ID, n.iter = 500, no_model = "age")
##
## Posterior summary:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% tail-prob. GR-crit
## (Intercept) 16.11569 2.42592 11.2231 20.9408 0.00000 1.05
## GESTBIR -0.02724 0.04863 -0.1259 0.0568 0.60908 1.04
## ETHNother -0.00248 0.14991 -0.2776 0.3303 0.95681 1.02
## HEIGHT_M 0.00478 0.00927 -0.0123 0.0251 0.60687 1.00
## ns(age, df = 3)1 -0.23917 0.08453 -0.4139 -0.0771 0.00443 1.56
## ns(age, df = 3)2 1.74068 0.22251 1.2973 2.1464 0.00000 1.02
## ns(age, df = 3)3 -1.27304 0.06342 -1.4027 -1.1587 0.00000 1.22
##
## Posterior summary of random effects covariance matrix:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% tail-prob. GR-crit
## D[1,1] 1.419 0.1726 1.122 1.803 1.05
## D[1,2] -0.801 0.1188 -1.053 -0.597 0 1.17
## D[2,2] 0.764 0.1172 0.564 1.009 1.41
## D[1,3] -2.493 0.3562 -3.243 -1.876 0 1.10
## D[2,3] 2.450 0.2956 1.918 3.089 0 1.07
## D[3,3] 8.107 0.9449 6.451 10.058 1.09
## D[1,4] -0.703 0.1015 -0.911 -0.522 0 1.50
## D[2,4] 0.618 0.0797 0.473 0.790 0 1.26
## D[3,4] 2.008 0.2591 1.561 2.557 0 1.56
## D[4,4] 0.520 0.0839 0.384 0.699 2.52
##
## Posterior summary of residual std. deviation:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% GR-crit
## sigma_bmi 0.458 0.00854 0.442 0.475 1
##
##
## MCMC settings:
## Iterations = 300:600
## Sample size per chain = 301
## Thinning interval = 1
## Number of chains = 3
##
## Number of observations: 1881
## Number of groups: 200
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The summary of parametric Weibull survival models also returns the summary of
the posterior sample of the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution:
> summary(mod6a)
##
## Weibull survival model fitted with JointAI
##
## Call:
## survreg_imp(formula = Surv(time, status) ~ age + sex + ph.karno +
## meal.cal + wt.loss, data = lung, n.iter = 250)
##
## Posterior summary:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% tail-prob. GR-crit
## (Intercept) 6.157014 0.556472 5.000007 7.161856 0.000 1.04
## age 0.001188 0.005488 -0.009651 0.012562 0.840 1.04
## sex2 -0.158160 0.104307 -0.360187 0.043870 0.144 1.01
## ph.karno -0.004325 0.003914 -0.011889 0.003265 0.272 1.04
## meal.cal -0.000119 0.000138 -0.000395 0.000111 0.421 1.04
## wt.loss -0.001401 0.003836 -0.009482 0.006329 0.699 1.03
##
## Posterior summary of the shape of the Weibull distribution:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% GR-crit
## shape 1.45 0.0822 1.3 1.62 1.03
##
##
## MCMC settings:
## Iterations = 101:350
## Sample size per chain = 250
## Thinning interval = 1
## Number of chains = 3
##
## Number of observations: 228
Tail Probability
The tail probability, calculated as 2 × min {Pr(θ > 0), P r(θ < 0)} , where θ is
the parameter of interest, is a measure of how likely the value 0 is under the
estimated posterior distribution. Figure 6.12 visualizes three examples of posterior
distributions and the corresponding minimum of Pr(θ > 0) and Pr(θ < 0) (shaded
area).
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Figure 6.12: Visualization of the tail probability.
6.7.3 Evaluation Criteria
Convergence of the MCMC chains and precision of the posterior sample can also
be evaluated in a more formal manner. Implemented in JointAI are the Gelman-
Rubin criterion for convergence (Gelman and Rubin 1992; Brooks and Gelman
1998) and a comparison of the Monte Carlo Error with the posterior standard
deviation.
Gelman-Rubin Criterion for Convergence
The Gelman-Rubin criterion (Gelman and Rubin 1992; Brooks and Gelman 1998),
also referred to as “potential scale reduction factor”, evaluates convergence by
comparing within and between chain variability and, thus, requires at least two
MCMC chains to be calculated. It is implemented for JointAI objects in the
function GR_crit(), which is based on the function gelman.diag() from the
package coda (Plummer et al. 2006). The upper limit of the confidence interval
should not be much larger than 1.
> GR_crit(mod13a)
## Potential scale reduction factors:
##
## Point est. Upper C.I.
## (Intercept) 1 1.00
## genderfemale 1 1.00
## WC 1 1.00
## alc>=1 1 1.01
## creat 1 1.01
## sigma_SBP 1 1.01
##
## Multivariate psrf
##
## 1.01
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Besides the arguments start, end, thin, and subset, which are explained in
Section 6.7.4, GR_crit() also takes the arguments confidence, transform and
autoburnin of gelman.diag().
Monte Carlo Error
Precision of the MCMC sample can be checked with the function MC_error(). It
uses the function mcmcse.mat() from the package mcmcse (Flegal et al. 2017)
to calculate the Monte Carlo error (the error that is made since the sample is
finite) and compares is to the standard deviation of the posterior sample. A
rule of thumb is that the Monte Carlo error should not be more than 5% of the
standard deviation (Lesaffre and Lawson 2012). Besides the arguments explained
in Section 6.7.4, MC_error() takes the arguments of mcmcse.mat().
> MC_error(mod13a)
## est MCSE SD MCSE/SD
## (Intercept) 81.50 0.2850 9.958 0.029
## genderfemale 0.29 0.0708 2.596 0.027
## WC 0.30 0.0021 0.077 0.028
## alc>=1 6.18 0.0798 2.437 0.033
## creat 7.59 0.2237 7.641 0.029
## sigma_SBP 14.36 0.0233 0.763 0.031
MC_error() returns an object of class MCElist, which is a list containing ma-
trices with the posterior mean, estimated Monte Carlo error, posterior standard
deviation and the ratio of the Monte Carlo error and posterior standard devia-
tion, for the scaled (if this MCMC sample was included in the JointAI object)
and unscaled (transformed back to the scale of the data) posterior samples. The
associated print method prints only the latter.
To facilitate quick evaluation of the Monte Carlo error to posterior standard devi-
ation ratio, plotting of an object of class MCElist using plot() shows this ratio for
each (selected) node and automatically adds a vertical line at the desired cut-off
(by default 5%; see Figure 6.13).
> par(mar = c(3, 5, 0.5, 0.5), mgp = c(2, 0.6, 0), mfrow = c(1, 2))
> plot(MC_error(mod13a)) # left panel
> plot(MC_error(mod13a, end = 250)) # right panel
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Figure 6.13: Plot of the MCElist object from mod13a. Left: including all iterations,
right: using only the first 250 iterations of the MCMC sample.
6.7.4 Subset of Output
By default, the functions traceplot(), densplot(), summary(), predict(),
GR_crit() and MC_Error() use all iterations of the MCMC sample and con-
sider only the parameters of the analysis model (if they were monitored). In this
section we describe how the set of iterations and parameters/nodes to display can
be changed using the arguments subset, start, end and thin.
Subset of Parameters
When the main parameters of the analysis model have been monitored in a
JointAI object, i.e., when monitor_params was set to TRUE, only these parameters
are returned in the model summary, plots and criteria shown above. If the main
parameters of the analysis model were not monitored and the argument subset is
not specified, all parameters that were monitored are displayed.
To display output for nodes other than the main parameters of the analysis model
or for a subset of nodes, the argument subset needs to be specified.
Example:
To display only the parameters of the imputation models, we set subset =
c(analysis_main = FALSE, imp_pars = TRUE) (after re-estimating the model
with the monitoring for these parameters switched on):
> mod13c <- update(mod13a, monitor_params = c(imp_pars = TRUE))
> summary(mod13c, subset = c(analysis_main = FALSE, imp_pars = TRUE))
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## Linear model fitted with JointAI
##
## Call:
## lm_imp(formula = SBP ~ gender + WC + alc + creat, data = NHANES,
## n.iter = 500, monitor_params = c(imp_pars = TRUE))
##
## Posterior summary:
## Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% tail-prob. GR-crit
## alpha[1] 0.1659 0.0987 -0.0214 0.3617 0.0973 1.00
## alpha[2] -0.3533 0.1463 -0.6423 -0.0759 0.0187 1.00
## alpha[3] 0.4934 0.0871 0.3176 0.6566 0.0000 1.00
## alpha[4] -1.0418 0.1312 -1.3043 -0.7844 0.0000 1.00
## alpha[5] 0.0768 0.0654 -0.0521 0.2027 0.2427 1.00
## alpha[6] -0.1200 0.2590 -0.6277 0.3597 0.7027 1.04
## alpha[7] -0.9330 0.4688 -1.8326 -0.0294 0.0467 1.02
## alpha[8] 0.0922 0.1730 -0.2439 0.4305 0.5760 1.01
## alpha[9] -0.2704 0.2243 -0.7497 0.1542 0.2080 1.01
## tau_WC 1.0290 0.1094 0.8236 1.2587 0.0000 1.00
## tau_creat 1.3970 0.1510 1.1177 1.7119 0.0000 1.00
##
##
## MCMC settings:
## Iterations = 101:600
## Sample size per chain = 500
## Thinning interval = 1
## Number of chains = 3
##
## Number of observations: 186
Example:
To select only some of the parameters, they can be specified directly by name via
the other element of subset.
> densplot(mod13a, subset = list(other = c('creat', 'alc>=1')))
Example:
This also works when a subset of the imputed values should be displayed:
> # re-fit the model and monitor the imputed values
> mod13d <- lm_imp(SBP ~ gender + age + albu + occup + alc, n.iter = 200,
+ data = NHANES, monitor_params = c(imps = TRUE))
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>
> # select all imputed values for 'albu' (4th column of Xc)
> sub3 <- grep('Xc\\[[[:digit:]]+,4\\]', parameters(mod13d), value = TRUE)
> sub3
## [1] "Xc[10,4]" "Xc[14,4]" "Xc[18,4]" "Xc[25,4]" "Xc[80,4]"
## [6] "Xc[118,4]" "Xc[172,4]" "Xc[180,4]"
> # pass "sub3" to "subset" via "other", for example in a traceplot:
> # traceplot(mod13d, subset = list(other = sub3), ncol = 2)
Example:
When the number of imputed values is large or in order to check convergence of
random effects, it may not be feasible to plot and inspect all traceplots. In that
case, a random subset of, for instance, the random effects, can be selected (output
not shown):
> # re-fit the model monitoring the random effects
> mod13e <- update(mod13a, monitor_params = c(ranef = TRUE))
>
> # extract random intercepts and random slopes
> ri <- grep('^b\\[[[:digit:]]+,1\\]$', colnames(mod13e$MCMC[[1]]),
+ value = TRUE)
> rs <- grep('^b\\[[[:digit:]]+,2\\]$', colnames(mod13e$MCMC[[1]]),
+ value = TRUE)
>
> # to plot the chains of 12 randomly selected random intercepts & slopes:
> traceplot(mod13e, subset = list(other = sample(ri, size = 12)), ncol = 4)
> traceplot(mod13e, subset = list(other = sample(rs, size = 12)), ncol = 4)
Subset of MCMC Samples
With the arguments start, end and thin it is possible to select which iterations
from the MCMC sample are included in the summary. start and end specify the
first and last iterations to be used, thin the thinning interval. Specification of
start thus allows the user to discard a “burn-in”, i.e., the iterations before the
MCMC chain had converged.
6.7.5 Predicted Values
Often, the aim of an analysis is not only to estimate the association between out-
come and covariates but to predict future outcomes or outcomes for new subjects.
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The function predict() allows us to obtain predicted values and corresponding
credible intervals from JointAI objects. Note that for mixed models, currently
only marginal prediction is implemented, not prediction conditional on the random
effects. A dataset containing data for which the prediction should be performed for
is specified via the argument newdata. The argument quantiles allows specifica-
tion of the quantiles of the posterior sample that are used to obtain the prediction
interval (by default the 2.5% and 97.5% quantile). Arguments start, end and
thin control the subset of MCMC samples used.
> predict(mod13a, newdata = NHANES[27, ])
## $dat
## SBP gender age race WC alc educ creat albu
## 392 126.6667 male 32 Mexican American 94.1 <1 low 0.83 4.2
## uricacid bili occup smoke fit 2.5% 97.5%
## 392 8.7 1 <NA> former 116.4369 112.3891 120.2579
##
## $fit
## [1] 116.4369
##
## $quantiles
## [,1]
## 2.5% 112.3891
## 97.5% 120.2579
predict() returns a list with elements dat (a dataset consisting of newdata with
the predicted values and quantiles appended), fit (the predicted values) and
quantiles (the quantiles that form the prediction interval).
Prediction to Visualize Non-linear Effects
Another reason to obtain predicted values is the visualization of non-linear effects
(see Figure 6.14). To facilitate the generation of a dataset for such a prediction,
the function predDF() can be used. It generates a data.frame that contains a
sequence of values through the range of observed values for a covariate specified
by the argument var, and the median or reference value for all other continuous
and categorical variables.
> # create dataset for prediction
> newDF <- predDF(mod13b, var = "age")
>
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> # obtain predicted values
> pred <- predict(mod13b, newdata = newDF, start = 300)
>
> # plot predicted values and prediction interval
> matplot(pred$dat$age, pred$dat[, c('fit', '2.5%', '97.5%')],
+ lty = c(1,2,2), type = 'l', col = 1,
+ xlab = 'age in months', ylab = 'predicted value')
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Figure 6.14: Predicted values of BMI and corresponding 95% credible intervals
from mod13b.
6.7.6 Export of Imputed Values
Imputed datasets can be extracted from a JointAI object (in which a monitor for
the imputed values has been set, i.e., monitor_params = c(imps = TRUE)) with
the function get_MIdat().
A completed dataset is created by taking the imputed values from a randomly
chosen iteration of the MCMC sample, transforming them back to the original
scale (if scaling was performed before the MCMC sampling) and filling them into
the original incomplete data.
The argument m specifies the number of imputed datasets to be created, include
controls whether the original data are included in the long format data.frame
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(default is include = TRUE), start specifies the first iteration that may be used,
and minspace is the minimum number of iterations between iterations eligible for
selection. To make the selection of iterations reproducible, a seed value can be
specified via the argument seed.
When export_to_SPSS = TRUE the imputed data is exported to SPSS (IBM SPSS
Statistics, IBM Corp.), i.e., a .txt file containing the data and a .sps file con-
taining SPSS syntax to convert the data into an SPSS data file (with ending .sav)
are written. Arguments filename and resdir allow specification of the name of
the .txt and .sps file and the directory they are written to.
get_MIdat() returns a long-format data.frame containing the imputed datasets
(and by default the original data) stacked on top of each other. The imputa-
tion number is given in the variable Imputation_, column .id contains a newly
created id variable for each observation in cross-sectional data (multi-level data
should already contain an id variable) and the column .rownr identifies rows of
the original data (which is relevant in multi-level data).
> impDF <- get_MIdat(mod13d, m = 5, seed = 2019)
The function plot_imp_distr() allows visual comparison of the distributions of
the observed and imputed values (Figure 6.15).
> plot_imp_distr(impDF, nrow = 1)
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Figure 6.15: Distribution of observed and imputed values from mod13d.
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6.8 Assumptions and Extensions
Like any statistical model, the approach to imputation followed in JointAI relies
on assumptions that need to be satisfied in order to obtain valid results.
A commonly made assumption that is also required for JointAI is that the missing
data mechanism is ignorable, i.e., that data is Missing At Random (MAR) or
Missing Completely At Random (MCAR) (Rubin 1976) and that parameters in
the model of the missingness mechanism are independent of the parameters in the
data model (Schafer 1997). It is the task of the researcher to critically evaluate
whether this assumption is satisfied for a given dataset and model.
Furthermore, all models involved in the imputation and analysis need to be cor-
rectly specified. In current implementations of imputation procedures in software,
imputation models are typically automatically specified, using standard assump-
tions like linear associations and default model types. In JointAI, the arguments
models and auxvar permit tailoring of the automatically chosen models to some
extent, by allowing the user to chose non-normal imputation models for continu-
ous variables and to include variables or functional forms of variables in the linear
predictor of the imputation models that are not used in the analysis model.
When using auxiliary variables in JointAI, it should be noted that due to the
ordering of the conditional distributions in the sequence of models it is implied
that the auxiliary variable is independent of the outcome, since neither the model
for the auxiliary variable (if the auxiliary variable has missing values) has the
outcome in its linear predictor nor vice versa.
Moreover, in order to make software usable, default values have to be chosen
for various parameters. These default values are chosen to work well in certain
settings, but can not be guaranteed to be appropriate in general and it is the
task of the user to make the appropriate changes. In JointAI this concerns,
for example, the choice of hyperparameters and automatically chosen types of
imputation models.
To expand the range of settings in which JointAI provides a valid and user-
friendly way to simultaneously analyse and impute data, several extensions are
planned, for example:
• Implement the use of (penalized) splines for incompletely observed covari-
ates, thereby improving model fit.
• Increase the flexibility of imputation models by optional inclusion of interac-
tion terms and non-parametric Bayesian models that allow imputation under
non-standard distributions.
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• Evaluation of model fit of the analysis and imputation models to help the
user prevent bias due to misspecification.
• Implementation of subject-specific prediction from mixed models.
• Extend the analysis models to handle endogenous covariates by modelling
random effects (and error terms) jointly.
Appendix
6.A Default Hyperparameters
> default_hyperpars()
## $norm
## mu_reg_norm tau_reg_norm shape_tau_norm rate_tau_norm
## 0e+00 1e-04 1e-02 1e-02
##
## $gamma
## mu_reg_gamma tau_reg_gamma shape_tau_gamma rate_tau_gamma
## 0e+00 1e-04 1e-02 1e-02
##
## $beta
## mu_reg_beta tau_reg_beta shape_tau_beta rate_tau_beta
## 0e+00 1e-04 1e-02 1e-02
##
## $logit
## mu_reg_logit tau_reg_logit
## 0e+00 1e-04
##
## $poisson
## mu_reg_poisson tau_reg_poisson
## 0e+00 1e-04
##
## $probit
## mu_reg_probit tau_reg_probit
## 0e+00 1e-04
##
## $multinomial
## mu_reg_multinomial tau_reg_multinomial
## 0e+00 1e-04
##
## $ordinal
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## mu_reg_ordinal tau_reg_ordinal mu_delta_ordinal
## 0e+00 1e-04 0e+00
## tau_delta_ordinal
## 1e-04
##
## $Z
## function (nranef)
## {
## if (nranef > 1) {
## RinvD <- diag(as.numeric(rep(NA, nranef)))
## KinvD <- nranef
## }
## else {
## RinvD <- KinvD <- NULL
## }
## list(RinvD = RinvD, KinvD = KinvD, shape_diag_RinvD = 0.1,
## rate_diag_RinvD = 0.01)
## }
## <bytecode: 0x00000000180f0a38>
## <environment: 0x000000001fb09a18>
##
## $surv
## mu_reg_surv tau_reg_surv
## 0.000 0.001
##
## $coxph
## c r eps
## 1e-03 1e-01 1e-10
6.B Density Plot using ggplot2
> # fit the complete-case version of the model
> mod13a_cc <- lm(formula(mod13a), data = NHANES)
>
>
> # make a dataset containing the quantiles of the posterior sample and
> # confidence intervals from the complete case analysis:
> quantDF <- rbind(data.frame(variable = rownames(summary(mod13a)$stat),
+ type = '2.5%',
+ model = 'JointAI',
+ value = summary(mod13a)$stat[, c('2.5%')]
+ ),
+ data.frame(variable = rownames(summary(mod13a)$stat),
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+ type = '97.5%',
+ model = 'JointAI',
+ value = summary(mod13a)$stat[, c('97.5%')]
+ ),
+ data.frame(variable = names(coef(mod13a_cc)),
+ type = '2.5%',
+ model = 'cc',
+ value = confint(mod13a_cc)[, '2.5 %']
+ ),
+ data.frame(variable = names(coef(mod13a_cc)),
+ type = '97.5%',
+ model = 'cc',
+ value = confint(mod13a_cc)[, '97.5 %']
+ )
+ )
>
>
> # ggplot version:
> p13a <- densplot(mod13a, ncol = 3, use_ggplot = TRUE, joined = TRUE) +
+ theme(legend.position = 'bottom',
+ panel.background = element_rect(fill = grey(0.95)),
+ panel.border = element_rect(fill = NA, color = grey(0.85)),
+ strip.background = element_rect(color = grey(0.85)))
>
>
> # add vertical lines for the:
> # - confidence intervals from the complete case analysis
> # - quantiles of the posterior distribution
> p13a +
+ geom_vline(data = quantDF, aes(xintercept = value, color = model),
+ lty = 2, lwd = 1) +
+ scale_color_manual(name = 'CI from model: ',
+ limits = c('JointAI', 'cc'),
+ values = c("#783D4F", "#174F88"),
+ labels = c('JointAI', 'compl.case'))
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7. General Discussion
In this thesis, we have presented a fully Bayesian approach for simultaneous analy-
sis and imputation of incomplete data. Here, we summarize some of its advantages,
highlight important assumptions made by the approach and its current implemen-
tation in the R package JointAI, and discuss possible extensions and directions
for future work.
7.1 Summary of Advantages
Modelling the joint distribution as a sequence of univariate distributions yields
several advantages. Contrary to MICE, the joint distribution always exists and,
since the predictive distributions used to draw imputations are derived from this
joint distribution, compatibility among imputation models and congeniality with
the analysis model is assured. Factorization of the joint distribution using univari-
able conditional distributions facilitates its specification in settings with variables
of mixed type, where the joint multivariate distribution does not have a known
form. This avoids the need to make any general approximation, as is the case with
joint model MI, thereby improving model fit. Moreover, since the analysis model is
part of the factorization, non-linear associations between outcome and covariates,
or between covariates, can be handled adequately. Choosing the analysis model as
the first factor in the sequence of conditional distributions, i.e., the model for the
outcome conditional on all covariates, prevents the need to include the outcome
in any of the linear predictors of the other distributions, and makes analysis and
imputation in settings with complex data structures straightforward.
In Chapters 3 and 4 we demonstrated that analysis with the sequential fully
Bayesian approach also allows obtaining imputed values, which may be used for
secondary analyses of the same data, and can thus be used in a multiple imputation
framework. Data were imputed during the main analysis, and used in subsequent
analyses of outcomes derived from the longitudinal outcome, or sensitivity analy-
sis in subsets of the data. Naturally, congeniality of the imputation models with
these secondary analysis models is then no longer assured, but bias is likely to be
small, provided that the secondary analysis models are in a sense contained in the
analysis model assumed during imputation. In Chapter 3 this is the case, since the
outcome of the secondary models, gestational weight gain during different periods
of pregnancy, is calculated from the longitudinal trajectories of weight, which were
taken into account during imputation, and the same set of baseline covariates is
used.
In settings where multiple related outcomes are of interest and their models share
incomplete covariates, it may be desirable to model these outcomes jointly and to
perform imputation in this joint model. This was the case in Chapter 4, where
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the association of the consumption of sugar containing beverages of the mother
during pregnancy with child body composition, consisting of repeated measures
of BMI, and measurements of the fat mass index (FMI) and fat-free mass index
(FFMI) at age six, were modelled jointly. Correlation between different outcomes
can be taken into account by specification of a joint distribution for error terms
of univariate outcomes and random effects in models for longitudinal outcomes,
following the same principle used in (5.8) in the multivariate normal approach to
multiple imputation applied in Chapter 5.
Another advantage of the Bayesian approach is its ability to take into account
endogeneity of, usually longitudinal, covariates by jointly modelling their random
effects, and potentially also the error terms, with the corresponding parts of the
analysis model. Standard methods that are commonly applied after multiple im-
putation only specify models for the outcome, which implicitly assumes that all
covariates are exogenous, and may lead to bias.
The implementation of the sequential Bayesian approach in the R package
JointAI provides a convenient tool for researchers from various backgrounds,
who are familiar with commonly used base R functions and do not have specific
experience in Bayesian methodology or software for Bayesian inference, such as
JAGS or WinBUGS.
7.2 Assumptions
Like all statistical methods, the sequential fully Bayesian approach is based on
certain assumptions that must be met in order to obtain correct results. In the
following, we highlight two assumptions that are crucial to the validity of the
analysis: correctness of the model specification and the assumption of ignorable
missingness.
7.2.1 Model Specification
An implicit assumption of the sequential Bayesian approach to handle missing
data is that the model is correctly specified. This assumption is not particular for
our approach but made in all parametric models. Even though in practice it may
usually not be possible to specify a correct model, and the specified model can
only approximate the “truth”, it is important that this approximation is precise
enough to avoid relevant bias.
In the model presented in the previous chapters, it is the joint distribution
p(y,Xobs,Xmis | θ) that needs to be specified correctly or at least needs to fit
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the data well. Since the joint distribution is specified as a sequence of conditional
distributions, this requirement translates to the conditional distributions.
When there are more than just a few incomplete variables, choosing conditional
distributions that fit the data sufficiently well can become a tedious task. Vari-
ables in the linear predictor of the conditional models may have non-linear effects
and interact with other variables, and which variables are included in a particular
linear predictor depends on the order of the sequence of conditional distributions.
Moreover, except for the conditional distribution for the first incomplete covariate
in the sequence, models have incomplete variables in their linear predictor, com-
plicating evaluation of model fit. For continuous variables, additionally, different
choices for the error distribution need to be considered. It is unrealistic to expect
such time-consuming model building to happen in practice. Many researchers
will rely on the default choices set in the software implementation and, at most,
consider alternative distributions for continuous, non-normal variables.
A useful implementation in a software package should, therefore, make it easy
to use models that are flexible enough to fit a wide range of data sufficiently
well to provide valid results. When each of the conditional distributions in the
sequential fully Bayesian approach is specified correctly, the order chosen for the
sequence is irrelevant for the validity of the results. In its current version (0.5.1)
the R package JointAI provides multiple parametric options for imputation of
continuous variables (using a normal, log-normal, gamma or beta distribution), but
makes the default assumption that all associations between covariates are linear
and do not interact with each other. Even though this assumption is appropriate
in many settings, relaxing them may be necessary for some analyses.
7.2.2 Ignorable Missingness
The second crucial assumption necessary to obtain valid results when using the
approach presented in the preceding chapters is that the missing data process is
ignorable.
Imputation under the MAR assumption is attractive since MAR implies that non-
responders are the same as responders in the sense that the conditional distribution
of a variable x is the same for cases where x is missing and for cases where x is
observed. This facilitates a straightforward specification of the posterior predictive
distribution to impute missing values.
Throughout this thesis we have made the ignorability assumption, however, for
some variables, like maternal smoking or alcohol use during pregnancy, the as-
sumption of MAR, i.e., that the probability of the smoking or drinking status
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being missing is independent of the true status, is questionable. It is widely
known that the use of alcohol or cigarettes during pregnancy is not advised, and
mothers disregarding this advice may feel guilty or do not dare to respond to the
question due to fear of judgement.
When missing data are indeed MNAR conditional on the available information,
ignoring the missingness process when analysing or imputing the data may lead
to severe bias and faulty conclusions. This issue is not limited to missing values
in covariates. Primarily in clinical trials, missingness of outcome values is often
associated with what is investigated in the study. For instance, critically ill pa-
tients may feel too sick to fill in questionnaires regarding their quality of life, or
patients who believe that the treatment or intervention they have been assigned
to does not have the desired effect may leave the study. Especially in conjunction
with the usually small number of covariates that is (available to be) included in
the analysis, it is unlikely that the probability of a value being missing can be
fully explained by the recorded information. In such settings, where MNAR is the
more plausible assumption, omitting missing outcome values would lead to biased
results.
7.3 Directions for Future Work
To reduce bias due to violation of the assumptions implied by the approach de-
scribed in this thesis, future work should focus on extensions that help researchers
to model their data appropriately. In this section, we briefly discuss some ap-
proaches that address the aforementioned assumptions of model fit and ignorabil-
ity of the missingness mechanism.
7.3.1 Implementation of Flexible Models
A possible extension to improve the fit of the conditional distributions for incom-
plete covariates is to allow for a more general specification of the mean structure,
relaxing the assumption of linear associations. One way to do this in an auto-
mated way that can be implemented in JAGS would be to provide the option
to include pair-wise interactions between all covariates in the linear predictors of
the models for incomplete covariates. Since this may lead to a large number of
coefficients and, hence, likely leads to overfitting and convergence issues, it may
be necessary to shrink parameters that contribute little to the model fit. In the
Bayesian framework, shrinkage can be applied through specification of the prior
distribution. A popular choice is the use of Bayesian ridge regression, where in-
stead of using a vague normal prior for the regression coefficients α, a hyperprior
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σ2α ∼ Inv−χ2(ν, u2), where u2 has a gamma prior (Mallick and Yi 2013), is spec-
ified for the variance of this prior distribution. Alternatively, Bayesian elastic net
priors, like the one used in Chapter 5, may be chosen.
To relax the assumption of a parametric error distribution for continuous variables,
non-parametric Bayesian methods can be applied. In this framework, uncertainty
about the probability density function G of an incompletely observed covariate
x can be reflected by not specifying G directly, but assuming a prior probability
model for G. A convenient and popular choice for such a prior probability model
is the Dirichlet process prior, which allows the specification of an infinite mixture
of simple parametric distributions, often normal distributions, where the values
of the parameters of these parametric distributions are determined by the Dirich-
let process (Escobar and West 1995; Müller et al. 2015). Due to the clustering
property of the Dirichlet process, in practice, only a finite number of clusters are
used, but since the number of clusters needed is determined by the data and does
not need to be pre-specified, this approach facilitates automated and very flexible
density estimation.
7.3.2 Evaluation of Model Fit
Even when flexible models are used, model fit should be evaluated to ensure the
assumption of a correctly specified model is not violated. In Chapters 2 and 5, the
fit of the conditional distributions was evaluated using posterior predictive checks
(Gelman, Meng, et al. 1996).
A common approach to posterior predictive checks is to calculate a χ2-type statis-
tic
N∑
i=1
{xi − E(xi | θ)}2
Var(xi | θ) .
The statistic is calculated twice, once for the observed values and once for the
corresponding values sampled from the estimated posterior predictive distribution.
If the specified model fits the observed data well, comparison of the two statistics
should show that on average (over all iterations) one is not larger than the other.
To advocate and facilitate the use of posterior predictive checks for model fit when
using the sequential Bayesian approach, functionality to automatically perform
such model evaluation will be added to JointAI in the future.
7.3.3 Non-ignorable Missingness
Most popular software for handling incomplete data is limited to settings with
MAR mechanisms, posing an often insurmountable hurdle for applied researchers
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to perform imputation or analysis under the MNAR assumption.
It is not possible to provide a completely automated procedure since the handling
of non-randomly missing data requires external information on the missingness
mechanism. Under MNAR the unobserved data are assumed to have a different
distribution (conditional on covariates) than the observed data, but since this
distribution cannot be obtained from the observed data, assumptions about this
unknown distribution need to be made by the researcher. Nevertheless, the use of
MNAR analysis can be supported by providing software that allows the researcher
to introduce his or her assumption into the analysis.
By factorizing the likelihood p(X,R | ψ,θ) = p(X | R,θ) p(R | ψ), i.e., using
a pattern mixture model specification instead of the selection model factorization
used in Chapter 1, MNAR can be modelled as a deviation from MAR:
p(X,R | ψ,θ) = p(Xobs,Xmis | R,θ) p(R | ψ)
= p(Xmis | Xobs,R,θmis) p(Xobs | R,θobs) p(R | ψ),
where (θmis,θobs) = g(θ), θmis = f(θobs,∆) and ∆ represents the deviation
from MAR. Since no information about∆ is available from the data, ∆ or a prior
distribution p(∆) must be specified, reflecting the analyst’s hypothesis about the
missing data mechanism.
The R package JointAI could be extended to enable users to specify for which
incomplete variables they assume MNAR, and allow them to provide a value or
distribution for ∆.
Offering researchers the opportunity to perform analysis and imputation under the
assumption of MNAR with only slightly more effort than analysis under the as-
sumption of MAR would require, will substantially improve the quality of research;
researchers will be more likely to make appropriate assumptions and perform the
sensitivity analyses required for those (untestable) assumptions.
7.4 Conclusion
Missing data occur in a wide range of studies but in practice their treatment is
often not given adequate time and consideration, as they are regarded a frustrating
complication that needs to be resolved before the actual research question can
be answered. Applied researchers, hence, often prefer off-the-shelf solutions that
require minimal knowledge about specific statistical approaches and little time to
apply. This is in conflict with the careful consideration that is necessary to make
appropriate assumptions about the missing data mechanism and the shape of the
models used to impute missing values.
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To support the correct use of statistical methodology, software is necessary that
provides an accessible interface to valid statistical approaches. Such software needs
to be flexible enough to handle data with different characteristics, non-restrictive
enough to make it more likely that assumptions are met, and should provide op-
tions allowing straightforward evaluation of potential violations. Since the anal-
ysis of incomplete data involves untestable assumptions, additional functionality
allowing sensitivity analyses about these assumptions is needed.
The implementation of the fully Bayesian approach to analysis of incomplete data
in the R package JointAI is a first step to provide such software. Extensions, as
discussed above and in Chapter 6 are necessary to fully reach this goal.
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Summary
Missing values are a pervasive problem in almost all kinds of studies. In large co-
hort studies, the type of study most often conducted in the field of epidemiology,
missing observations in covariates pose the major challenge. Since measurements
are taken in an uncontrolled environment, typically many covariates need to be
considered as potential confounders to filter out unwanted influences that envi-
ronmental factors may have on the estimates of interest. Due to the large number
of variables measured and the fact that measurement often relies on participants
recalling and reporting detailed information, large proportions of missing data
are common in these types of studies. In light of the above, the research that
forms this thesis focuses on the analysis of incomplete cohort study data where
missingness is in the covariates.
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction into the history of the most popular ap-
proach to handle incomplete data, multiple imputation (MI), and gives an overview
of common approaches to perform multiple imputation or to directly perform in-
ference with incomplete data. Moreover, concepts relevant to the analysis under
the Bayesian paradigm are outlined.
The focus of Chapter 2 is the analysis of longitudinal data with incomplete baseline
covariates. We describe a fully Bayesian approach to analyse and impute data in
this setting and discuss a number of naive and more sophisticated approaches to
impute such data in wide format using multiple imputation with chained equations
(MICE). Results from the analysis of the motivating dataset from the Generation
R Study as well as two simulation studies demonstrate that with MICE omission
of the outcome from the imputation models, or even the use of simple summaries,
can lead to severe bias. Only when more sophisticated summaries of the outcome,
which captured important features associated with the missingness, were used,
bias was negligible. Since it is generally not known which features of the outcome
are relevant to the missingness, the fully Bayesian approach, in which the outcome
is included automatically and implicitly without the need to summarize it, and
which provided unbiased results throughout all analyses, is the preferred method
for imputation of incomplete baseline covariates in longitudinal data.
The fully Bayesian approach is applied to data from the Generation R Study in
Chapter 3, in which the association between gestational weight (gain) and dietary
patterns is investigated. In the primary analysis, a stratified Bayesian linear mixed
model is fitted to repeated measures of gestational weight, and missing covariate
values are imputed. Extracting these imputed values and creating multiple com-
pleted datasets allows performing secondary analyses of gestational weight gain
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during different periods of pregnancy as well as sensitivity analyses using the idea
of multiple imputation.
Chapter 4 provides another application of the proposed approach to data from the
Generation R Study. The association between child body composition and ma-
ternal sugar containing beverage consumption during pregnancy is investigated.
Three different measures of child body composition are of interest in the primary
analysis: BMI, measured repeatedly until six years of age, and fat mass index
(FMI) and fat free mass index (FFMI), measured at the age of six. The three out-
comes are modelled jointly in the Bayesian framework using a linear mixed model
for BMI and linear models for FMI and FFMI, and missing values in covariates
are imputed simultaneously. Again, imputed values are extracted to perform ad-
ditional analyses, in this case analyses on subgroups within the data.
The Bayesian approach is further extended to settings with time-varying covari-
ates in Chapter 5. Additional challenges that arise with time-varying covariates,
such as the functional form of the association between outcome and covariate,
and potential endogeneity, are investigated. The previously described Bayesian
approach, extended to settings with time-varying covariates, is compared to joint
model multiple imputation using a multivariate normal distribution, with regards
to its ability to handle the additional challenges. Simulation studies show that mis-
specification of the functional form or misspecification of an endogenous covariate
as exogenous can lead to severe bias. Even though joint model MI assumes endo-
geneity, the subsequent analysis of the imputed data usually assumes exogeneity
for all covariates, and associations between outcome and time-varying covariates
are assumed to be linear during imputation. Since the (extended) fully Bayesian
approach allows inclusion of endogenous covariates, flexible non-linear associations
and performs simultaneous analysis and imputation, it is the superior approach
in this setting.
Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the fully Bayesian approach in the
R package JointAI and illustrates the use of the package by means of various
examples.
This thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 with a short summary of the advantages of
the fully Bayesian approach, discusses implications by the assumptions made by
the approach and explores extensions and directions for future work.
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Samenvatting
Ontbrekende waardes zijn een veelvoorkomend probleem in bijna alle soorten stud-
ies. In grote cohortstudies, het meest gebruikte type studie in de epidemiolo-
gie, vormen ontbrekende waardes in de covariabelen het grootste probleem. Om-
dat metingen in een niet gecontroleerde omgeving worden gedaan moet er door-
gaans met veel covariabelen rekening gehouden worden om ongewenste invloed van
omgevingsfactoren op de schattingen van belangrijke parameters te voorkomen.
Door het grote aantal gemeten variabelen en door het feit dat metingen vaak
vereisen dat deelnemers zich gedetailleerde informatie herinneren en deze infor-
matie ook rapporteren, komen grote hoeveelheden ontbrekende waardes vaak voor
in dit type studies. Naar aanleiding van het bovenstaande, focust het onderzoek
in deze dissertatie zich op de analyse van incomplete data uit cohortstudies met
ontbrekende waardes in de covariabelen.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een korte inleiding in de geschiedenis van de meest populaire
manier om onvolledige gegevens te benaderen; multiple imputatie (MI), en geeft
een overzicht van gebruikelijke methodes om MI uit te voeren of incomplete data
direct te analyseren. Bovendien worden concepten geschetst die relevant zijn in
het kader van het Bayesiaanse paradigma.
De focus van hoofdstuk 2 is de analyse van longitudinale gegevens met onvolledige
“baseline” covariaten. We beschrijven een volledig Bayesiaanse benadering om
data in deze situatie te analyseren en imputeren en bespreken zowel een aantal
naïeve, als ook meer verfijnde benaderingen om dergelijke gegevens in het zo-
genaamde “wide format” te imputeren met “Multiple Imputation with Chained
Equations” (MICE). Resultaten van de analyse van de motiverende dataset uit
de Generation R studie en twee simulatiestudies tonen aan dat met MICE het
niet includeren van de uitkomst in de imputatiemodellen, of zelfs het gebruik van
eenvoudige samenvattingen van de uitkomst, kan leiden tot ernstige systematische
fouten. Alleen wanneer meer uitgebreide samenvattingen van de uitkomst werden
gebruikt, welke belangrijke karakteristieken van de “missingness” bevatten, was
de systematische fout verwaarloosbaar. Omdat in het algemeen niet bekend is
welke kenmerken van de uitkomst relevant zijn voor de “missingness”, heeft de
volledig Bayesiaanse benadering, waarin de uitkomst automatisch en impliciet in
de imputatie geïncludeerd is, zonder de noodzaak om het samen te vatten, en die
tijdens alle analyses resultaten zonder systematische fouten opleverde, de voorkeur
voor imputatie van onvolledige baseline gegevens in longitudinale studies.
De Bayesiaanse benadering wordt toegepast op gegevens van de Generation R
studie in hoofdstuk 3, waarin de associatie tussen (de toename van) gewicht tij-
dens zwangerschap en voedingspatronen wordt onderzocht. In de primaire anal-
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yse wordt een gestratificeerd Bayesiaans lineair gemengd model toegepast op her-
haalde metingen van zwangerschapsgewicht en worden ontbrekende waardes in de
covariabelen geïmputeerd. Het extraheren van deze geïmputeerde waardes en het
creëren van meerdere volledige datasets maakt het mogelijk om in het kader van
MI secundaire analyses van gewichtstoename tijdens verschillende periodes van de
zwangerschap, evenals gevoeligheidsanalyses, uit te voeren.
Hoofdstuk 4 laat een verdere toepassing zien van de voorgestelde methode op
data uit de Generation R studie. De associatie tussen lichaamssamenstelling van
kinderen en de consumptie van suikerhoudende dranken door hun moeders ti-
jdens de zwangerschap wordt onderzocht. Er zijn drie belangrijke maten van
lichaamssamenstelling in de primaire analyse: BMI, herhaald gemeten tot zes
jaar, vetmassa index (FMI) en vetvrije massa index (FFMI), beiden gemeten op
zesjarige leeftijd. De drie uitkomsten worden gezamenlijk gemodelleerd in het
Bayesiaanse kader met behulp van een lineair gemengd model voor BMI en lin-
eaire modellen voor FMI en FFMI, waarbij ontbrekende waardes in covariaten bin-
nen dezelfde procedure worden geïmputeerd. Wederom worden deze geïmputeerde
waarden geëxtraheerd om extra analyses, in dit geval in subgroepen, uit te voeren.
De Bayesiaanse benadering wordt in hoofdstuk 5 verder uitgebreid naar situaties
met covariaten die in de tijd variëren. Bijkomende uitdagingen die horen bij tijds
variërende covariaten, zoals de functionele vorm van de associatie tussen uitkomst
en covariaat en mogelijke endogeniteit, worden onderzocht. De eerder beschreven
Bayesiaanse benadering, uitgebreid naar situaties met in de tijd varieerde covari-
aten, wordt vergeleken met “joint model” MI met behulp van een multivariate
normale verdeling, op het vermogen om de additionele uitdagingen aan te gaan.
Simulatiestudies tonen aan dat een verkeerde specificatie van de functionele vorm
of een specificatie van een endogene covariabel als exogeen, tot ernstige system-
atische fouten kan leiden. Hoewel “joint model” MI endogeniteit veronderstelt,
neemt de daaropvolgende analyse van de geïmputeerde gegevens meestal exogen-
iteit aan voor alle covariaten, en er wordt tijdens de imputatie van uitgegaan
dat associaties tussen uitkomst en tijdsvariërende covariaten lineair zijn. Omdat
de (uitgebreide) volledig Bayesiaanse benadering zowel rekening kan houden met
endogeniteit van covariabelen en flexibele niet-lineaire associaties, als analyse en
imputatie simultaan uitvoert, is dit de superieure methode in deze situatie.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft de implementatie van de volledig Bayesiaanse benadering
in het R pakket JointAI en illustreert het gebruik van het pakket aan de hand
van verschillende voorbeelden.
Dit proefschrift wordt afgesloten in hoofdstuk 7 met een korte samenvatting van
de voordelen van de volledig Bayesiaanse methode, de implicaties van de aannames
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die gemaakt worden in deze benadering en mogelijke verbeteringen en onderwerpen
voor toekomstig werk.
Zusammenfassung
Fehlende Werte sind ein allgegenwärtiges Problem in vielerlei Studien. In großen
Kohortenstudien, dem Studientyp, der in der Epidemiologie am häufigsten
durchgeführt wird, stellen fehlende Werten in Kovariablen die größte Heraus-
forderung dar. Da Daten nicht in einem kontrollierten Umfeld erhoben werden,
müssen üblicherweise viele Kovariablen als potentielle Störfaktoren berücksichtigt
werden, um so zumindest einen Teil der unerwünschten Einflüsse herauszufiltern,
die das Ergebnis verzerren können. Aufgrund der großen Anzahl von Werten,
die deshalb erhoben werden, und da es oft notwendig ist, dass Probanden sich
an detaillierte Informationen erinnern und diese auch wiedergeben, ist ein hoher
Prozentsatz fehlender Werte keine Seltenheit. Die wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten,
die dieser Dissertation zugrunde liegen, konzentrieren sich daher auf die Analyse
unvollständiger Daten aus Kohortenstudien, wobei die fehlenden Werte in den
Kovariablen auftreten.
Kapitel 1 gibt eine kurze Einführung in die Geschichte der derzeit bekanntesten
Methode zum Umgang mit fehlenden Werten: „Multiple Imputation“ (MI), und
eine Übersicht häufig verwendeter Methoden, mit denen entweder MI oder di-
rekt Inferenz aus unvollständigen Daten durchgeführt werden können. Außerdem
werden Konzepte skizziert, die im Zusammenhang mit bayesianischer Statistik
relevant sind.
Der Fokus in Kapitel 2 liegt auf der Analyse longitudinaler Daten mit unvollständi-
gen zeitunabhängigen Kovariablen. Wir beschreiben eine vollständig bayesianis-
che Methode um derartige Daten zeitgleich zu analysieren und zu imputieren,
und erörtern einige einfache sowie kompliziertere Ansätze um diese Daten, in
horizontalem Format, mit der gebräuchlicheren Methode „Multiple Imputation
using Chained Equations“ (MICE), d.h. durch eine Reihe von univariaten Mod-
ellen zu imputieren. Ergebnisse aus der Analyse des motivierenden Datensatzes
aus der „Generation R“ Studie sowie aus zwei Simulationsstudien zeigen, dass
bei MICE das Weglassen der Zielvariablen aus den Imputationsmodellen, oder
auch die Verwendung einfacher Zusammenfassungen der Zielvariablen zu schwer-
wiegenden systematischen Fehlern führen kann. Nur wenn komplexere Zusam-
menfassungen der Zielvariablen verwendet wurden, die die im Zusammenhang mit
den fehlenden Werten wichtigen Merkmale erfassen, war der systematische Fehler
vernachlässigbar. Bei der vollständig bayesianischen Methode wird die Zielvari-
able automatisch und implizit berücksichtigt ohne dass eine Zusammenfassung
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notwendig ist. Da im Allgemeinen nicht bekannt ist welche Merkmale relevant
sind und die bayesianische Methode in allen Analysen korrekte Ergebnisse lieferte,
ist sie die überlegene Methode, um fehlende Werte in zeitkonstanten Kovariablen
in longitudinalen Datensätzen zu imputieren bzw. solche Daten zu analysieren.
Die vollständig bayesianische Methode wird in Kapitel 3 auf eine Fragestel-
lung aus der „Generation R“ Studie angewendet, in der die Beziehung zwischen
Ernährungsmustern und Gewicht bzw. Gewichtszunahme während der Schwanger-
schaft untersucht wird. Für die primäre Fragestellung wird ein stratifiziertes,
bayesianisches, lineares gemischtes Model für die wiederholten Messungen des
Gewichts der Mutter aufgestellt, womit gleichzeitig fehlende Werte in Kovariablen
imputiert werden. Dem Konzept von MI folgend werden mit diesen imputierten
Werten vervollständigte Versionen des ursprünglichen Datensatzes generiert,
und somit die Analyse der sekundären Frage nach der Beziehung zwischen
Ernährung und Gewichtszunahme in verschiedenen Phasen der Schwangerschaft
sowie Sensitivitätsanalysen ermöglicht.
Kapitel 4 stellt eine weitere Anwendung der vorgeschlagenen bayesianischen Meth-
ode auf Daten aus der „Generation R“ Studie dar. Der Zusammenhang zwis-
chen der Menge von mit Zucker gesüßten Getränken, die Frauen während der
Schwangerschaft zu sich nehmen, und dem Körperbau ihrer Kinder nach der
Geburt wird untersucht. Drei verschiedene Kennzahlen des Körperbaus sind in
der primären Analyse von Interesse: BMI, mehrfach gemessen von der Geburt
ab bis zum Alter von sechs Jahren, Fett-Masse-Index (FMI) und Fettfreie-Masse-
Index (FFMI), gemessen im Alter von sechs Jahren. Zugleich mit der gemein-
samen Modellierung der drei Zielvariablen in einem bayesianischen Model werden
fehlende Werte in Kovariablen imputiert. Dabei werden ein lineares gemischtes
Model für BMI sowie lineare Regressionsmodelle für FMI und FFMI verwendet.
Zur Durchführung weitere Analysen, in diesem Fall in Untergruppen, werden auch
hier die imputierten Werte extrahiert.
In Kapitel 5 wird die bayesianische Methode auf Situationen mit zeitabhängigen
Kovariablen erweitert. Dabei werden Herausforderungen untersucht, wie sie bei
zeitabhängigen Kovariablen entstehen. In diesem Falle die funktionelle Form der
Beziehung zwischen Zielvariable und Kovariable, sowie die mögliche Endogenität
der Kovariable. Anhand von Simulationsstudien wird die zuvor beschriebenen, für
zeitabhängigen Kovariablen erweiterten, bayesianische Methode mit einer alterna-
tiven Methode verglichen, in der fehlende Werte mit Hilfe einer gemeinsamen mul-
tivariaten Normalverteilung imputiert werden („joint model“ MI). Es ergibt sich,
dass Fehlspezifikation der funktionellen Form oder Fehlspezifikation einer endo-
genen Kovariablen als exogen zu schwerwiegenden systematischen Fehlern führen
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kann. Obwohl “joint model” MI Endogenität annimmt, ist dies bei den meis-
ten Methoden, die im Anschluss auf die imputierten Daten angewendet werden
nicht der Fall. Außerdem wird die Beziehung zwischen Kovariable und Zielvari-
abel bei “joint model” MI als linear angenommen. Da bei der erweiterten voll-
ständig bayesianischen Methode endogenen Kovariablen sowie flexible Formen für
die funktionelle Beziehung zwischen Zielvariabel und Kovariablen berücksichtigt
werden können, ist sie die überlegene Methode für derartige Daten.
Kapitel 6 beschreibt die Implementierung der vorgestellten vollständig bayesianis-
chen Methode im R Paket JointAI und illustriert die Verwendung dieses Paketes
anhand zahlreicher Beispiele.
Das abschließende Kapitel 7 fasst die Vorteile der von uns verwendeten bayesianis-
chen Methode zusammen, und erläutert wesentliche Konsequenzen der Annahmen
dieser Methode. Zusätzlich werden Ideen aufgezeigt wie die Methode und ihre Im-
plementierung erweitert und verbessert werden kann.
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